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of Bazargon said. “If he resists, then
the people cannot wait ....another

stage of confrontation would be in-

evitable.”
(Conflict — page 4)

Bakhtiar said yesterday that he
would not oppose creation of a
shadow government by Khomeini.
But he later added that he would
arrest any rival head ofgovernment
"“who starts creating disorders and
riots and wants to interfere with the
country's legal order.”

In an interview with Teheran
Radio, the prime minister vowed
again-not to resign and promised he
would, not- “permit a new type of
dteatatorship which would be worse
than .before.” •

“This Islamic republic is incom-
pcdiuir.c panenis a* deadlock between.the Moslem^ prebenafble to-me,” Bakhtiar said.
hour visiting penoitetlonary leader, who forced the
children the staff Us to leave Iran*: and Prime.
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Commenting os. the religious
.leader's threat of “Holy War." the
prime minister said, that “Jihad"
wasa war against non-Moslems. “At
present, it would be brother against
bizother.” be added.
Bakhtiar’ a radio Interview was

one of several statements made to
the press yesterday by the prime
minister amid intensive, behind-the-

scenes negotiations aimed at
heading off civil war.
The prime minister told the

Associated Press that "I will keep
the door open for negotiations and
a peaceful solution. But I will answer
Molotov cocktail with Molotov
cocktail."
Bakhtiar, who was appointed by

the shah, continued to seek an ac-
commodation with supporters of

Khomeini, who regard his govern-

ment as illegal. Khomeini's camp,
meanwhile, has Ignored Bakhtiar to

make overtures to the armed forces.

But the military high command,
key to the current power struggle

and impending civil war, un-
derscored its continued support for
Bakhtiar with a terse statement
denying claims by Khomeini that he
had held top-level meetings with
army generals.
Diplomatic sources said the

significance of the statement was
that it publiply signalled that the
ayatollah had not been successful In

wooing the military.

Aides of the religious leader said
•the ayatollah, who had originally
been expected to declare the
provisional government as soon as
he returned to Iran, had been ad-
vised by associates to delay the an-

(Continued on page t, col, t)
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WASHINGTON (Reuter). — Iran

has decided to cancel pending U.S.

arpu purchases totalling eight to 10

billion dollars, "The Washington
Post” said yesterday.
A “Post" correspondent reporting

from Teheran said the cancellation

of most outstanding weapons orders
placed by the shah was agreed to In

talks between Iranian military
leaders and U.S. Defence Depart-
ment special envoy Eric von Mar-
bod.

. Von Marbod has been In Iran for

some time discussing the

government's financial problems
arising from the strikes in Iranian
oilfields.

"The Post" said the major orders
being cancelled are for 140 General
Dynamics F-16 fighter planes, seven
Boeing airborne warning and control
system (AWACSj planea. 20
McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom
reconnaissance planes, and two
Spruance destroyers.

The newspaper also said work on a
fib. naval base at Chah Bahar on the
Gulf of Oman would also be halted.
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LIT. — Two Fijian UNIFIL
ra In South Lebanon were kill-

& gun battle with leftists, and
orweglan UN officers died in a
pter crash nearby, .officials

fed yesterday. •
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Palestinians and their Lebanese
leftist allies clashed with the Fijians

at sundown Saturday near Kan a.

five miles southeast of Tyre. The lef-

tists later issued a statement claim-

ing the battle erupted after the Fi-

jians “executed" one of their men,
and they vowed revenge.
A UN official in Beirut confirmed

the report that two Fijians were kill-

ed but said he had no information to

'verify the claim that Fijians had ex-

ecuted “a Palestinian.
' South Lebanese civilians said

yesterday at the Good Fence that

French UN soldiers had also been in-

volved to the clash, and reported

that tension was still running high in

the area.

The Norwegian helicopter carry-

ing two crewmen and two medical
officers, was about to land at Kana to

evacuate a wounded Fijian soldier
when it crashed, instantly killing all

aboard, a Norwegian official
reported here. He said an investiga-
tion Into the crash has begun, but in-

itial reports indicated the American-
made Huey chopper either had a
technical malfunction or hit a
telephone line.

The Israeli source and Lebanese
supporters of Major Sa'ad Haddad
pointed out that the clashes took
place In the heart of UNIFIL-
controlled territory, not on Its

periphery. Lebanese at the fence
alleged that many concentrations of
terrorists are operating within the
UNIFIL area.

To date, 14 UNIFIL soldiers have
been reported killed in clashes or ac-

cidents in South Lebanon. In the
worst previous incident last May,
two French paratroopers and one
Senegalese soldier were killed in a
shootout with Palestinians in Tyre.

Ehrlich presents cabinet with
programme to curb inflation
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich yesterday presented the

cabinet with his plan to curb the rate of inflation, which doubl-
ed during the course of last year. The main elements of the
proposed plan, which the cabinet is expected to approve at its

next meeting on Thursday, are: • a 3 per cent cut in the
budget; • a reduction of subsidies to basic commodities and
transport; • linking of mortgages to the consumer price
index; * reduction of duty on selected imports. The aim of the

plan is to bring the rate of inflation down to 38 per cent. Reac-
tions have been mixed. The Histadrut rejected it as doing too
little to curb inflation, while placing too great a burden on the
underprivileged. The Manufacturers Association received it

with restrained approval. Housing Minister David Levy
proposed that the weaker sectors be given mortgages of up to

80 per cent of the value of the apartments they purchase, to
overcome their inability to raise large down payments.

Levy urges mortgages

of up to 80% of cost

Housing loans linked,

but not business credit
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Construction Minister David Levy
will demand high mortgages for peo-
ple eligible for housing aid, with in-

terest rates graduated according to
Income levels. He told Tke
Jerusalem Post last night that in

some caseB mortgages of 80 per cent
of the value of the property should be
given, to help the poorest sectors of
the community secure housing.
These people have not been able to

exploit government mortgages up to

now because they do not possess the
down payment, the minister said.
Levy was responding to the hous-

ing elements contained in the
Treasury's new economic
programme presented at yester-
day’s cabinet meeting.
Levy met Prime Minister

Mcnahcm Begin yesterday to pre-
sent “ideas of the highest national
importance" on salving the housing
crisis. Begin was sympathetic to the
proposals and promised to
strengthen the minister's hand in his

search for resources to house the
needy. Levy said.
Every citizen should take part in

the effort to eliminate the housing
crisis, he added. Begin had promised
to back him all the way in his assault
on the crisis, he said.
Finance Ministry Director-

General Amiram Slvan told The Post
that under the new programme the
ministry plans to give fully linked 25-

ycar mortgages to those needing
housing. The element of subsidy
would be embodied in the interest
rate set for the mortgages. In some
cases mortgages would be interest-

free, though they would be linked to

the index. Consideration would also
be given to partial linkage, though
there was no intention to make this

the general trend.
(All these points relate only to new

mortgages granted from April 1, if

the government adopts the Treasury
programme.)
The principle the Treasury is aim-

ing at, Slvan said, is that
repayments never exceed 20 per cent
of the mortgagee's salary, or of the
average wage in the economy. But
the Treasury rejected outright the
Bank of Israel proposal made some
months ago that the subsidy should
be pertly in the form of a one-time
outright grant at the time of
purchase.
The Treasury claims that in terms

of its new comprehensive proposal to
fight inflation the ugly phenomenon
of the 1960s, where linked mortgages
meant that substantial sums remain-
ed to be paid at the end of the
mortgage period, would not
reappear. Under the new scheme the
mortgagee would repay the sum
within the set time.

A Treasury official gave the exam-
ple of a family living in crowded con-
ditions, who would pay IL1.330 a
month on a mortgage of IL530.000 in
the new scheme. The repayments
would remain at the same real level
throughout the period. Thus there
would be no Additional burden for the
purchaser to bear during the period
of repayment. At present, a potential
mortgagee with the same degree of
eligibility gets a maximum of DL350.-
ooo. which he has to repay within 12-
20 years at IL1.480 a month, decreas-
ing in real terms.
Another example is that of the new

immigrant who under present con-
ditions is eligible for a mortgage of
IL.2SO.OOO over 12 years, with
monthly repayments beginning at
IL2.720 and reducing in real terms.
Under the new proposals, the new
immigrant in question would get
IL450.000, which he would have to
repay over 25 years, with an initial
monthly repayment of 1L2.360. This
sum would increase, but in real
terms its value would remain the

When he left yesterday's govern-
ment meeting. Levy said the
Ministries of Finance. and Construc-
tion will set up a joint committee to

look into the Treasury proposals to
link mortgages to the consumer
price index. Levy added that his

ministry has ideas of its oWn on the
matter, which he will try to imple-
ment in his discussions with the
Treasury.
The linking of mortgages, which

may well be only partial, will come
into effect from the beginning of
April, if it is approved as part of the
Treasury's programme.
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich

said at a press conference after the
cabinet meeting that he does not in-

tend to raise prices of basic com-
modities. But he would not give a
similar undertaking about fuel
prices, on the grounds that these are
the responsibility of Energy Minister.
Yitzhak Moda'l — the only minister
who expressed reservations about
the Treasury programme.
The plan would enable the

Treasury to raise basic commodity
prices after April 1. whenever costs
rise, in order to cut the subsidy rate.
There is a possibility that these
prices may be put up during March,
to set a higher starting point for the
operation of the provisions of the
plan.

Ehrlich maintained the
programme would not hurt the
public in the short run, because Its

effective components are long-
range. and will begin to be felt when
the government starts cutting Its

participation in various budgets.
The aim of the plan, Ehrlich

(Continued on page !, col. !)

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich
presented his plan for fighting Infla-

tion to the government yesterday.

The plan includes linkage of
mortgages obtained through the
Housing Ministry to the consumer
price Index, but does not call for such
linkage on other government loans,
to industrialists and exporters, for

instance.
At the core of the anti-inflation bat-

tle. the plan prescribes a three per
cent cut In real government spen-
ding. The unused IL3.43b. will be
transferred to the reserve fund for
covering 1979 cost increases caused
by price and wage rises of the last
few months.

Subsidies on basic commodities
will be nominally frozen at their pre-
sent levels, meaning that every price
increase on these products will be
paid solely by consumers. In other
words, the subsidy as a percentage
of the total price will drop as infla-

tion continues, beginning In late
March, 1979. Subsidized goods in-

clude bread, milk and milk products,
oil and margarine, frozen chicken
and eggs.
The government will submit to the

Knesset a guaranteed Income law.
ensuring that adequate means of
livelihood will be made available to

every person In the country.
Allocations to welfare recipients will

be periodically updated, at any time
the price index rises by more than 10
per cent of the base figure.
Although mortgages obtained

through the Housing Ministry will

now be linked to the price index, the
repayment period will be extended
from 20 to 25 years. Repayment will

be fixed at real values. A joint

Treasury-Housing Ministry team
will set up the new system, to take
effect on April l.

The minister of construction and
housing will take steps to sell empty
apartments owned by Amidar, the
goi'crnment housing corporation.
The finance and justice ministers

will prepare a programme for doubl-
ing property taxes effective April
1979 — except for residential
apartments and equipment in
buildings subject to the Tenants
Protection Law.
The finance minister will present

to the cabinet a comprehensive plan
for "deepening’’ tax collection. The
cabinet will hold a special session on
the subject.
Value Added Tax on financial in-

stitutions will be raised from 9 to 12
per cent beginning in April.
Customs duties will be lowered for

items which carry a charge of over
20 per cent, also beginning in April.
Purchase tax on small refrigerators
— up to 12 cubic feet -- will be reduc-
ed to 40 per cent, and on gas cooking
stoves to 25 per cent.
No more supplementary financing

will be given to businesses; this
move should save IL2b.
Additional controls will be in-

stituted on industrial, agricultural
and service prices. The minister of
industry will act through the Con-
sumers Council to increase the
public's awareness of price matters.
The Bank of Israel will adopt a

deflationary credit policy, while
maintaining adequate financing for
export. It will try to reduce the use of

foreign currency loans, except for
financing of imports.
The state will soon make land

available to the private sector for
(Continued on page 2, col. 2>

Meshel calls new plan

worse than old one

Egypt values Arab ties

By LEA LEVAVI
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV.— Histadrut Secretary-
General Yeroham Meshel yesterday
denounced the proposed economic
programme as worse than the old
one, white the Manufacturers
Association welcomed the proposed
3 per cent budget cut.

Commenting on details of the new
economic policy announced by
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich,
Meshel said the wage-earner and
low-income groups would be hardest
hit.

“The idea of a fixed sum for sub-
sidizing essential goods and services
may sound appealing at first,” said
Meshel. "But in our inflationary
economy any rise In the cost of sub-
sidized items, above the amount
which the government budgets for
subsidies, will be paid by the con-

sumer. As usual, the wage-earner
and low-income groups will be the
hardest hit.”

Meshel also criticized the propos-
ed 3 per cent budget cut: “The
budget itself isn't realistic, and we
won't be convinced that the cuts
aren’t going to hurt social services
until we know exactly what is going
to be cut.

"If the government thinks that a 3

per cent budget cut will lead to a 10
per cent cut in inflation, we’ll make a
note of the fact that inflation laet

year was 48 per cent and that
Ehrlich promises us 38 per cent this

year. We’ll see if he can keep that
promise."
Meshel was particularly critical of

the proposal to link mortgages to the
Index. "Wonderful news for those
who have been .waiting to buy

(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

over peace with Israel Sanctions by 20,000
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

If the price of peace with Israel Is

isolation from the Arab world, then
Egypt will choose to retain its Arab
allegiances, a senior figure on the
Egyptian side of the peace talks said
yesterday.
Under-Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs Osama ei-Baz was
quoted by the weekly newspaper
"Al-Slyaai" as saying that “if a
peace treaty with Israel would drive
Egypt away from performing Its
national duties towards Arab coun-
tries, then Egypt chooses the Arab
countries.”
.“The goal behind all of Israel's

manoeuvres now is a separate peace
with Egypt. But a separate peace is

not in Egypt's interest. Neither is it

in the interest of the United States. It

is in the interest of Israel alone," el-

Baz said.

Cairo, he said, believes that peace
cannot be achieved without “direct
and forceful intervention” by the
U.S.

today over wage deal

The Egyptian weekly "Rose el-

Yussuf" reported yest.erday that
Cairo has turned down an Israeli
proposal for a bilateral summit con-
ference in Sinai.

But the “Washington Post”
reported from Cairo yesterday that
Egypt wants another summit con-
ference with Israel and the U.S. in

order to end the present stalemate in

the peace process.
Its Cairo correspondent Thomas

Lippman quoted Egyptian sources
as saying that a tripartite summit is

necessary because the turmoil in

Iran makes an Egyptlan-lsraell
peace treaty all the more urgent.

Lippman said that Egypt’s desire
for a new summit explains why
Sadat said on Friday that he will sell

oil to Israel from the Sinai fields at
market prices. The correspondent
said this was aimed at meeting the

U.S. condition that a summit would
not be called until both Egypt and
Israel agreed to show flexibility.

The authoritative dally “Al-
Ahram" said yesterday that Egypt
and the U.S. are currently holding
“crucial contacts" on how to remove
obstacles to a peace treaty with
Israel and strengthen military
cooperation between Cairo and
Washington.

It said that once the U.S. visit by
Chinese Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao-
ping was completed. Carter would
be in touch with President Anwar
Sadat on future moves towards
peace. “Al-Ahram" quoted “official

sources” in Cairo as saying that this

would be “in the next few days."
The paper also reported that Ghali

conferred on Saturday with U.S. Am-
bassador Herman Eiits on Egyp Lian-

il. S. relations and other matters.
Exits. “Al-Ahram" added, said that

U.S. Secretary of Defence Harold
Brown would arrive in Egypt on
February 16 and confer with Sadat

the following day. Brown leaves
Washington on Friday for a 10-day

Middle East tour, which will take

him to Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel

and Egypt, in that order.

By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Twenty thousand
engineers, architects, agronomists,
geologists, meteorologists, chemists
and other scientists will launch a
partial strike throughout Israel from
today because the government
refuses to sign a new wage contract
with them, according to the Israel
Association of Engineers yesterday.

National secretary of the
Engineers' Association, Mordechai
Geller. said yesterday that the
government policy which links the
wages of technicians, practical
engineers, clerks and skilled
workers to the engineers' wages has
caused severe erosion in the status
and work conditions of engineers.
One result is that engineers get no
remuneration for academic educa-
tion.
Geller said that during wage

.
negotiations with the government
and Histadrut in recent months, the
government, under pressure from
the Histadrut, repeatedly broke
agreements with the engineers.

The engineers are demanding that
their wages be based on academic
education in engineering and on the

contribution of engineers to the
economy.
Following the latest breakdown In

negotiations with the government,
the engineers decided to launch a

series or technological and economic
sanctions. These Include:
• Breaking ail relations with
managements in professional
matters and with state institutions;

• Non-participation in conferences
and meetings with external and in-

ternal bodies;
• Withholding all professional
opinions, results and plans;
• Stopping the implementation of

plans and new projects;
• Withholding signatures from
licences, permits, financial es-
timates and work orders, and
• Refusing to admit the public and
answer public telephone calls.

If these sanctions do not produce
the desired results, the engineers
have threatened more severe
measures.
Geller said the Engineers'

Association is preparing to withdraw
from the Histadrut unless the
Histadrut accepts the Barkai Com-
mittee's recommendation to ensure
that “the specific needs of those
working in the academic professions
will be taken into account, including
the big investment in acquiring
professional education."

Geller also spoke of the “brain
drain" caused by Israeli engineers
emigrating. Israel, he said, was tur-

ning into “a factory of engineers for

other countries.
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By ASHER WALLF1SH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

’The cabinet decided yesterday to

give the Sln&I towns of Ophlra and
Yamit a badly needed shot In the

arm.

At its weekly meeting, the cabinet

set up a committee of dlrectors-

gcneral to study and approve
economic assistance. The committee
will also recommend further
prefabricated construction for all

the localities and settlers In Sinai not

under the responsibility of the World
Zionist Organization’s settlement
division.

(Nu'cfba, Dl-Zahav, and the
Rafiah villages are all under the
aegis of the settlement division).

The big push to set up the new
committee came last Tuesday when
four representatives of the Ophlra
residents called on Prime Minister
Mcnahem Begin in Jerusalem and
asked for urgent aid. Agriculture
Minister Ariel Sharon, who Is

responsible for all Sinai develop-
ment projects, came with them. So
did Reuven Alon!, head of the
Merhav Shlomo Development Ad-
ministration.

The cabinet communique said the
new committee would be empowered
to approve the construction of tem-
porary buildings. It will also be able
to take other measures to enable a
normal existence for the localities

and residents, during the period of

the negotiations with Egypt. The
housing minister will guide the com-
mittee in Its work.
The communique said the com-

mittee would be asked to tour the
region fn the near future, visit the
localities, and meet the residents
and their representative com-
mittees.

Dr. Eliahu Bcn-Elisaar, director-
general of the prime minister's of-

fice. will chair the committee. The
other members, apart from Aloni,

will be Bcn-Elissar's counterparts
from the ministries of finance.

defence, housing, justice, absorp-

tion. and industry.

The Ophira delegates last Tuesday
reminded Begin that the Camp
David agreements had put an end to

the future of I.lOO Ophira residents

alone. (Ophira has 350 families, in-

cluding 350 children of all ages,

residing there permanently)

.

They said H would not make any
difference whether negotiations

dragged on for a longer period. Once
it had become clear that oil of Sinai

would be handed back, they said. In-

vestments already made were lost,

while no fresh work will be carried

out- New residents arc not joining

Ophlra, construction has stopped,

and the "Build your home in Ophira"
scheme has been frozen.

Hotel expansion had stopped, loo,

they said, and a massive economic
slowdown had begun. The first signs

of unemployment were apparent.

They said the residents had lost All

energy and initiative, and desire to

remain. Most serious of all. they

claimed, the atmosphere would get

worse and worse as time passed.
Begin explained that Israel had no

choice but to return the whole of

Sinai, otherwise Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat would not have agreed
to make peace.
He appealed to the Ophlra

residents to hold fast. He promised a

top-lcvcl committee would be set up
at once, and he agreed that isolated

eases, with special social, economic,
or other problems, would have the

right to apply for transfer 10 develop-

ment areas in Israel.

One of Aloni's top officials, Dan
Morari, said last night that if the

new committee did not hurry, "there
would be nobody left In Ophira for it

to talk to." Harari said that un-
employment was already a serious
problem.
A special loan fund was set up Insl

year to help Ophirn businesses in

trouble In the wake of Camp David.
It contains ILl.4m., and can grant
loans of up to IL100.000 each.

G00D
NEWSFOR
TOURISTS
While hero, you've been reading

The Jerusalem Post and you’d like

to keep in touch with events in

Israel when you return home. Well,

you can do it through The
Jerusalem Post international Edi-

tion, air- mailed worldwide every

week with the latest news,
features and photos.

Walk into any branch of one of the

banks listed below and you can

take out a subscription today, It

only takes a few minutes. Have a

nice Vacation' and a safe journey

home.

BANK HAPOALIM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK
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Lotto Draw 06/79

Minimum first prize
'<

IL.2,000,000*
Minimum total prize fund

IL4,500,0Q0*
TODAY is the last day

for handing In Lotto entries.

The Weather
at Main

Destinations
Btm MAX

*c -r -c -r

AMSTERDAM
B8UUCU
BUENOS AIRES—
CHICAGO
COPENHAGEN—
raANKTUKT
GENEVA
HELSINKI
HONGKONG
JOHANNESBURG
LISBON
LONDON

NEWYOU

PARIS
RIO OR JANEIRO
SAO PAULO

1 S3 0 42 C3e»r
S3 74 37 88 Oar
-9 IS -8 M Chu
-Z 28 2 36 Goody
A 28 S 37 CM;
1 34 ' 11 SS w
a 32 2 30 Snow
is 68 10 81 Goody
u SS S3 71 Sunny
IS 69 17 <3 Bain
0 32 8 48 Oood|y
7 10 14 97 Cloody

-17 l •IS 18 —
-5 24 2 38 Gandy

•IS 10 A 29 Goar
• 32 S <1 Goody

' 18 •4 28 84 Goody
17 •2 28 78 Goody
-10 11 -5 23 Cloody

TOKYO
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
VIENNA
ZURICH

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355;

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228368/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

THE WEATHER
Forecast: Fair to partly cloudy, small ad-
ditional rise in temperature. No change in

humidity.

Yesterday's Yesterday’s Today's
Humidity Min-Man Max

Jerusalem SI 2—13 14
'

Golan 44 4—14 15
Nahariya 60 6—18 19
Safad 60 6—10 12
Haifa Pori 53 11—17 18
Tiberia# 56 7—18 19
Nazareth 48 6—17 18
Alula 40 3—19 20
Shornrun 45 6—15 16
Tel Arte 53 a—

U

IB
B-G Airport 38 7—20 20
Jericho 46 5—20 21
Gaza GO 8—17 18
Beers heha 34 4—18 19
Eilat 30 10-2* 23
Tiran Straits 36 14—22 23

SOCIAL &.PERSONAL

President Ytzhak Navon yesterday
received Robert Asher and Sidney
Quitman of the Music Foundation for

Israel in Glencoe, Illinois.

Ofira Navon, the president’s wife,

was visited on Thursday bya delega-

tion of 35 youth leaders of the Joint

Israel Appeal of England.

Interior Minister Yosef Burg was
feted on his 70th birthday by Prime
Minister Menahem Begin and bis

colleagues at the cabinet's weekly
meeting yesterday.

British Consul-General Michael
Haonam yesterday received the

Golden Cross, first grade, of the

Orthodox Palestine Society at a
ceremony in Jerusalem. Archiman-
drite Anthony Grabbe, vice-
president of the organization, made
the presentation.

DEPARTURES
Meir Gabai. director-general of the

Justice Ministry, to Geneva, to attend an
International Copyright Commission
meeting.

Feminists carry on

fight for abortion
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — "Be careful, woman.
.The little we've gained may be lost."

This sombre warning accompanies a
notice from the Israel feminist
movement, calling for a demonstra-
tion on Friday to protect women's
rights to abortion. The demonstra-
tion will be held at the Hamashbir
Latzarchan department store on
Allenby Road at 12:30.

This is tbe second feminist
demonstration against proposals to
-eliminate section five from the abor-
tion law. the section permitting abor-
tion for social or economic reasons.
A spokeswoman said that further

events are planned both to publicize

the pressing section five issue and to
celebrate International Right to
Abortion Day on March 31. The
feminists are planning a mass
demonstration on that day, hoping
that other organizations will Join
them.
They will also hold a meeting on

March 1, where Knesset Members
Ora Namlr and Shulamtt Aloni will

speak.

Teachers commission
wants public’s advice
The commission investigating the

status and working conditions of the
country's teachers, set up in the
wake of their recent strike, appealed
to the public last week for help.

The address for all who have
assistance to offer is: Ephraim
Yaffc, Ministry of Education and
Culture. POB 292. Jerusalem.

Don Acolino I
Please contact your I

FATHER I
In New York urgently B
or phone US-8X2011 9

Weekend airlift brings 900

Iranian Jews to Israel
By BARUCH SAVILLE
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — More than fiOO Iranian
Jews arrived In Israel from Teheran
at the weekend in a special 24-hour
operation organized by El Al. Two
Boeing 747s and a Boeing 707 were
used for the flights.

Among the passengers arriving in
Israel was El Al'a manager in
Teheran. Arieh Beckenstein, who
was posted to Teheran a few days
before the uprising started.
Beckenstein and his staff have

since transported more than 3,500
Iranian Jews to Israel on El Al
flights. He told The Jerusalem Post
that conditions at the airport in
Teheran remain difficult. The handl-
ing of aircraft and baggage was

carried out by his staff, aircraft

crews and by passengers
themselves.
According to one arrival, some 65,-

000 to 70,000 Jews remain in Iran but

most who wanted to leave have, in

fact, left.

“However, 1 * said Beckenstein.
“additional passengers seem to turn

up from distant towns and villages,

so it is really impossible to accurate-

ly judge the future traffic rea-

quirements. Well carry on as we
have in the past. If there's a demand
we will put on additional flights.*'

Most of the Iranians who recently

arrived have decided to stay as

tourists, at least for the time being.

Others have already registered as

new immigrants.

Crash kills man, wife, 2 children
BNEI BRAK (Itizn). — Shlomo and
Lea Weinstock and two of their three
children — killed in a collision with
an army jeep on Friday — were laid

to rest in the Zichron Meir cemetery
here yesterday as many community
leaders looked on.
Shlomo, 37, an insurance agent,

and Lea. 34, a lawyer, had been on
their way to a weekend at Kibbutz
Lavi when the jeep — whose driver
police think may have fallen asleep
— swerved into their lane and crash-
ed their car head-on at the Karkur
junction. The crash took their lives

and those of their son Eytan, 10 and
daughter Vered. S. It also killed

Hagar Horowitz. 20, of Herzliya, who

had been travelling in tbe jeep.

The Weinstock's had asked their

elder son, Yehoshua, to join them on
the trip. But he preferred to go on an
outing with his class from the Noam
seminary in Kfar Sava and so sur-

vived.
Another child did go on the trip —

Yifat Oren. 8. She survived the crash

with light injuries.

The Wetnstocks, who lived in

Ramat Gan, were the offspring of

two of Bnei Brak’s founding
families. The driver of the jeep

. which bit their car Is an army lieute-

nant serving in the administered
territories. His name was not releas-

ed.

Missing reporter appears in Eilat
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Tirza Arzi. the Israel Radio
reporter who vanished a week ago on
her way to work, appeared yester-
day in Eilat in a state of physical and
mental exhaustion. She arrived
alone at the Josepthal Hospital and
collapsed.
Hospital physicians refused to

comment on her state of health or
her whereabouts the previous week.

An earlier report said she had been
seen outside the Tel Aviv studios of
Israel Radio, where she Is employed.
She was alleged to he in the company
of a released prisoner who had been •

convicted of breaking into her apart-

ment and jailed as a result of her

testimony.
Since her disappearance, which

was reported in the media, reports of

her whereabouts had been received

from various parta of the country.

The Jerusalem Post has learned

that Arzi was working on a drugs
story at the time of her dis-

appearance.
Questioned later by tbe police.

Arm said she had come to Eilat to do
a story on the Black Hebrews, but
that she did not remember how she
got there. She said she hadn't realiz-

ed a search was on for her.

BAKHTIAR FRIEND
_

(Continued from page 1}

nouncement “to avoid a collision
, with tbe army." '

It was clear last night that, amid
sometimes conflicting statements to

reporters by different people in his
camp, the ayatollah was still plan-
ning to capitalize on his mass follow-
ing to force Bakhtiar out of office.

"We are all trying to come to a
solution in the most peaceful way"
an aide of Bazargan said."But we
are not going to delay announcement
of a provisional government for
longer than a week or maybe 10
days."
Bakhtiar, a 62-year-old political

liberal, confirmed that contacts
^Wre^derwjnrwith the Khomeini
"camp througfl; associates of the
ayatollah whh^'are among my

The chief intermediary, the 78-

year-old Dr Bazargan, is a retired oil

engineer and human rights activist.

Although Bazargan is said to be
trusted by both sides, his role is un-
clear.

There is speculation Bazargan
may be tapped by Khomeini as the

prime minister of his provisional
government.
Informed sources said Bazargan

has met with Khomeini. Bakhtiar
and at least two senior military
leaders within the past 72 hours . The
military officers expressed “ap-
preciation" that the ayatollah has
moved slowly.
An side of Bazargan however said

it was felt that the longer the present
Impasse was allowed to drag on. the
more problems the ayatollah and his
followers would have. "Time in his

enemy," the aide said.

Amid this political shadow-
boxing. martial law authorities
arrested two more former ministers
on charges of corruption. One of.

them,- Houshang Nahavandl, - is - a
former head of Empress Farah's

- secretariat. He could besentenced to ;

death under bills tabled in parlia-
ment by Bakhtiar.
Pro-Khomeini rallies took place

in several provincial towns. In
Torbati-Jam, near Mashhad, one
man was killed and 11 were injured
in a clash yesterday between sup-
porters and opponents of the
ayatollah. (Reuter.AP.UPI)

HOUSING LOANS LINKED
(Continued from page 1)

immediate construction. Steps will

be taken to simplify the licensing

process.
A committee will be formed to

regulate Investment in the hotel sec-

tor. Every non-residential building
project will need approval by this

committee.
The public sector will be made

more efficient; instances in which
state workers have do-nothing jobs
will be sought out.

Empty positions In the civil ser-

vice will not be filled until the work
force there Is reduced by 1,000.

The transport and finance
ministers will be empowered to raise
public transportation prices accor-

ding to their discretion, beginning in

April.

LEVY ON MORTGAGES
(Continued from page 1)

declared, is to reduce the rate of in-'

Ration by 10 per cent over the 1978
level, to 38 per cent. But to succeed,
he said, it must be adopted in its en-
tirety.

The government's discussion of
the proposal will continue on Thurs-
day. when it seems likely that it will

be adopted.
The programme's main thrust is

directed at cutting the state budget
by 3 per cent. Ehrlich told the
government yesterday that he in-

tends to present his ministry's plan
for combating tax evasion within a
few weeks. This plan includes the
controversial proposals for launder-
ing black capital at “bargain" rates
to the offender, which were, in fact,

"adopted" from Ideas expressed by
Deputy Finance Minister Yehezkel
Flomin.
To sweeten the pill, Ehrlich will

propose that all income derived by
the state from tbe laundering exer-
cise be channeled to houaingprojects
for the poor.

Interior Minister Yosef Burg was
the solitary cabinet supporter of the
laundering proposals at yesterday’s
meeting, on the grounds that if

nothing is done to remedy the evilpf
black capital, honest taxpayers will
be the ones to suffer, because eva-
sion and black money cause inflation
which hits the weakest worst.

Ehrlich stressed at the press con-
ference that the government must
accept the treasury's economic
proposal as a unified comprehensive
plan, whose main immediate aim it

is to cut the budget. His ministry ex-
pects a 6 per cent growth rate in the
coming year, as against 5 per cent
last year.

Tbe Treasury intends to slow down
the rise in the standard of living, and
will try to restrict the rise in per-
sonal consumption per head to 1-2

per cent. Public consumption ia ex-
pected to increase by 3 per cent, and
defence consumption by 15 per cent.
Ehrlich said he hopes for a real in-

crease in exports of 7 per cent, to br-

ing export earnings figures to ¥8b.

Ehrlich emphasized his conviction
that the weaker sectors of the com-
munity would not be hurt by the

overall Treasury proposal, because
the government intends to pass the

Guaranteed Incomes Law, which
would compensate recipients of

welfare whenever the rise in the cost

of living index reaches 10 per cent.

Ehrlich estimated the government
would gain ILlQb. from implemen-
ting the programme.
Ministerial reaction varied to the

proposal as a whole and Sts effects on
their respective ministries. Defence
Minister Ezer Weizman is reported
to have told the cabinet meeting that

he supported the proposal because it

would cut inflation, but anyone who
sought to cut the defence ministry’s
allocation could be defence minister,
if he wanted.
Health Minister Eliezer Shostak

supported the Treasury proposal,
but said the proof of the pudding
would be in the eating. He felt that
ministries would be able to absorb 3
per cent cuts.
But Education Minister Zevulun

Hammer denied this, maintaining
that his ministry could not afford
any cut at all, and he was supported
by NRP colleague Yosef Burg
(Interior) who wanted the cut in
allocations to be smaller.

Burg added that the proposal con-
tained no new ideas.

Industry Minister Gideon Patt said
that the fact that the proposal's
target is to cut Inflation would help
exports. Patt participated in the
drafting of the programme.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda’i,

on the other hand, said the proposal
was “too little, too late and too
cheap." He called for more drastic
measures against black capital, in-
cluding that part of it held In gold
and diamond stocks.

The government's economic ad-
viser. Bank of Israel Governor Ar-
non Gafny. who had no part In the
drafting of the programme, And has
apparently been kept at arms' length
by the Treasury, received his copy of

the programme only yesterday mor-
ning. He said that It would be studied

by the bank's economists, and the

hank would then respond.

Deputy Finance Minister Flomin
said the Treasury has leaned from
its mistakes after the new economic
policy was introduced in October
1977.

Interviewed on the army radio last
night. Deputy Minister Flomin said
the Treasury proposals for in-
creasing property tax did not en-
visage imposing the tax on owners of
"second" flats (apart from the one
they live in). This was because
government policy la to encourage
building for rental purposes.

NO, THANK YOU. — President Yitzhak Navon tells Finance

Minister Siraha Ehrlich yesterday that he is ready to accept a 3 per

cent cut in his office’s budget, despite the Treasury's offer to exempt

the Office of the President from the general reduction. Navon met

with the finance minister for an hour, during which Ehrlich offered a

detailed outline of the Treasury's new economic plan fo reduce

inflation. (Rahamim IsraclH

Bill would have all foreign

missions sited in Jerusalem
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

All permanent foreign doplomatlc
missions would have to be sited in
Jerusalem, under a new private
member's bill drafted by Zalman
Shoval I Likud-La'am).
A country maintaining more than

one diplomatic mission would have
to establish the main one in
Jerusalem, under Shoval 's private
bill, which the coalition executive
has already approved for immediate
tebling. An international body with
status similar to a (foreign state
would be in a similar position under
the bill.

|

The State of Israel and its central
institutions would be obliged to con-

duct their principal contacts with
foreign missions in Jerusalem.
The rules on diplomatic immunity

would be adjusted in the light of the
law's provisions. Transitional

' Guatemalan Interior Minister
Donaldo Alvarez Ruiz arrives at
the Jerusalem Plaza Hotel
yesterday, accompanied by his
Israeli counterpart. Dr. Yosef
Burg. Ruiz, welcomed at Ben-
Gurion Airport yesterday, said
he came to learn how the
interior Ministry here works.

IHahamlm Israelii

arrangements would be determined
with regard to missions which
already exist, while the law would
apply in Its entirety to new missions.

In his appended explanation to the

draft law, Shoval mentions the rule
In international law that diplomats

enjoy their Immunity and their other
special privileges, by virtue of
"functional needs." The discharge of
their functions require that they be
close to government offices, be
notes. The Vienna Convention on
diplomatic immunity implies that
foreign missions be adjacent to the

seat of government, a rule written
into the convention at the demand of

the Netherlands, to stop foreign mis-
sions moving from The Hague to

Amsterdam or to Rotterdam.
Shoval told The Jerusalem Post

that be has already received a large

number of phone calls from
diplomatic missions asking for

clarification.

Third outpost to be

settled this week
Jerusalem Post Reporter

An additional Nahal outpost will be
established thb* week in the northern

Jordan Rift. The temporary name -

will be Mehola D and will join four

other outposts that will be connected
with settlements in the Beit She’an
Valley and Jordan Valley.

Mehola D is the third ontpost to be
established recently. This follows a
government decision to allow new
settlements after the expiration of

the three month freeze imposed by
the Camp David agr£e1tient. The
other two seftlehients^re. Katif D in

the southern^part of fileGaza Strip,

and Na’ama, located north of

Jericho near the village of Nueima.
The outposts will be populated by

soldiers from Nahal before becom-
ing civilian settlements. The two out-

posts in the Jordan Rift are already
included in the social welfare
programme of 'the settlement
department of the World Zionist

Organization, along with 16 other
settlements in the area.

Insurance for teachers

TEL AVIV. — The Hlstadrut
Teachers’ Union and the Ministry of

Education have agreed on Insurance
coverage for teachers who accom-
pany their classes on educational
outings.

Until now. teachers were covered
only In the’event ofa civil suit. Under
the new arrangements, legal aid and
other services will also be provided
in criminal prosecution cases.

MESHEL ON NEW PLAN
(Continued from- page t)

apartments. Now. when they finally
get a loan, they’ll never be able to

finish paying it off. No matter how
much they pay, they will still owe a
fortune."
The programme Is another step

towards economic disaster, Meshel
added, and the only solution is for the
government to rescind the October
1977 economic programme and
to create an entirely new one based
on social Justice and equity.
Meanwhile, the presidium of the

Manufacturers' Association welcom-
ed the 3 per cent cut, although It felt
the cut was insufficient.

But the association rejected plans
to introduce price controls on certain
industrial products. In the past, such
controls were harmful and Inef-
ficient, it said.
The presidium strongly opposed

tbe reduction of customs duties
which would lead to am influx of com-
petitive manufactured goods. It

demanded that tbe original

programme of gradual reductions in

duties be re-instated and It asked
when the government would take the
three steps necessary to help In-
dustry develop and to get the coun-
try's economy on a sounder footing.
These steps were moving man-

power from services to industry,
helping the export drive and en-
suring that industrial exports made
adequate profits.

The subsidy cuts also drew an
angry response from the Social
Workers’ Union.

In a telegram to Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, the union said
that drastic cuts in subsidies and the
"freezing" of jobs in tbe public ser-

vice, especially social worker
positions, would harm the weaker
strata of society and lead to a social

explosion.
The union asked the Prime

Minister to use his influence to
eliminate those aspects of the
proposed economic programme
which would widen social gaps.

The Israel Cancer Association

mourns with its president
Mrs. Suzy Eban and her family

the death of her mother

LEAH AMBACHEv

1"03
With deep sorrow, we announce the passing of our beloved

. husband, father and grandfather

IRVING DINITZ
.
Frances Dinitx
Beverly Segal

Yoisrph. Ellen Toby sod KoIiIij
ftbin Koscnzwcij*
Lord, Richard uud Nina

Sheila Harris
Kli, David, Saul and Art

Shiva is being observed until Friday. February D. 1979. at 1174 E22ncl St
Brooklyn, New York.
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Arkia may be grounded

over IL15m. gov*t debt
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Yel AVIV. — Arkla's planes may be

grounded unless the government
pays a ILlSxn. debt to Israel's

domestic airline. Moshe Bancover,

secretary of Hevrat Ha'ovdlm, told

the Histadrut executive yesterday.

Bancover also said that the
government must decide where
Arkia flies, and that the 'company's

future Is therefore in the
government's hands.
Arkia employees had threatened

to go on strike last Thursday,
because the Transport Ministry's

decision to limit Arlda to domestic
flights threatened to leave at least

half of them without jobs. The threat

was put off for a month after a new

committee, consisting Q f „
'

transport
, and comietS

dustry ministers, vtaa
reconsider the question.
But Bancover said that Ah..

not he able to enjoy
grace unless the goveninJ
its debt. There may not

S'
funds available to buy i

operating its planes, he
Y Israel Kessar, head

Histadrut Trade Unlon'-DeS*
said the Histadrut win not tr
continue providing housing i

less the government cooiLai^
previous governments havr*!?
said that one fund. Maon LaSS.-
inoperative because the eriwS?*
refuses to allotmoney froin

^rah‘‘

budget. .

"

Businessmen press gov’t to

complete TA bus terminal
By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The only obstacle to

completing the new central bos ter-

minal in Tel Aviv is the refusal by
the Ministry of Transport to commit
itself to operating it, the secretary of

tbe organization of business owners
at the new terminal. Haim Topaz,
said yesterday.
Topaz and other representatives of

the business owners accused the

ministry of misleading them and the

public and affecting the livelihood of

thousands of families.

After the rampage by shop owners
through the ministry offices in

Jerusalem last month, the ministry
announced that the government was
not a party to the building contract

for the new terminal, and that its

completion cost was estimated at

mb.
But Topaz produced documents

showing that the government was in-

volved in purchasing the terminal, in

establishing a company to complete

the building, and in. operate*
station after it was buHL' -T*

He also said that the .center
terminal could be.cotnplet^iS
any further investment tram
government because tbe
shops still vacant in tbe t

'

;
would proride the necessary
In addition, the Klfrnr l
Company was prepared to coi

the terminal -with bank loin?
ILiSOm.
But businessmen wooW not,

shops in the new terminate
-guarantee that the station,

operate as a bus terminal, hot
ly as a shopping'maU:;.

Egged says It will not use the
terminal because the Tram
Ministry has been bypassing tfcg

mlnal in transferring biis route'
Topaz said that the ministry

declare In writing .that.it fc

operate tbe new central bos
if vacant shops in the building

be sold and if Egged Is teas*.'
use it.

Meshel plans war against

new economic programme
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Pest Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Histadrut Ex-
ecutive will be called jnto special

session to plan an all-out "war" if

the Histadrut does not reach an
agreement with the government bjr

the end of the month, Histadrut
Secretary-General Yerobam Meshel
told a meeting of the executive
yesterday.
The Treasury’s new economic

programme has not yet been
accepted by the government, but
Meshel predicted "the same old bad
programme of October 1977 — with
new price rises."

Even without the newprogramme,
he listed plenty of unanswered
Histadrut demands on fighting infla-

tion, tax breaks for wage earners
and pensioners, housing, better tax

. collection from. the. rich .and -other

issues raised In the memorandumhe
sent to Finance Minister.. Simha
Ehrlich last week.

' ‘ * *

'

“We can’t keep begging for
meetings with the minister when he
doesn't give us answers," Meshel
said. "We can’t turn the relationship
between the Histadrut and tbe
government into a correspondence
club for exchanging memoranda.”
-Yesterday’s debate was limited to

one area in which the Histadrut
threatens an all-out tight: the
proposed compulsory arbitration
law. Zvi Nathanaon, head of the

Histadrut ’a labour^ iegfoj

department, argued that tbe

would endanger free co

bargaining.
YosefTamarland Abraham

of the Likud said thai
:

40per
Histadrut members voted lor

which included compulsory
tion In their platforms.,

replied that when he- vij

workplaces. Likud workers’

mittee members are the jnaat

mant In their demands forzjtn.

against compulaory arbjtrat&e'

Yisrael Granit of theBraot
Movement for Change lacii®

his party favours compokry
bxtration. but not the spedfle

proposed by Labour andSocto

fairs Minister Israel Ka&Tfo
gives the ministers of defend

labour unlimited poyej\>
what firms or cxicirpatioos?

eluded under the.Jaww
1"

.Th.e ^
resolutions subXrdftW.
ecutive, conderiming -COaqaS

arbitration were accepted% i

of 58 to 21 with .four abstention*,!

section of the resolution caDed

greater solidarity of worken

fuller acceptance of Hlstai

authority. Strikes not approwi

the Histadrut, and other lnstano

workers' taking the law into I

own hands, will help those who

tend that compulsory arbitral

the only answer, according to

resolution.

West Bank pupils riot, face charges
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Security forces used tear gas
against demonstrating high school
pupils in West Bank towns yesterday
and arrested several dozen of them.
Fifteen will face charges.
The fiercest demonstrations took

place in R&mallah and neighbouring
El-Bira. where pupils atoned police
and army vehicles, blocked roads,
and burned tires. A Palestinian flag

was hoisted over the teacher* to

ing college in Ramallah.

number of shops in the centre of

town closed down.
Two tourists suffered sagw

after demonstrators in Hal

shattered the window of tbe «
which they were travelling- «

wounds were dressed at the

government headquarters

Hebron.

Leah Ambache dead at 87
One of the country's last links with

the first generation of Zionist
pioneers was sundered by the death
in Jerusalem on Saturday evening of
Leah Ambache at the age of 87.

Leah Steinberg was born In
Jerusalem in 1892 to Michael and
Gittel Steinberg, who had been
among the founders of Hadera and
later of Motza. She married Simcha
Ambache, a member of a pioneering
family that had founded Neve Zedek -

near Jaffa, where he was born.
After the expulsion of Jews from

Palestine by the Turks in the First
World War, the family moved to
Egypt, where Simcha Ambache
became a central figure in the Elec-
trical Company and the Suez Canal
Company. The Ambache home. In
Cairo was a noted meeting-place for
Jewish and Zionist activity up to
World War n, and it was there that

two of the Ambache daughters^

and Aura, first met tbefc

husbands — Abba Eban asfl u*

Herzog.

In 1947 the Ambache family n*

back to their native Eretz

resided first in Haifa and u

Herzliya Pituah. Simcha A®

died in 1972, and Leah ape®

remaining .years of her

Jerusalem, where she hao .

born. J
She Is survived by a son

daughters, as well as by bW-fn
— Lady Rachel Lauterpa**.

widow of the eminent. intern*

lawyer, and Rivka Gil** >

mother of Ella Japbet, wile

chairman of Bank Leumi.

The funeral is to take pl»*

at 2 p.m. at the Sanhedriya ce

in Jerusalem.

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem .

Tbe Hebrew University — Hadassah Medical
The Department of Endocrinology

pay tribute to the memory of

Dr. JOEL M. SHAEFER ^
who died on February 4, 1979, as a result of a road arc

and extend sinccrest condolences
to the bereaved family and friends.

The funeral will take place Tuesday.
February 6. 1979. leaving at 12 noon

from the Hadassah — Hebrew Univcrsitty Medical Ccntr '

.
Kcrcm.. -

j

Burial will be on the Mount of Olives.

We join Fanny and the. Stancfer Family
In their deep sorrow atthe death of

JOEL > <
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tilitary gov’t team to decide

Nebi Saleh land claims
1,01

fae afi
C°ver

8^® argument between viOuera to overturn a military confiscation
p'aoo Un ,

e
to Se 1 Nebi Saleb, ' near .AanuRah, order lamed for land they cultivated.

^ defaf A,’ the Htate. over ownerjjhlp » ' The state replied that It had
fund s ' ^mi the government wants tor a cancelled the order in the meantime,
operatin al

Ubi
4
li*

s^Ueniont, wW.be decided by an after discovering that the land really

V isr a p
/
e

ir/esla committee of the West Ranh belonged to U. and not to the Arabs. A
Histadrt 1 government. confiscation wder for state land
saicj ihn J TwN -cording to sn agreement reach' would not be necessary.
c<hUin,l^tJ£V!betw®«*t the parties under the But the six villagers affected still
i— prices of the High Court of Justice claim that the' land Is theirs, and

J“ J
offer tax receipts, paid on it to the
Jordanian government as proof.

Jurtlce Haim Cofan ruled that the
question of ownership was the only
issue to be decided. At the state's

suggestion, a military government
appeals committee was accepted as
arbitrator. Xi will be chaired by a
Jurist, and will include experts on
{and registry, tJtlm)

THE JERUSALEM POST

leag th «* ““ ‘“8“ wyuivoi

Previ* ^ve!Nk<rtl*y. further development of

said *?
Us 5tiw.5IVw*ve Tzuf settlement beymid its

uiai. rtl- sent M dunams will be delayed
1 the committee rules,

pillowingthe agreement, the court
Vnl&sed the., villagers* quit,' mid
^red the statetopay them BL3.000

egai expenses.
ie villagers originally sued
raj months ago, asking, the court -ress

80V|

IS X paper rails Ebtebbe hero ‘thug*

buiirii ^ By HYAM CORNET nastily: “The book did not
build

station
aft"

5, ^ l
ent*,k!jen» Fnat<toree*|»iiiieHrt

He IN.. II tHe alao
- "Private Eye," the

terminal eo^ and ofteiUibenous^weekly

Ve ‘
r

'nmerit
*&ftt YonTNetanyahu, the hero

eras stiii bitchbe. was something less than
. . 1

UU Van,

any rurthe^c^*1 magazine aBegea.la hs latest,

goverr
shops
would piv^^T'*-0 *n fact.

lR additu eiWh* magazine’1 says that thC
Companv°Q

' Uie^denfeld and NicdLson publishing

the ten!*3® PfuIS commissioned pro-Israel Jour-

ILi oom
m ‘naI Max Hastings' to write

But k .
Vnyahu's biography. According

shops in^^.'Eye/* Hastings went to Israel
tbe a**?*- discovered that YonI was not

ODprfi-
lee ^ o’ popular among bis men and

rine

y 43 * sbopniB.^ebbc
he may even have

,

died at

uppiag^ebbc because he was knocked
Egged sat.?*1 ® n»b to board the depar-

ts "minal S} *®t aircraft."

Ministrv ha« v!"
11 I^c magazine claims Hastings

mine! in Included In his manuscript a
Topaz -r,T^liiaric alleged to have been made

'

i

3

n

ald^ ^Netanyahu durideclare during the 1967 war
operaiP.h "Osteal: "Let'a have a rabbit shoot."

if vacant sh
neitC!

tt,lvate Bye '* th*n comments
h* SOId and°f&
use it.

blacken
Netanyahu's character but just
•bowed him to have been the usual
sort of thug wbo Is chosen to lead
commando raids."

It asserts that when "the Israelis"

saw . Hastings' manuscript, "they
went bananas. Mr. Begin himself in-

tervened in the row." Lord
Weidenfcld, It says, "gave In to the

Israeli objections and refused to pay
Hastings until the book was
rewritten."
The new version, says "Eye”, is

much shorter and is now “a sort of

deification exerc'se."

Weidenfleld and Nicolaon refused
to comment on the story to The
Jerusalem Post.
The . magazine adds that

Netanyahu's family have gone to

Jive In America. Yonl's father Ben-
zion in fact went to the U.S. In 1907,

where he is now professor of Judaic
studies at Cornell University, but the
sons returned to Israel.

olicewomen fired for crime contacts
AVIV (lUm). — One. local

ewoman has been dismissed
others have resigned, all

_ avlng contacts with offenders —
[IFOfiT*5iR^of these a sex' offender and~ ©A UllllJher a known drug addict

Histxrir.,,. ,
e sex-offender case Involves a

department ^ho was dismissed

would Coffering him advice. The
hT^i«i'ndan8trfcewoma" bad revealed to a
v?

su,
l 5e' ah friend that, she had seen

ni ‘.u* i

f

,
^“haspl/ied information describing

oi tne Likud
saiditc»f th® woman's male friends as a

Histadrul memhemal deviate. The .policewoman
w-ich includedc® later spoken with the man
tion in their piajflf, and advised him to contact

.

replied that rb* and explain that his alleged
workplaces.

Lfttf r
ce was not a criminal matter

mittee members » 1

but rather an emotional and medical
one.

She was dismissed for violating
the regulations prohibiting police
from divulging classified informa-
tion.

Of the three policewomen who
resigned, two did so after suspicions
were raised that they were friendly
with underworld figures. The third
wasanewrecruit whohad only serv-
ed two' weeks. She quit following
allegations that her boyfriend was a
drug addict.

On her last day of service she was
seen shopping with the alleged ad-
dict in Jaffa.

mam in t'neirdsaei* s tt * • v i
agasns: compukwHSh J6WS (l€Iliaild TOP3X8X10IIS

-'israel Graniitf;

Movement for Cte
LYNDA GOLDMAN

his party [aroav;
Jernsalejn Post Reporter

Duration, bul ndt AVIV. — Demands are being
proposed bv Late! for financial . compensation
fa:rs Minister ^reparations by representatives

pves the miniate* World Federation of Polish

labour unlimited - 10 the. Polish government, '̂jtt

what firms or
mjJmiouncedbyAnahel Reiss, M.

c:ud,« WSeS*
The Central

n. jt , . ,
condrarj^

and the construction
less Je

art:; ration ^^eroorials.' at Jewish mass
o* &£ ic-21 wlthUB^
section of the Alexander Schindler, presi-
greater solJcanijiQji Ajnarfcajj branch of the
fui lcr accepfa*utiont met two weeks ago with
authority. Stnsetjj authorities and discussed
the Histadrul. them reparations for Jewish
workers' taki^&rtunaJ property nationalized or
cur. hands. «iU B

-seated by the Polish govern-
ter.d that consul after World War H.
the only ins«r, Windier will report on his
reselu'-ioR. Logs with Polish government of-

to delegates of the fourth con-
of the WPPJ which opens here

ot cW^^dar1oarteeDdelee&tioaa

wes hoisted

ins co!!«« » J
number of •to-""*

tour, closed

from Europe, the U.S., Canada,
South America, Australia and
Poland, will take port in the conven-
tion whose , theme will be "1,000

Years of History of the Jews of

Poland."
Accordingto Stefan Grayek, chair-

man of the federation in Israel,

negotiations with the Polish govern-
ment, -have been going bn for more
than a.' year. .The only agreement
"reached between the federation and
Polish authorities thus far has been
the .establishment of a Jewish
memorial pavilion in the Auschwitz
concentration camp.
In conjunction with the conven-

tion, a photographic history of
Jewish life in Poland, from 1884 to

. 1939, will be exhibited at Beit Hatfut-

zot from Sunday, February 11.
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Segal wins cycle event
TEL AVIV. — Ilan Segal of Ramat
Gan on Saturday won an 8-km. cycling

race, 20 times around Tel Aviv's’

Kikar Hamedina. He was timed 12

minutes, 27 seconds.
Pinhas Zodinyuk of Lod was se-

cond hi 13 minutes, 20 seconds, with
David Levy of Givatayim one second
behind.
Thirty cyclists took part in the

race.

se send me Christian

,inm Maps at IL39 20 each,

cheque is enclosed

ME

DRESS

ROAD GUIDE
TO ISRAEL
parta's incomparable strip maps

cover the whole of Israel and Sinai.

Arranged to enable the traveller to

follow his route in whichever direc-

tion. Historical sites and places of

interest, observation points,

beaches, picnic sites, hotels,

hostels and filling stations in-

dicated. A must for every tourist

and potential visitor.

SPECIAL to readers of

TITS JERUSALEMPOST IL72.50

packing and postage included

Available at an offices of
THE JERUSALEM

or send this coupon 11 ™
TO: THE JERUSALEM POST
•P.O.B. 81, JERUSALEM
Please send me Carta's Road Guide to

Israel.
' My cheque for IL72.50 including VAT. is

enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS.

I'AGK TlIItKK

This 4 16-metre-high steel and wood “rocker,” designed by Ihc Israeli sculptor Ciedulya
Sohovolski, was erected recently in the new park in Rchov Heller in Jerusalem's Givat
Mordechal, The 2^-dunam pork was established by ihc Jerusalem Foundation with a
donation from a New York friend of the city. lEiharar, Zoom
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Khomeini may be behind

Iraq-Syria union—Peres
By SARAH HON1G

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini may have been the
matchmaker who brought together
Syria and Iraq, according to Labour
Party chairman Shimon Peres.
Addressing the Labour Party

bureau yesterday, Peres emphasiz-
ed the ayatollah's Iraqi connection:
The man who brought down the shah
"had spent nearly all of his 15 years
in exile in Iraq, and the proposed un-

ion between the two Arab countries
may well be his handiwork — at least

in part," Peres believes.

Peres said that If the ayatollah

"wins the battle for Iran," this may
well be "one of the more difficult

developments we have known for a.

long time."
He added that a speedier peace

process Is in Israel's interest
because "the longer the talks take,

the more the government gives in.”

"Had we been able to feel secure In

the knowledge that this government
stands firm, it would have been
different, bift the fact is that all it op-

posed In Xsmailiya, it accepted in a
double dose at Camp David. And it

continues to lose points in the

negotiations as time goes on."

Attending the bureau meeting for

the first time was former chlef-of-

staff Mordechal Gur, who was co-

opted to the bureau last week after
much internal party debate. Other
newcomers to the bureau were the

less controversial Chaim Herzog,

Ya'acov Levinson and Gideon Ben-
Yisrael.

In California. Rabbi Alexander
Schindler on Saturday said the
threat of a new Moslem “ holy war"
against the L'.S. and Israel by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini In his
drive to seize power In Iran un-
derscores the identity of interest
between Washington and Jerusalem
on the Middle East. Schindler is

president of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations and past
chairman of the Conference of
Presidents of Major Amerlcan-
Jewlsh Organizations.
Addressing 600 delegates to

UAHG's Pacific Southwest regional
convention. Schindler said:

‘.‘The essential role which Israel
plays in the defence of American
strategic interests in this inflam-
mable part of the world Is un-
derscored by Khomeini's latest
statements. It is time for the White
House to act on the premise that
Israel's strength and security must
be the highest goal of American
policy in the Middle East, not only
because our ally Israel needs It but
because our country's security re-

quires it."

Schindler said he was "deeply dis-

turbed" by the danger that a
Khomeini government might turn
into a supplier of weapons to the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
He noted that Iran possesses 78 top-

secret F-l4s along with Phoenix mis-
siles, advanced electronic systems
and other weapons.

Student movement urges Begin

to aCt^gaihlt Arab extremists
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The right-wing Sela stu-

dent movement (Students for the
People of Israel) has called on
Prime Minister Menahem Begin to

act against extremist Arab students
who may Incite others to act against
the state.

In a letter to Begin, the organisa-

tion said that the clash between
Jewish and Arab students during an
address by Rabbi Melr Kahane at

Haifa University last week was a
dangerous provocation.

"No matter how unacceptable Mr.

Kahane's ideas are to some. It is in-

conceivable that they should not be
voiced within a Jewish university in

a Jewish state," the letter said.
Sela declared that its members

would refrain from reacting to the
incident for the time being In order
not to worsen the situation on the
Haifa campus. But they asked the
premier to protect the security of
state and people.
Sela claims some 400 members

among students at Haifa, Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem universities. It was
founded last December.

Group to commemorate Youth Aliya
Jerusalem Post Reporter

To mark the 45th anniversary of

the arrival of the first transport of

children from Germany, a group
organized by the Children and Youth
Aliya Committee for Great Britain

and Ireland will arrive here on Tues-
day.
The group, led by the committee's

Joint chairman, Mrs. Derrick
Kleeman. will Include some of the

workers who were in Berlin at the
time of the children's departure. The
participants will follow in the
footsteps of the first pioneer group of

Youth Aliya, and will visit the first

kibbutzim and Youth Aliya villages

that were established in the 1930s.

They also will open and dedicate
some of the projects In the villages

for which the committee has been
responsible. These include a achoool
for mentally disturbed children,

which they regard as one of their

major projects during the Inter-

national Year of the Child.

The European Conference of
Youth Aliya, organized by Baroness
Alix de Rothschild, will coincide with
their stay.

Ministry of Communications

announces

to all Jerusalem subscribers

whose telephone number starts with the
digit 3 or 6 that, to permit development of

the Jerusalem system, their number will

be changed in early March by the addition

of a 6 at the beginning of the number.

No other digit in their number will be changed.

When the changeover is made, their number will become a

six digit number, the first digit being a 6.

Examples: Present number 31223

After the changeover,
631223

Present number 67881
After the changeover,
667881

the number will be

the number will be

The change will affect about 20,000 subscribers, including

many offices of government ministries and public in-

stitutions.

Mizrahi to testify

in ‘Ha’aretz’ trial

TEL AVIV (Itixni. — Contractor-
hotelier Bezalel Mizrahi will take the
stand as a main prosecution witness
in his libel suit against the morning
paper "Ha'aretz." This marks an
apparent change in Mizrahi's
strategy, since a week ago his
counsel told District Court Judge
Shulamit Wallenstein that the plain-
tiff would not be testifying.

Mizrahi's Intention to give
evidence was announced yesterday,
and the judge set down three days
ftr it to be heard.
The trial will reopen in a fortnight,

and the sides will present their sum-
maries at the beginning of March.
Mizrahi is suing "Ha'aretz'* for

describing him as a kingpin of
organized crime in Israel in a series
of articles by crime writer Av!
Valentin. The plaintiff is demanding
ILiOm. damages from the paper.

Bulgarians allow

Israelis ashore
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA.— The Bulgarian authorities

in the Black Sea port town of Burgas
have overturned their decision and
have now granted regular shore
leave to all 24 officers and men on

.

board the Israeli freighter m.s.
Palmah. which is calling at Burgas.
The secretary of the Marine Of-

ficers’ Union, Adam Chlsik, told The
Jerusalem Post that the ship's

master had cabled the decision

yesterday.
When the ship arrived at Burgas

on Friday, the authorities refused to

'-allow the men to leave the- ship.

Chlsik Immediately appealed to

the- International Transport
Workers* Federation (ITF) In Lon-

don and to the Bulgarian trade union
organization to Intervene. In the

past, the few Israeli ships that called

in Bulgaria did not encounter such
problems.

‘Tourists’ monk’

retires at 62
HAIFA (Itim). — Father Elias-
Friedxnan, the South African-horn
doctor who became a Carmelite
monk after serving in a medical unit

in World War U, has retired from his

post of officer in charge of tourism
and pilgrims at the Stella Marls
monastery on Mount Carmel.
Father Ellas held the position for

25 years. He is retiring for health

reasons.
Father Ellas Is a famous per-

sonality on the tourist and
pilgrimage track in Israel. He was
the standing address for guides
bringing parties of tourists to the
Carmel. He is a keen amateur
archaeologist and on expert on
Christian history on the CarzneL
Father Elias, who Is of Jewish

origin. Is well-known for his strong

Zionist sympathies. He will continue

to live In the monastery.

Umm el-Fahm wants

municipal status
Jerusalem Post Reporter

NAZARETH. —The Umm el-Fahm
local council has asked the Interior
Ministry to grant it municipal status.

In a letter to the ministry, the local

council claims that such status was
accorded to towns with smaller pop-
ulations. The population of the
village In, Wadi Ara. is 18,000, and its

annual growth is approximately 1.-

000 .

But the ministry does not intend to

respond to this request for budgetary
reasons, sources at the ministry
said.

In another letter to the Trade and
Industry minister, local council
chairman Mohammed Mustapha
Mahamid, asked to bulid an in-

dustrial centre In the village to

provide work for local residents.

Under the British mandate, most
of the inhabitants farmed their own
land- But today, most are labourers

employed in nearby Jewish ri'lages

and towns, including Tel Aviv.

Tel Aviv taxes up 65%
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Tel Aviv City

Council last night approved a
property tax increase of 65 per cent
for residences and 85 per cent for
businesses.
Mayor Shlomo Lahat noted that

the tAx hike for residences is 5 per
cent lower than the 70 per cent ap-
proved by the interior ministry.
Bonks and high profit Institutions

will have their tax raised by 100 per
cent.
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Supermarket customers gripe

about produce in plastic bags
MARTHA MEISELS

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Five Supermarkets of
the Dan Region consumer
cooperative chain are selling fruits

and vegetables only in sealed plastic

bags — and some consumers are
complaining.
A group of Ramat Aviv consumers

have complained about the system,
now in its fourth week on a trial

basis. They have also been handing
out leaflets reading (the Hebrew
equivalent of) : "Don't buy a pig In a
poke."

Lydia Tauber, a Ramat Aviv
housewife, complains that a signifi-

cant percentage of the produce In the
scaled bags is damaged and un-
usable, and demands that customers
be restored the privilege of hand-
picking their fruits and vegetables.
She said that when she complained
in the store, she was told to "open the
bag and take out what you want."

According to the fruit and
vegeteble department of the Dan
Region supermarket chain, the trial

period will continue — and perhaps
be extended to other stores. Most
produce is packaged in one-kilo
quantities and the price Is the same

as in those stores where it can be
hand-selected. The trial stores are
the Supermarkets in Neve Avlvim,
Ramat Aviv, Rehov Hayardeni in

Ramat Gan, Beit Yahalom in
Givatayim. and Naot Rahel in Bat
Yam.
.An assistant produce manager of

the chain admitted yesterday that it

"can happen'' that the sealed bags
contain some spoiled pieces, usually
visible through the polyethelene. In
such cases, he said, shops have been
instructed to allow customers to
open the bags and replace the
damaged goods. He said that, in the
long run. such a system of pre-
packaged marketing would require
less manpower and allow price
reductions to consumers.
Meanwhile. Tauber is boycotting

her local supermarket and urging
friends and neighbours to do the
same. "When they tell us this is the
‘American way,"' says Tauber, who
came here 13 years ago from the
U.S., "they forget that most
American supermarkets have a
choice of hand-picked or pre-
packaged produce, and if the
Americans do pre-pack the fruits

and vegetables, they package, good-
quality merchandise."

Navon turns aliya counsellor

for 26 visiting professors
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

President Yitzhak Navon held a
private, unscheduled aliya counsell-
ing session in his office last night for
26 Jewish professors on sabbatical
here who had come to Belt Hanassi

to attend the Israel Academic Com-
mittee’s annual reception.
Over 100 professors — Jews and

non-Jews — from a dozen countries,
as well as theirspouses, were invited

to the reception to hear the presi-

dent. Turning the tables on them,
Navon — like a strict schoolteacher
— pointed ata few and asked them to

list what features of Israeli life they
have come to like and dislike during
their stay here.
The positive things included the

friendliness, the “joy of watching
Jerusalem prepare for Shabbat,”
and the feeling of "coming home."
The negative aspects were fewer but
more down to earth: pushing on
buses, bad driving, poor service and
inability to take people at theirword.
When one professor expressed his

interest in coming oji aliya, "Respite *

the housing problem," President
Navon invited him and "anyone else

who is interested in settling” to see
him later in his office.

The president was overwhelmed
by 26 professors, along with
husbands and wives and a few
children, who waited for him at the
doorway (about three-quarters of
the men wore kippot.

)

One by one, a mathematician,
cytologlst, photographic chemist and
other specialists spoke of their per-

sonal interest in aliya. Nearly
everyone noted, .however, that the
"outrageous” cost of housing in

Israel stands in the way of their

plans.

"All of us have our own homes

abroad, that are much larger than

anything we could have here. But
when we sell our homes, we wouldn't
have enough to buy a bathroom
here.” said one professor's wife with
sincerity if a bit of exaggeration.
President Navon asked eacb to

mark down his address and phone
number, and promised to Invite

them back "in a few weeks" to dis-

cuss their problems with him and
with Jewish Agency Executive
chairman Arye Dulzin and Absorp-
tion Ministry officials.

The Israel Academic Committee,
whose chairman is Hebrew Universi-

ty vice-president Bernard Cherrick

and coordinator is Malka Shulewitz,

arranges activities for foreign
academicians on sabbatical in Israel

that familiarize them with Israeli

life and problems.

Ramot road study team
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The three-man committee ap-
pointed by Jerusalem Mayor Teddy
Kollek to recommend a solution to
the Ramot road conflict will hold its

first meeting today.
The committee members are Prof.

Ze'ev Lev. an Orthodox physicist
from Hebrew University. Prof. Arye
Schahar. of the Hebrew University
geography department, and Prof.
Moshe Llvne, dean of civil engineer-
ing at the Technion.

Jewish hotel to go up

in East Jerusalem
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Jerusalem local planning
committee yesterday approved the
construction of a hotel .by an Israeli

contractor just across the Green
Line in East Jerusalem.
The site, on the west side of Nablus

Road, is between the American
Colony Hotel and the Ambassador
Hotel in Sheikh Jarrah. It was
bought after the Six Day War by con-

tractor Matzli&h Kol who had plann-

ed to build apartments. But accor-

ding to municipal sources, the slim

prospects of Israeli Jews buying
apartments in an Arab residential

area persuaded him instead to build

a hotel.

The structure will be five storeys,

including the lobby.

GRAFT. — A total of 4,743 govern-

ment officials and others have been
detained in Indonesia since June 1977

for investigation of alleged corrup-

tion, It was announced in Jakarta.

The Sharon Hotel,

Herzliya
has been honoured by being selected to host the

21st National Convention
j)fthe

Israel Skal Clubs.

THE SHARON HOTEL
an I.R.H. Israel Resort Hotel

Israel SKAL Clubs
21st National Convention

The 21st National Convention ofthe
Israel SKAL Clubs was held last

weekend at-* the " Sharon Hotel.
Herzliya, with the participation of

350 members representing the

cream of the Israel travel industry.

SKAL — S...undheit — health,
K...eslete — friendship, A...rurger
— happinessand L. ..andelief— long
life, the international SKAL
amicale, represents 454 Clubs with
a total of over 25,000 members, all

top professionals in the tourism
trade worldwide, uniting airlines,

hotels, travel agencies, shipping,

railways, etc. All SKAL Clubs are

united through the Association
Internationale Des SKAL CLUBS
(A.I.S.C.) with headquarters in

Brussels.
SKAL statutes demand that all

countries hosting international
events allow SKAL members of all

nationalities, religion and race to

attend the meetings freely.

All countries which host an inter-

national SKAL congress are
assured of an increase In their

tourism trade.

At the elections which took place,

Haim Avissar was chosen as
National SKAL President. Avissar.

who came from Morocco in 1955,

has been a SKAL member since 1969

and is Jerusalem Branch Manager
of ARKIA. the inland airline he join-

ed in 1960. Immediate Past Presi-

dent and Deputy International

Councillor is David Eylath.
Manager Community Relations and

deputy Secretary-General of EL
AL, who also presided. Jules
Horowitz, of Elite Tours is Inter-

national Councillor; he was elected

Vice-President of the A.I.S.C. Inter-

national Council, the first time an

Israeli has been so honoured.
First Vice-President of the National

Executive Board is Dov Esbkol. of

Ayclct Hashahar, with Paul Lewis
of Ophlr Tours. Haifa, Second Vice-

President.
. „ J

National Hon. Treasurer is Haviv
Hasdai of Travox Jerusalem, and

National Secretary is Ruth Yaron of

Allcnby Travel, Jerusalem.

Tel Aviv President is Moshe Laskin

of the Mor it Hotels Board.
Mcnachcm Rothstein of Zim, Haifa

President, Mr. Maurice Cassuto,

Ram Hotel, is Jerusalem President

and Sheila Meltzcr of Oasis Hotel, is

President, Eilat, the first time that

any woman in Israel SKAL has at-

tained this honour, Mr.Yaacov Riff-

mnn of Ginton Hotel is President of

Tlbcrias-Hagalil. Mrs. Toni
Morgenstem. National President of

the Voluntary Tourist Service is

Public Relations Officer.

The convention was held under the

patronage of the Mayor of Herzliya,
Mr. J, Ncvo. Guest of Honour and
Speaker was Mr. Y. Tckoah. Presi-

dent of Bcn-Gurion University who
spoke on "Israel against Egypt and
the U.S.A."
Mr. Yoram Blizovsky, Head of the
Tourism Administration extended
greetings from the Minister of In-

dustry. Trade and Tourism, Mr. Gi-

deon Patt. who unfortunately was
not able to attend as Guest of

Honour and Speaker, due to unfor-

«een circumstances.
The next International Congress of

SlvAL is to lake place in November
1979 In Berlin. The World President

this year is Werner Schmidt of the

UuflJrldorf SKAL Club. At least 50

Israel Skal members have already
announced their intention of par-

ticipating in this very important in-

ternational tourism event.

This year's SKAL slogan is

"Courtesy and Politeness.”

Adrcrtitn-mcnt
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Soviets hit Carter for

letting Teng sound off
MOSCOW lUPIi. — In Its harshest
attack to date, the Soviet Union
yesterday accused the Carter ad-
ministration of giving Chinese Vice-
Premier Teng Hsiao-ping a platform
for “malicious anti-Soviet in-
sinuations" during his visit to the
U.S.
The charge came in the inter-

national review section of the
authoritative Communist Party dai-
ly "Pravda." It also claimed there
was more than “diplomatic eti-

quette” behind the administration's
silence in the face of Teng's attacks
on the Soviet Union.
"The Soviet public cannot shut its

eyes to the fact that the Peking guest
In Washington and other U.S. cities
was given a big opportunity for
slandering the USSR in the presence
of officiaJs, congressmen and the
press." the paper said.
"That no one objected to the

malicious anti-Soviet insinuations
was not the point of diplomatic eti-

quette at ail. It appears that it is ex-
actly anti-Sovietism that is the basis
of the common interests and iden-
tical views which are referred to in
the U.S. -China communique.”
Hie brief article attacked the in-

clusion of an “anti-hegemony"
clause in the communique. Although
indirect, the clause is a clear
reference to the Soviet Union. It dis-
missed Carter administration

attempts to present the clause as a
routine section of the document, say-
ing. "Well, really, can anyone be
deceived by such tricks?"
The newspaper said one of the un-

answered questions about Teng's
visit was exactly how much agree-
ment there Is between Washington
and Peking on foreign policy.

"It would be interesting to know in
what concrete aspects Washington's
views coincide with the policy of
Peking leaders who, as is known, lay
claim to the territory of many coun-
tries and organize provocations
against them, and openly proclaim
that war is inevitable and develop an
intensive preparation for it," the ar-
ticle said.
"Pravda's'* attack was the most

expansive reaction to date to the
visit of the Chinese vice-premier to

the U.S. Previously. Soviet
newspapers have settled for what
has become a standard reaction in

sensitive cases — the extensive
quoting of unfavourable stories and
commentaries lifted from the
western press.

Soviet diplomats in Washington
have already expressed concern
over the wording of the com-
munique, and western observers say
their reading of the Soviet press “In-
die at es the Soviets are not
enthusiastic about the way Tengwas
handled in Washington."

Teng made offer Carter had to refuse
HOUSTON. — When President
Carter asked his cabinet room
visitor last Tuesday if China would
ease its emigration rules in the in-

terest of human rights, Vice-
Premier Teng Hsiao-plng was ready
with an answer. If Carter is willing,

he said, "the most populous nation

on earth can open Its exit door just a
crack and send you 10 million im-
migrants right away."

Carter, who presides over a U.S.

immigration quota of 20,000 Chinese
yearly from Taiwan, the mainland

and all other places, quickly declin-

ed Teng's offer. From that point on,

little was heard from the American
side about Chinese exit permits.

As this Incident Illustrates, Teng
has proven to be a master of political

positioning during his week on
American soli. On a host of delicate
subjects, including Soviet
“hegemony" and the north-south
confrontation on the Korean penin-
sula, Teng's skilful tactics have left

the U.!a. to do the adjusting. (WPNS)

Iraqis cheer visiting Tito
BAGHDAD. — President Joslp Bros
Tito of Yugoslavia was given an
enthusiastic welcome by tens of

thousands of people when he arrived
here yesterday on the second stop of

his four-nation, 15-day tour of Arab
states.

The official Iraqi news agency said
a crowd of 250,000 were at the airport
and lined the route to the city to

cheer the Yugoslav leader.
President Ahmed Hassan Al-Bakr

was also at the airport to preside
over an official ceremonial
welcome.

The 86-year-old communist leader
arrived here from a four-day visit to
Kuwait. After Iraq he is to visit Syria
and Jordan.

Diplomatic sources said Tito
would urge his hosts to refrain from
pushing President Anwar Sadat of
Egypt into concluding a unilateral
peace treaty with Israel. All four
states Tito is visiting have rejected
the Camp David Agreements.
The sources said Tito would also

seek loans and other financial aid for
development projects In Yugoslavia.
Earlier, in Kuwait, Foreign

Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-

Sabah told reporters that Tito had
emphasized the need to unify Arab
ranks to “face Zionist and other
dangers facing the Arab nation."
Sources said Tito la expected to

seek loans and other financial aid for
development projects in
Yugoslavia. (AP,Reuter)

Tito divorced, marries singer, 35
KUWAIT (UPI). — Yugoslav Presi-

dent Josip Broz Tito has divorced his
wife and married an opera singer, a
member of the Yugoslav leader’s en-
tourage said yesterday.'

Tito is 86, and his new bride, Ger-
trude Munitic, is 35-

The official, who refused to be
identified, said Tito divorced his wife
Jovanka "some time ago and

married the opera singer-"
The new bride, the official said,

was not accompanying Tito on his

current four-nation Middle East
tour.

“She preferred to stay at home."
the official said.

He defended Tito's decision, and
said. "We in Yugoslavia don't like to

speak a lot about the president’s
marriage."

Chinese pianist to return after exile

PEKING (Reuter) — One of the
world’s leading concert artists,
Chinese pianist Fou Tsong, is ex-
pected to return to China in late
April for the first time since he
defected and settled in Britain 20

years ago. informed sources said.

The sources said that Fou. who
was at one time married to violinist

Yehudi Menuhin's daughter Zamira,
was due to visit China after giving
recitals in Hongkong.

Joseph Kennedy in leaves church In a Philadelphia suburb on
Saturday with his bride, the former Sheila Brewster Rauch.
Kennedy, 26, is the son of the late Senator Robert Kennedy. A crowd
of 2,000 reporters and Kennedy watchers surged against ropes and
barricades for a look at members of the most famous political fami-
ly In America. (UPI tcicphwto>

Bhutto supporters seized

as court ruling looms
ISLAMABAD (Reuter). — Hundreds
of people were arrested and hun-
dreds more went underground
yesterday as police and soldiers
swooped on supporters of condemn-
ed ex-premier Zulflkar All Bhutto.

Officials of his Pakistan People’s
Party (PPP) were seized in their

beds during extensive house raids by
the security forces.
Pakistan's army ruler. General

Muhammad Zia, ordered the arrests

to crush any show of dissent when
the Supreme Court delivers Its ver-

dict on whether Bhutto should be ex-

ecuted.
The arrests indicated that the

court’s judgement was Imminent,
but no date has been announced and
lawyers Involved in the case said

they had received no advance war-
ning of a court ruling.

Jails were filled with former
senators, members of parliament
and others thought capable of

organising anti-government protests

if Bhutto loses his appeal against the

death sentence Imposed on charges
of ordering the assassination of a
political opponent.
Estimates varied of the number

detained. In the Punjab province

alone, they were put at between 400

and 1 .000.
-

One leading People's Party official
said thousands had been rounded up.
Many were detained in a similar
swoop a few days before the Lahore
High Court sentenced Bhutto, 51, to
death last March.

In Rawalpindi. Bhutto’s doctor
said the former premier was refus-
ing to accept any medication In jail.

Dr. Zafar Niazi, who has been
treating him for a gum infection,
saw Bhutto in the central prison at
the weekend and quoted him as say-
ing there was no sense in taking
medicine when the question of his
life would be decided In the next few
days.
Niazi said Bhutto’s health was suf-

fering, but he appeared quite relax-
ed.

Meanwhile, the military regime
suffered a setback when' a court in
Karachi freed former com-
munications minister Mumtaz All
Bhutto, the ex-premier's cousin.
He was acquitted of attempting to

escape when he persuaded police es-

corting him between the court and
prison to let him spend a couple of
hours at home with his girlfriend.

Mumtaz All Bhutto had been kept
'in prison for 16 months, but a court
recently overturned his detention
order.

‘Gang of Four’ alive and well in Peking
By NORMAN KEMPSTER

Washington Post News Service

HOUSTON. — The Chinese radicals
villified as the “Gang of Four" are
alive and well , living under a form of
house arrest In Peking, Chinese
Foreign Minister Huang Hua wdd cm
Saturday.
Huang was asked about the fate of

the group, led by Chiang Ching,
widow of Mao Tse-tung, as he and
Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao-ping were
leaving a breakfast meeting with a
group of southwest U.S. news ex-
ecutives-

The foreign minister said the
radicals, driven from power after

Mao’s death by the moderate faction

which Teng heads, were eating well
and resting well at nigbt. He said
they were In the Chinese capital.

In prison?

“No, not in prison," Huang said.

Asked If they were under house
arrest. Huang responded, “under
certain restrictions."

Although Chinese spokesmen have

implied previously that the purged
radicals were alive, Huang was the
first high-ranking official to confirm
the fate of the four former leaders
who have been blamed for virtually
all of China's recent problems, rang-
ing from crop failures to a softening
of the country's military
preparedness.

Basque terrorists kill guardsman
MADRID (UPI). — The Basque
separatist organization ETA claim-
ed its 14th victim of the year with the
death yesterday of another member
of the paramilitary "Guardla Civil"
force.

Estaben Saenz, 33, died in a
hospital from wounds suffered six

days earlier when an ETA bomb
literally blew part of his brain out
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Several hours earlier, presumed
ETA guerrillas opened fire with
automatic weapons on a Guardia
Civil barracks In the Basque town of
Andoaln, killing one officer and
critically wounding another. The
gunmen escaped.

The latest attack came despite an
escalated Spanish police fight
against ETA and continued arrests
of suspected ETA terrorists. The
French government also dealt a
blow to the group by detaining two
dozen Spanish Basques whom
Madrid had named as ETA activists
living or taking refuge in France.

Britain, U.S. remain
gloomy on Rhotlesia
WASHINGTON. — Britain and the
U.S. see “no solution or end to the
war" in Rhodesia, where whites
recently agreed to accept black ma-
jority rule.

In a joint statement after two days
of talks, U-S. Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance and British Foreign
Secretary David Owen said they con-
sidered the move by white
Rhodesians to be a futile gesture and
they reaffirmed their commitment
to the creation of a Independent,
black-ruled Rhodesia through UN-
supervised elections.

They expressed concern that "the
situation in Rbodesla is
deteriorating rapidly and that there
is no solution or end to the war in
right."
"UN-supervised elections, follow-

ing a ceasefire and a neutral tran-
sitional administration, as provided
for in the Anglo-American proposals,
remain essential to a viable
settlement," they said.
Last week, by an 85 per cqni ma-

jority vote, white Rhodesians ap-
proved the proposal by Prime
Minister Ian Smith to hold universal
suffrage elections that will put
Rhodesia under black rule.

This plan, however, would give the
tiny white minority a dispropor-
tionate number of parliamentary
seats, continued control of military
and police forces and some key
cabinet posts. Rhodesia's Soviet.
Cuban and Chinese-backed guerrilla
forces long ago rejected any such
compromise offer.

After his meetings with Vance
Owen stressed the U.S. and Britain
have no “new blueprint" for
mediating peace, but suggested they
may now rely more on quiet
diplomacy and less on highly
publicized missions by roving en
voys.
“We will continue to use all the

different avenues available to us,
Owen said. "Quite often in Africa it’s

better to operate privately and not
always 1 with a great fanfare of
publicity."
He claimed that much of the at-

mosphere of despair around
Rhodesia centred on Smith, who has
organized his own internal settle-

ment with friendly black leaders.
The settlement involves a general
election in April.
Owen said that since Smith an-

nounced his plans for an internal
settlement in 1977, some 5,000 people
had been killed in Rhodesia, 90 per
cent of the country was under mar-
tial law and there was tight press
censorship.
"Very few of the promises and

aspirations have been fulfilled," he
said.

Owen added that one hopeful fac-
tor in Southern Africa was that
Namibia (South West Africa) was
moving towards Independence under
UN supervirion, although such an
agreement on Namibia had once
been thought unlikely.

"Maybe if we get Namibiawe can
move on into Rhodesia and use again
the same techniques," he said. (UPI.
Reuter).

Pol Pot loyalists claim

Cambodia counter-attack
BANGKOK. — The ousted Cambo-
dian government of Premier Pol Pot
yesterday hinted it was conducting a
coordinated campaign in its war
against the Vietnamese-led forces
which claim control of the entire
country.
The loyalist Radio Democratic

Kampuchea, believed to be broad-
casting from China, said a two-day
national conference of Khmer Rouge
troops took place last week.
The radio did not mention where

the meeting was held, but said 183
representatives from nine battle
fronts were present. A high-ranking
member of the Communist Party
central committee presided, it add-
ed.

The conference pledged "to con-
tinue ffghting the Vietnamese
aggressors and rooting out enemy
spies planted among the Khmer
Rouge."
Previous unconfirmed reports said

.

Pol Pot and President Khieu
Samphan were personally directing
the guerrilla war from the jungles.
The Khmer Rouge listed eight

major areas of fighting and claimed
to have full control over the vital
Highway Four linking Phnom Penh

and the country’s only deep-sea port
at Kompong Som.

It reported heavy fighting at Veal
Rinh. a strategic riverside town near
Kompong Som, and said the loyalist
troops achieved effective control of
the entire highway from the town to
Kompong Som and along the road to
Bek Chan, outside the Cambodian
capital.

While some of the radio’s recent
reports have been considered ex-
aggerated by Western and Thai
analysts in Bangkok, there is consen-
sus that the Vietnamese are facing
stiff opposition and have been forced
to bring In fresh troops.
Meanwhile In Moscow, Pravda has

denounced as “fabrications" con-
tinuing reports that pro-Pol Pot
guerrillas have scored victories
against the Vietnamese forces.

In a dispatch from Phnom Penh,
the Soviet Communist Party
newspaper said: "There is no sign of
what Is being reiterated by the radio
station of the overthrown clique of
Pol Pot, which broadcasts from
somewhere in Chinese territory and
whose fabrications are picked up by
Western propaganda." (Reuter.AP)

Thai PM leaves Britain for UJS.

after talks on Vietnam threat
LONDON (UPI). — Thailand’s
prime minister. Gen. Kriangsak
Chomanand, left London by air
yesterday after a two-day visit amid
speculation that he was seeking
British armaments to confront
Vietnam-backed guerrillas.

Kriangsak flew on to Washington
for a 13-day visit to the U.S., where
he will have talks with President
Carter and leading administration
officials.

During his two-day visit to London.
Kriangsak received assurances of

full British diplomatic support
against Vietnam In the UN if the
question of Vietnam's policy In

Southeast Asia comes up again
there, diplomatic sources said.

Thai officials declined to comment
on a report In the London "Daily
Telegraph" on Saturday that the
Thai prime minister was seeking
more British weapons to combat In-

ternal guerrilla bands in Thailand.
The report said the cabinet

ministers and military officers with
Kriangsak were “making no secret
of their Interest in acquiring new
weapons to combat guerrillas and
other irregulars."

“Since Vietnam, became the se-
cond Russian satellite in Asia
(Mongolia -was the first), fear and
apprehension have mounted in
Bangkok that Thailand might well be
the next target in the Soviet long-
term plan to. unite the countries of
Southeast Asia In a formation
similar to the Warsaw Pact," the
newspaper said.

Kriangsak voiced concern over
Vietnamese Intentions in Southeast
Asia following its takeover of Cam- -

bodia. during his 30-minute courtesy
call on Prime Minister James
Callaghan on Friday, the diplomatic
sources said.

IN BRIEF
43 Vietnamese

land in Malaysia
KUALA TRENGGANU. Malaysia
(Reuter) .— Forty-three Vietnamese
refugees have reached shore from a
badly damaged boat off Malaysia's
east coast state of Trengganu. police

said here yesterday.
They said one old man had died on

the boat during the journey across
the South China Sea and five people
were sick.

A senior police officer of the state

said that as of Saturday there were
31,367 Vietnamese refugees in

Trengganu, which has taken the

brunt of the refugee influx into

Malaysia.
He said police had seized 526

firearms, 24 hand grenades and over
50.000 rounds of ammunition from
refugee boats up to the end of last

year.

Sadat hands Sinai land
to Egyptian settlers

CAIRO (UPI). — Egyptian Presi-

dent Anwar Sadat will visit the
western section of the Sinai desert on
Thursday to supervise the distribu-

tion of newly reclaimed
.
land to

farmers, the government-controlled
Middle East News agency said late

on Saturday.
The Egyptian-controlled western

section of Sinai was captured by
Egyptian troops in their October 1973

attack on Israel and extended by
means of two military disengage-
ment agreements concluded with
Israel afterwards. The remainder of
the peninsula Is under Israel control.

East parallels 'NATO
Europe manoeuvres
MUNICH. — Warsaw Pact forces,

mainly Soviet and Czechoslovak,
have launched military manoeuvres
to coincide with “Reforger 79.”
NATO'S winter games. Bavarian
border police said on Friday.
Travellers returning to the West

repeatedly reported Communist
troop movements on Czechoslovak
roads. A spokesman said it had been
impossible for them to watch the
manoeuvres directly because the
Warsaw Pact troops maintained
what he called a safe distance from
the Czechoslovak-German border.
Like “Reforger 79," the Warsaw

Pact manoeuvres are to last till

February 7. the spokesman said.

Reforger, which stands for the
Return of Forces to Germany, in-

volves 53,000 U.S. soldiers, some 14,-

000 ofthem airlifted to Germany dur-
ing the second half of January, and
about 13,000 troops from Canada,
Britain, the Netherlands, Luxem-
bourg and West Germany. It had to

be temporarily halted on Saturday
when a thaw melted the snow In the
manoeuvre area. (AP. UPI)

Airship test flight

sparks revival hopes
LONDON (Reuter). — Britain’s first

commercially built airship for near-
ly? 50

;
year® had its first test'-flight at

CArdlngton, north ofLondon yester-

day. ^
Dubbed the AD-500, the airship's

manufacturers hope the half-hour
flight will lead to a major revival of
airships around the world.
With a cruising speed of 52 knots,

the 9l.2m. airship has already been
ordered by a Venezuelan company.
The AD-500’s manufacturers say

the British and American navies and
Australian coast guards have also
expressed serious Interest in the air-

ship.

Mistrial declared
WASHINGTON (UPI)- — A federal

judge declared a mistrial in the

bribery case against Representative
Daniel Flood on Saturday when the

jury deadlocked.
The action by U.S. District Judge

Oliver Gasch means the Justice
Department must decide whether to

re-prosecute the 75-year-old Penn-
sylvania Democrat on U counts of

bribery, conspiracy and perjury that

accused him of taking more than
950,000 in payoffs.

Conflict emerging among Khomeini’s followers
By RONALD KOVEN

Washington Post News Service

TEHERAN. — Ayatollah Ruhoilah
Khomeini and the entourage he
brought home from exile on Thurs-
day are already finding that their

chief followers inside the country
want to place a lampshade over the

pure white light of revolution they
brought with them from Paris.

There seem also to be some of the
perhaps inevitable problems of in-

tegrating the two teams that have
been working for the same goal on
separate, converging paths, in and
out of the country.
Without a hjnt of irony, an aide to

Mehdi Bazargan. who has emerged
as the chief political strategist of the
Khomeini movement inside Iran,
spoke to reporters of his group’s
feelings that an agreement seems to

be possible between the Islamic
movement and the army. But. said
aide Hosaein Bani-Assadi. “an
agreement. ..not a compromise.
'Compromise' Is a word the Imam
(Khomeini) doesn’t like. There
won't be a compromise.”
Only minutes before Bani-Assadi

spoke, one of Ayatollah Khomeini's
closest aides in Paris, Sadegh Ghotb-
zadeh. was saying in a waiting room
at the Khomeini welcome committee
headquarters that he did not know
whether the ayatollah would receive
any military officers "but I doubt
it." To those who had been following
his reasoning in France, the mean-
ing was clear — he doubted that his
leader would do anything that hinted
of a compromise with his adver-
saries.

Bani-Assadi was saying that "cer-
tain contacts and certain
negotiations" were already going on
with the military.
Ghotbzadeh told a group of

reporters with microphones eagerly
extended to get the latest word on
Ayatollah Khomeini’s thinking and
doings as they used to In France: “I
don't know anything. I'll try to find
out. I'm still busy just finishing kiss-
ing people."
Bani-Assadi said that if Premier

Shapur Bakhtiar had only had the
sense to resign earlier, there were
chances that he might have been in-

cluded in the next government but
that now, it is too late. That was in
direct contradiction with what
Ghotbzadeh was saying in France —
that there was no question of the
ayatollah accepting in his govern-
ment a man who was appointed by
the shah.
A friend of Ghotbzadeh’s who had

stayed inside the country to par-
ticipate in the Islamic revolutionary

fight said. "I admire Sadegh. He’s a
great revolutionary. But I don’t
know what role he could jtfay in the
government." .

*

t^fhe man talking was one of
Bazargan's team of young
technocrats who think they have the
antl-shah credentials combined with
the administrative authority and
technical expertise to run
Khomeini's government smoothly by
themselves — without excessive con-
sideration either for the Moslem
clerics ("the old turbans,” as they
condescendingly call them) or for

the revolutionary purists who were

in exile so long that they lost touch,
with reality.

Now that Ayatollah Khomeini is

back In Iran, the western-educated
leaders in the movement that fought
in his name apparently believe they
can prevent the kinds of embarrass-
ment they had to accept from their

leader when he was abroad.
Bazargan and others made dsals on
several occasions with Bakhtiar and
the military, only to have the.
ayatollah dismiss the agreements
out of hand. The most spectacular
example was the deal last week to
have Bakhtiar go to France to seek
Khomeini’s advice.
Khomeini, who keeps stressing the

need for continued unity to con-
solidate bis victories over the
government, must also deal with the
special sensibilities of the other im-
portant ayatollahs, some of whom
have far more seniority than he
does. None of the major ayatollahs
from Qom, Iran's chief holy city,

were at the airport to greet
Ayatollah Khomeini on Thursday.
Bakhtiar has made it clear to those

who have seen him that he is banking

on ‘ such divisions in the Islamic
movement to reverse the situation in

the government's favour.
Bakhtiar Is also apparently bank-

ing on people growing tired of the
ayatollah's intransigence, his cons-
tant nay-saying- to offers of com-
promise.
Meanwhile, in the waiting room on

Friday morning at the drab former
girls' school where Khomeini slept
Thursday night, there were several
aides who had come in from France
with the ayatollah. They were
waiting along with reporters to get
past the guards of the welcome com-
mittee.
Ibrahim Yasazdi. who had served

as the ayatollah's press spokesman,
found that others were doing that job
on Friday. Younger veterans of exile
were waiting for their new
assignments.
“In Paris we were running

things." said a student who has serv-
ed in France as a "fixer” and who
has returned on the plane with
Ayatollah Khomeini. “Here I can't
help you." He. too. was waiting at
the door.
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South African Zionist Federation

HOT LINE
A special telephone service will be available to Southern African olim

tonight and tomorrow (Tuesday) between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m„ to deal with
problems and queries concerning klita-

A team of executive and staff members will be available at Tel. <03)

290131.

Jerusalem Municipality

The Veterinary Service Has Moved
to 29 Rehov Shama (Tannus Building)

Tel. 223257

For the convenience of dog owners, animals may be inoculated against
rabies at the Veterinary Service office, and at the Shu'afat quarantine
station. Tel. 286610.

Tiles and Ceramics'

1979 Models Tremendous Srterlion

Immediate Supply

E, Rublnsky , Tel Aviv, Kilur Hanioshavol

2 Rehov Huhashmul, Tel. 913193
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NTROL OF the Mediterranean,
sea in the middle of the land.’

^ been & key to the exercise' at

or £roxq'
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tfi* struggles of Roane
Carthage to those of Britainand

. Today, thegrowing threat
Russia’s formidable new

^^^^dlterniiwan squadron to Nato’s

mainlv Sovi
War*3» th5rn **£?* ** contained by the

have f,
~'7 1CL au.1.- Sixth Fleet,

to cofiSS?
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MATO’s »iUi icraft and over 40.000 men.
wiina- JtsIxii a potent factor In the Inter*

ooracr police aajd^TIonal balance of power. The corerp ’ ' v 04JQi|iiviuu wms iii'V vwsv
I ravellers retorts strength lies In the two battle

•epeate dJv%T^;. reponjups (Task Force each of
troop movemenjj^h la based on a giant, nuclear*
roads. A spokeam^/rered aircraft-carrier with a com-
;mr.c.ssjble

f0r jjJJ^ment of 80 aircraft, including
V*AU All *(HianriPU\Tes (ji^’adroaa erf the Grumman/ 7-14

Warsaw Pact ,/^dcat, reported to be the moat fins
what he called amiable combat fighter in the world,
ihe C=echoslovakSL(|Ut the growing presence of the

Like ‘•RefDreT?,et Nav7 Mediterranean

« n:anoeJLV seriously du

port, he said. “We’d have trouble
surviving in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean now unless we mustered all the
Nato forces and then went over.”
But, he added, “if we don’t get an
early warning (from Greece and
Turkey) and we don’t get any attri-

tion. from these sources. I've got a
hell of a battle, I’ve got a real air
problem.”
While confident of the Sixth Fleet’s

current strength in the Eastern and
Central Mediterranean, Schoultz
was blunt in his assessment of Its

capabilities in the Eastern
Mediterranean.
“If we're going to have to support

Turkey or support an operation in

Israel against the Soviet Union
where they’re on the other side that’s

prettydamned dlre...I don't think we
can do it with the forces we've got."
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- .vf *ner supremacy there. The Soviet
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’.igh: wtll lead to as, the first Russian alrcraft-
tirsh:?s around uaVler, the 45,0ttMim ‘‘Kiev,” made
Wiih i cruising^ appearance in the Mediterrar

:he S: .rm. airship gj,e j, there now. At least two
ordered by a VeneS^ such Soviet carriers are known
Tr.i AD-500's nufstio advanced stagesof construe*

;he Bn'.tsh and Am®.
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Aus: r.t !:an coast {^quipped with vertical/ahort take-

•xpressed senousintnd landing (VTOE) fighters —
hip td on the British' P-1IW Harrier

is well as-Hormone helicopters

WHEN IT COMES to a trial of

strength, the Sixth Fleet has already
.been found wanting. During his 1977
visit to Israel. Admiral Elmo
Zuzhwalt, former U.S. Chief of Naval
Operations, stated that as early as
the Yom Kippur War (when he was
in charge of naval operations) , the
Sixth Fleet would have been
defeated in any naval confrontation
with the Soviet Union in the Eastern
Mediterranean. Her ships could only
stand by Impotently while ostensible

. Nato ally Turkey invaded and over-
ran eastern Cyprus in 1974.
: la 1936. Sixth Fleet marines landed
at Beirut to prop up Lebanon’s
tottering democracy, but during the
civil war over the past four years,
when up to 100.000 have died, and
through a full-scale invasion by
Soviet-supported Syria, the Sixth

nothing,.

. , Jaflinf; anti-submarine equipment, the
Mistrial fleus^Y” has provided a new tactical

i^vMTTON c*P*t»Hlty for the Soviet
A Asr.I. t*

- aJiterranean fleet.
.
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- ^Soviet Crimean Air Force could

Sliver Case" _ Tnrkay or the Balkans to fire
• n'.CHt m 101 > 4nn.
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air-to-surface mlaaflea from 200*

.ts out. Even assuming Greek and
> Den*'1 j*iaK cooperation In Nato (which
c^rJ^,,Md be - dangerously optimistic,

’ccus't'd hi® °' sn the political Instability of

3. ir. payw^p’a southern flank), the Sixth
it would count on only an hour's
ning to deploy.
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DECEMBER 1978 Interview
the London-based Arab

..
fcithly. “The Middle East," Rear

.ucfi “ir's,
rtt

«e'lral Robert Schoultz, eommas-
~'nvejuort :ore

!, jof. Carrier Group Two (“USS John
>•-

„ ...ornm®
15 **- *— - * — ** —

t ... Kennedy") of the Sixth Fleet's

R -Tkn:;ir 1S Force 80, spoke strongly of the

**- pc°?le ^Sat to the Ainericas fleet.

T.. -h's in’J^/^en with Turkish and Greek sup-
1 -

IRONICALLY. top U.S. military
leaders have tendedtdValue the im-
portance of Israeli military support
in almost direct ratio to the extent
their political counterparts have dis-

counted it- Admiral Zumwalt was
supported by both former head of

U.S. Air Force Intelligence, General
George Keegan, and his chief Middle
East analyst. Dr. Joseph Churba,
who estimated that one squadron of

F-15 Eagles in Israeli hands is

capable of providing the additional

air cover the Sixth Fleet needs to

operate in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean.

'

In his interview with “The Middle
East," Admiral Schoultz was equal-

ly hawkish: “I think that as soon as
they’d (the Israelis) got a war,
they'd probably run over and take
oyer the whole Arab world and say,

'OK, what can we do for you now
we've got our own problem
’solved?'"
Such an estimate of Israeli

strength is (In Israeli terms)
probably wildly over-optimistic.
Nor, If Washington continues to
favour Saudi Arabia, may Israeli

support for the American fleet con-
- ttnne to be unquestionable.

But while Turkey and Greece
promise to be unreliable partners in

times of crisis, while America's
stake in the Middle East grows ever
greater, and while the Russian
Navy's threat continues to increase,
Washington win have to face the

choice of beefing up its Mediterra-
nean presence or conceding that its

interests in the Middle East will ul-

timately be lost.

&s^iight'm. the act
‘

By KEITH BINDLEY
server Foreign News Service

*^ON. — Jubilant scientists are

’.in Y-’isJ^yzing details of the first major
Jgfk'iuake ever to he recorded by

.L',iv-
,,.P.e*'

s ^le-spct measuring equipment.
j‘
v quake, south-western Mexico

u -‘-
1 ijiTtf November, was of an intensity

</rded only once every few years

ViSi

~iCC‘s ft

r»*

- -rlS
I® Ibe world.

*
'• • ’ ’’‘^e tracings showhow a sequence

e
js^inor foreshocks built up before

J 7!'\rei
oi:

1Il

’hiain quake. Later there was a
r

' ot aftershocks declining inin-
•"fl ty but still occurring even now.

ie details make up a unique
rd which will be invaluable for
’oving models of earthquake
ts and increasing the reliability
ture warnings.
ijor earthquakes occur where
of the earth's great continental
is meet. Usually, these grind

,

i each other in opposite dlrec-

wi a< J wlth a steady sequence of

Hli
", ,j#r and moderate earthquakes
Pu :nuously releasing strain.

Xi\ ft*
1 ^ * iew areas, however, the plates

. locked together and tensions
3- - up for a century, or more with

-tia}' itf
1* relief from tremors. These are

ntlfll mutat- .nna.

s MU
III.

1

vice

locked zone approaches, even minor
tremors cease as everything locks

solid. This silent, or alpha, phase
may last a year or two and is follow-

ed by a much shorter beta phase.

Here, for a few days or a week or
two, foreshocks build up to the big

quake. The Oaxaca records fully

confirm the theories, showing a lack

of tremors shortly after the equip-

,

ment was installed early in

November, then a sudden onset of

foreshocks as a two-week beta phase

began.
The Oaxaca area was first iden-

tified as a likely tremor site by a
group of Japanese end American
scientists from the University of

Texas who found a silent 180-mile

gap in local earthquakes.

The zone was so quiet they con-

cluded that it bad already entered

the alpha phase prior to a tremor.

Their predicted site was within a

mile or so of the actual epicentre.

Lack of funds prevented them from
starting a study of the area, but the

joint American and Mexican group
managed to get there just in time.

ntial major earthquake zones,
re a hundred years of ac-

Ve

lated strain can be released in
assive quake.

e such plate boundary runs
n the west coast of North -

rica and contains several lock-

prranes, including the Oaxaca
!'
5 on of Mexico,, where the

mber tremor occurred.

RENT THEORIES suggest that
ie time for a large event in a

SCIENTISTS at last now have a real

example of a large earthquake to

study In detail and this must lead to

betterpredictions of the date of other

expected earthquakes.

The Mexican earthquake records

arc a major step forward in the

better understanding of these violent

events and will lead to a more ac-

curate warning of the inevitable

major earthquakes which must
eventually strike Palmdale. San
Francisco as well as several
densely-populated areas of Japan.

Is smallpox still with us?

WHO vs. witch
By PHILIP SINGER/Spcciui to The Jerusalem Post

High fever, pains in the neck and throat, and supporaling pustules spell a clear case of
smallpox for this Ethiopian boy. .Camera Press)

I
THE MOST POWERFUL and best-
organized group of traditional
healers in the oil-rich African coun-

I

try of Nigeria disagrees with the
World Health Organization's asser-
tion that the war on smallpox has
been won.
Indeed, the president of the

government-recognized Nigerian
Association of Medical Herbalists.
Chief J.O. Lambo, unequivocally
declares that he and many of his
members, .who are scattered
throughout the country of 70m. in-

habitants. are currently treating
cases of smallpox.
Chief Laxnbo. who lives in Ebutte-

Metta, one of the slum suburbs of

Lagos, describes himself as a
traditional obstetrician-
gynaecologist. His younger brother.

Dr. Thomas A. Lambo, is a psy-
chiatrist who lives in Geneva and Is

deputy director-general of the World
Health Organization.

Chief Lambo. who has received
many honours from his government,
including a place on a scientific com-
mission that travelled last year to In-

' dia and China to study traditional
medicine, is adamant that smallpox
persists In Nigeria.

He aays his association is prepared
to present such cases to scientific

representatives of WHO. But he feels
that before it does so the World
Health Organization Bhould
demonstrate its faith In his associa-
tion.

TRADITIONAL HEALERS far out-

number Western-trained physicians
(It is estimated that there is one
traditional healer per 200 people
compared to one medical prac-
titioner per 100,000). and the
traditional healers ore regarded as
"primitive" and “backward" by the
physicians.
“Except at night," says Chief

Lawonson, an official of the associa-

tion who has an extensive general
family practice In Lagos. “Then the
English-trained doctors come to
me." In his small room, protected by
charms and amulets, he adds:
'They do not want their patients to

know."
The physicians' chief complaint to

him Is that witchcraft la being prac-
ticed against them. In a recent caae.

he says, a well-known Lagos physi-

cian complained that when he was
driving at night, the road would
suddenly split Into two. This happen-
ed to him many times, causing him
great concern.
“I prepared special medicine for

him and also made a powerful
charm. He is alright now. It has not

happened to him again."
Chief Lawonson adds with amused

satisfaction that he charged him
"plenty,*' since the "English doc-
tors" themselves charge so much.

CHIEF LAWONSON. like other
members of the association, dis-
misses with tolerant contempt the
claim by WHO that the war on
smallpox has been won. He points to
a green, spiky plant In his outdoor
dispensary near a large mortar and

pestle.

"I use this, and other secret in-

gredients for smallpox. This disease
is well known to us from our fathers
and grandfathers and those who
practised traditional medicine
before them."

Chief Esho also claims to have
specific herbal and "metaphysical"
cures for epilepsy. Among other her-
bal and metaphysical skills for
which he Is consulted is his repeated-
ly Infallible ability to determine In
advance the sex of the unburn child— untile satisfaction of the parents.
Chief Lambo, whose reputation as

a healer extends beyond the borders
of Nigeria, declares simply: "There
are wonders in nature."
He himself treats patients — by

mail — as far away as Detroit for
such ailments as cancer, Impotence,
infertility and baldness. His
methods, where he cannot supply
herbs because of postal regulations,
include astrology, dream analysis,
consultation with spirit guides and
specific African divination methods
known as "Ifa."

SUCH EMINENT Nigerian scien-
tists as Dr. A. Telia, a WHO consul-
tant and chief of the department of

pharmacology at the university of
Lagos Medical School, believes that
the claims of the traditional healers
deserve to be taken seriously and in-
vestigated. He fai'ours a close work-
ing relationship between the medical
school and the association.
He points out that traditional her-

bal medicine has provided powerful,
efficacious drugs, such as digitalis
for heart failure, reserplne for
hypertension and atropine for peptic
ulcers. Other well-known plant-
derived synthetic drugs include
quinine and rauwolfia. Dr. Telia has
been studying the effects of ex-
tracts of the giant snail for hyperten-
sion and he reports significant fin-
dings. The whole giant snail, eaten
cooked, is one of the traditional
remedies of Nigeria.
In 1975. WHO established in

Geneva a special administrative unit
for traditional medicine with a work
programme involving research and
publication. The establishment of

the unit has met with approval by
WHO membership, especially the
Africa regional organization In
Congo-Brazzaville.
Doctor Lambo himself believes

that traditional healers should be in-

tegrated into the health services of
developing countries. And he sees no
reason why traditional healers can-
not assume primary responsibility
for patients.

Given these facts, it may indeed be
premature for WHO to have an-
nounced that the war against
smallpox has been won, without at
least checking with the Nigerian
Association of Medical Herbalists.

Something alive there under the ice and snow
LONDON. — Antarctica is popularly
thought of as a continent completely
covered by snow and Ice. Yet among
this frozen wilderness can be found
dry valleys, free of snow, albeit with
a cold biting wind that creates one of

the harshest climates on Earth.
Here huab&nd-and-wife team Dr.

Imre-EcXadmann—and Dr. Roaeli
Ocampo-Friedmann, have found life

where thoughnone existed.

At first sight the"’discoveries
'

—

micro-organisms such as bacteria,
algae and fungi — are uninspiring.
But their very presence in an area so
formidable, and regarded as com-
pletely lifeless, is remarkable.
The organisms take refuge from

the elements under the surface of
rocks, in fissures, or in the air spaces
of porous rocks. When the rocks are
broken open, they were found as a
dark greenish layer a few
millimetres deep.
These life-forms are not restricted

to one particular place. Once the
Friedmanns recognized the correct
rock they found it teeming with life.

The rock itself is light coloured and
semi-transparent. Through it the in-

tense Antarctic sunlight penetrates
and brings life-giving energy to the
micro-organisms.
While the outside conditions are

not conducive to life, under the
protection of the rock, the environ-

ment is quite tolerable.

DURING THE LAST IS yean, the
Friedmanns have found living cells

Inside rocks in the hot deserts of
America, Asia and Africa, but since
the harsh climate of Antarctica
resembles conditions found on Mars,
the American Space Agency has
found the results all the more In-

teresting.

Dr. Richard Young, NASA’s chief

of planetary biology says: “If Mar-
tian life forms exist only in the In-

terior of Martian rocks, as is prin-
cipally the case in the Antarctic, that
could easily serve as an explanation

By GEOFFREY HUGH LINDOP/Gemini News Service

for the lack of evidence of life so far

on Mars."
Space experts are now studying

the feasiftli&.of a mission -tej Mara,
whicE "cdula^Qre a ropKet 'dJxecUy

into the ground, and take a.sample
from beneath the Martian surface.

The sample would be sent back to

Earth for analysis.
If the probe is designed correctly,

it will actually enter the soil rather
than being smashed on Impact.
Prototypes tested on Earth have
shown an encouraging degree of

success. If the project is approved.
Martian subsoil could be in Earth
laboratories during the next decade.
Latest theories suggest that life on

Earth began as very primitive
micro-organisms 3 billion years ago
— 1.5 billion years after the forma-
tion of the Earth Itself.

SOVIET SCIENTISTS have found
evidence of amino acids and hydro-
carbons, the building blocks of life,

dating back to 2.5 billion years. The
oldest rocks on the Earth’s surface
date back 600 million years. Even
older rocks do exist, but are buried
too far down to reach.
Research Into these ancient life

forms depends not on fossil evidence
but analysis of the genetic structure
of the microbes themselves.
The scientists are not examining

creatures that old, but are examin-
ing the genetic structure of present
life forms and deducing the time of
their evolution by their position on
the family tree of life.

Popular theory says life 'began in
the primitive oceans of the Earth by
the chance amalgamation of amino
acids. What has puzzled scientists

for a long time Is how the correct
amino acids occur In sufficient quan-
tity for this to happen.
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Life under the snow?

DR. JAMES LAWLESS, of NASA's
Ames Research Centre, recently
headed a team of biologists who
found that clays play a role in

destroying non-living amino acids

and encouraging the growth of life-

giving amino acids.
Specific metals within the clays

have different results. For instance,
nickel clay, an abundant material in

,
the Earth's .primitive oceans, at-
tracts the'-’ao^qfcnino acidtfi which

: makfrproteln'-L thewain cortpoiteirf
of -living cells. ~oiJsi i. v v;

In those far-off days the Earth's
atmosphere was composed of
hydrogen, methane and later still of
carbon .dioxide. Perhaps the moot
remarkable find in recent months is

that of a completely new form of life

which produces methane.

They thrive at temperatures
between 65-70°

, deriving their food
from simple compounds like carbon
dioxide and hydrogen. They can be
found today only in areas depleted of
oxygen, such as deep down in hot
springs.
Dr. Carl Woese,’ professor of

genetics at Illinois University, and
discoverer of the methane-producing
life form, recognizes them as older
than plants, animals and even
bacteria.

Astronomers have always
qualified their statements about con-
ditions on other planets by using the
phrase "Life as we know it." Now we
know more forms of life how will this

affect our picture of the solar
system?
Mercury, the closest planet to the

sun. is baked In temperatures of 187°
at midday, but during the night It

drops to -183° C. It is logical to
assume that beneath the s.urface of
the soil these extremes will even out
to just above freezing point.
Although Mercury does not

possess much of an atmosphere,
traces of helium, neon and argon
have been detected by Mariner
space probes. Not exactly the best
conditions for life, but if a subterra-
nean life form could extract Its re-
quirements direct frqm the soil, then

life on Mercury is a possibility.

Venus, although of comparable
size to the Earth, is very different In
character. The surface temperature
is known to reach 260° and its rain-
drops are composed of concentrated
sulphuric acid.

Not the most promising aspect for
life. /r-X®.4 if adrbome bacteria exist
in. 'the' carbon dioxide atmosphere,
above the., acid clouds. ...the
temperature, regime is more
tolerable.

NO LIFE has yet been found on
Mars but tests to find subterranean
life have not as yet been made.
The outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus and Neptune, are giant
worlds with atmosphere of
hydrogen, ammonia and methane.
Jupiter, and possibly the others as
well, does not have a solid surface,
but beneath the deep atmosphere is a
liquid core.

If we accept that micro-organisms
can live in the air, then the at-
mosphere of Jupiter, being aimnnr
to that of the primitive Earth, might
well support such life.

Although the distance from the sun
does not allow for effective heating,
these planets tend to generate their
own heat which can maintain the
temperature of the atmosphere
within tolerable limits for -life.

The possibility of extra-terrestial
life In the solar system is then an
open question. We will have to wait
for more advanced space probes
before we con reach any proper con-
clusions.

Geoffrey Lindop lives on the shores
of the Solway Firth in North
England, from where he monitors
satellites and space probes. A
member of the British
Interplanetary Society and of the
Computing Section of the British
Astronomical Association, he uue
part of a team which successfully
predicted the return of the Comet
Asbrook-Jackson in 1977.

“NEW” OLD MAPS Following the a mazing success of our recent offer of three

ancient maps. The Jerusalem Post is now making available

an additional three maps from the same collection.

Each map is printed in a

variety of delicate

colours in its original

form, on superb quality

linen paper. They are

ideal for framing and

make most welcome
gifts. Thanks to a sub-

stantia! purchase we are

offering them at pre-

inflation prices until

Pesah 1979.

Price per map IL6Q. All three

maps ILI 50. The cost includes

- VAT and packing in crush resistant

canon tuba and dispatch by regular

mail

.

These maps can also be
purchased from The
Jerusalem Post office in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv or

Haifa.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT.
Map A. Lands of Dispersion from Babel (mid 1 6th Cen-

tury) by H. Weisel. Size of map 32.5 cm x 40 cm (12 in.

x 15 in.) on paper 42 cm x 49.5 cm (15 in. x 19 in)

Map B Palestine or a New Description of the Land of

Promise (16th Century) by Tilemann Stella, published by

Abraham Ortolius. A map from the first modem atlas of

ail known parts of the world. Size of map. 34 cm x 45
cm (13 in. x 18 in.) on paper 45 cm x 54.5 cm (18 in. x

21 in.)

Map C. Jerusalem as the Centre of the World. (1 581) by

H. Bunting. The world in the shape of a three-leaved

clover. Size of map, 26 cm. x 36.5 cm. (10 in. x 14 in

)

on paper 29.5 cm x 39 cm (11 in. x 15 in.).

ORDER
i

FORM
|

To: The Jerusalem Post. I

POB 81. I

Jerusalem. I

Please send me the following
j

maps, I

Map A.
|

Quantity {

at IL60 ea..,„ I

Map B. !

Quantity i

at IL60 ea
|

Map C. S

Quantity S

at IL60 ea I

ALL THREE
|

Quantity j

at I LI 50 ea j

I

My cheque for IL

is enclosed.
g

NAME

ADDRESS
j

!
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Busy, busy evening
MUSIC REY’IEW/Benjamin Bar-Am

"NEW DIMENSIONS IN MUSIC"
presented b.v the Israel

. Broadcasting

v!i° ril,V and TP 1 Aviv Museum. Arte
turtll,' plum; Emllie Berendsen, mnu-
Kopruno: Mllka Lulw, piano; Israel Zahar,
clarinet: David Danesl, contrabass; Israel
rcrUi. pbuio; Wendy Elsie r-Kashi, flute;
Rntb Ma'ityuni. harp: Pamela Jones, per-
rintHian: Uor.1 Vlolch. recorder: Yoav
Ufwhiti, glockenspiel; Aviva Kim ran,
mandolin; Ephraim Weil, accordion;Monhr Braunrr, harmonica; Merlll
Greenberg. English horn; Gad Eahkar,
alto saxophone; Ya'acov Snlr, krumfaorn;
nhmnel Herahko, tuba; Ylnko Globokar,
trombone; and Shalom Hanoch.
composer-singer (Tel Aviv Mosenm.
January *9). Ben-Zlon Orgad:
Rfthuyot": Arle Annenburg:"

Traumengesang"; Stockhausen: "Inten-
"Jty" from the “Seven Days"; George
Crumb: Madrigals, Books 1 and 3; Zyg-
munt Krause: •*Voices” for ensemble; Ed-
die Balpern: Hommage to Gottlieb for
English bon,; Abel Ehrlich: Piece for
Bass Clarinet Solo; Yoasl Mar-Halm: Ft
”Lc Montgne” Tor tuba solo: Vlnko
Globokar: '‘Exchanges" for trombone;
songa by Shalom Hanoch and film by Rafl
Lavi.

THE NEW SEASON'S "New Dimen-
sions in Music" featured at least five
highly valuable pieces, which
dominated the programme : Oragad,
Annenburg, Stockhausen, Crumb
and Krause. (Regrettably, I missed
Stockhausen’s "Intensity" from.the
"Seven Days.") The rest was lost in
tile noise In the foyer or was out of
place or unworthy of existence
(Globokar). Music was again per-
formed throughout the museum, in
the foyer, the halls and the galleries.

It was this reviewer’s second en-
counter with Orgad'a "Reshuyot."
My first impression was strengthen-
ed, that Ben-Zion Orgad has proved
that even today one can compose a
piano work of great depth . and
highly personal language within con-
ventional means. Orgad has ignored
all unconventional instrumental
means.There are no tricks, no gim-
micks, no extra-musical elements.
He doesn’t even use the interior of
the grand. For the Intellectual
listener, it was a magnificent ex-
perience.
A very pleasant surprise was Arle

Annenburg's "Traumengesang.”
Using fragmentary, lines from
Heine's poetry, the composer offers
a highly expressive vocal line; a
piano texture almost limited to a
single-tone-at-a-tlme; and a tape of
people speaking or whispering the
fragments of the text. The whole
made a surrealistic dream impres-
sion.

George Crumb's Madrigals rate

among the' best of contemporary
American vocal music, matching
Lorca's shattering texts in musical
imagination. The fragmentary in-

strumental ensemble adds colour
and comment. Crumb does not
resort to cliches, and his pieces are a
magnificent modern revival of the
old madrigal.
In these two compositions

f“Tmumengesang ” and Madrigals)
Emilie Berendsen revealed herself
as an artist of the highest stature.
Her voice has tremendous potential,
and she adapts easily to all kinds of
idioms and techniques. Her perfor-
mances Impress deeply.

Also greatly enjoyable was Zyg-
munt Krause's “Voices.” Krause is

no newcomer to our concert stages,
and each new work heard here
enhances his reputation as one of
Poland's outstanding young com-
posers. Krause Is a traditionalist
who creates beautiful new music.
His “Voices" move In a constant
sonoric continuum. We were listen-

ing to a choir in a world of tranquilli-

ty, to the organization of sound in

time In which there were no con-
trasts. interruptions nor dramatic
dualities. Krause's work transcends
the reality of our hectic life, of action
and hysterical reaction. The piece
was beautifully played by an ensem-
ble of 14 musicians with Miss
Williams, as conductor, being com-
pletely untouched by the noise of her
surroundings, of people coming and
going.
The three pieces for solo in-

struments, by Eddie Halpern, Abel
Ehrlich and Yossi Mar-Haim, were
played in the foyer. They were
respectively inspired by paintings by
Gottlieb ("Yom Kippur”), Agam
(“Pace of Time") and Aristide
Maillol (La Montage). One could
hardly catch the sounds of the solo
instruments among the constantly
moving crowd.
Shalom Hanoch put in a very short

appearance (two -songs), which
seemed out of place, and there was a
new film short by Rafi Lavi (which I

did not see).

Finally there was the appearance
of Vlnko Globokar, regarded as the
greatest trombone player In the
world. His performance here was
probably intended to create the sen-
sation of the evening. He should have
performed in' the circus arena, and
not on the concert stage. His
acrobatics, the result of a sick im-
agination, have become boring.
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WHERE TO STAY

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short
term from $21 per. day. Special
arrangemente for Tong terYri. Hefrzliya

Heights. Tel. 03-030291, 4 Refaov El Al,

Heraliya.

NETANYA

TO LET. Modern unfurnished 3 and 4 room
apartments, year plus. Richman and
Rickman. TeL 093-22691. .. .

Ii(l)(il{(llillilllillllllllf1^f|}0!i!il!!l{tiilil!l

INSURANCE
111! IUI 111 II lllll II 1111 mllfllllllimllllllllllllllm^HImlllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIII

BEFORE RENEWING household -
automobile insurance. Phone Goshen, Tel.

03-717611.

BUSINESS OFFERS

RENOWNED SHOP In centre Dizengoff,

keymoney. Tel. 03-762821 after 3 p.m.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiimimiiiiiiii

DWELLINGS
PURCHASE/SALE

SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,
stereos, furniture. Liquidations. Tel. 02-

838790. 03-863748.

immiimmnmi mmmJERUSALEM *S879°- tw '863748 '

RENTAL: TEL HAI, 3 large roams, SITUATIONS VACANT
furnished + telephone + heating. $290. Tel. ° v *
02-36415. |||(

WANTED GIRL to share 3-room flat, star- IMPORT EXPORT OFFICE requires et-

tlnjr Immediately. Please call Toby, Tel. 02- Sclent secretary, fluent English/Hehrew.

928181, ext. 271. _

TEL AV1V SITUATIONS WANTED
NORTH TEL AVIV, aputment rentes.
intact specialist Inter-Israel. Tal. 03- AU PAIR (anywhere In Israel). I am young,

m.ijj')... ll,.r rrrrttT.i, >>i n in, energetic, excellent credentials, win assist

_____ . bomemaking. childcare, In exchange for
HERZLTVA board, lodging, pockebnoney. TeL 02280883.

OPPOSITE "ACCADIA." for sale large irvavravc
luxurious villa, half dunam $319,000. “Ash” VfaHH.lif.N
Agency Tel. 03-881201.

Ill II I III I lllll I lllll II II

AU FAIR (anywhere In Israel). I am young,
energetic, excellent credentials, will assist

homemaking, childcare, in exchange for

board, lodging, pockebnoney. TeL 02280888.

lllll 1 llll Ill 1 III 1 III l lllll

HERZLIYA PITUAH. furnished and unfur- v_. __ , Vnlvn

The Perfect Gift!Agam Available! The I

Hassidic Humor and Wit

fl’OUCHlNG";

HEAVEN
SQUCH&Of

EARTH

This treasury of Has-

sldic tales related by

the Rebbe to his fol-

lowers reveals the re-

markably sophisticated

humour of the Hassidim.

Apparently naive, in

fact surrealistic, these

tales possessmodem and

universal appeal.

Drawn from Hassidlc

heritage, which pre-

serves the core of tradi-

tional Jewish humour,

these 185 witty and
humorous tales are il-

lustrated with a selec-

tion of paintings by
Man6-Katz, the painter

of Jewish folklore and

the interpreter of the

Hassidic Humor 4 Wif
Haasknc

, ;

“v
Complied by RsbM Sbnwel OTdor HacotKa captured moments oi

DranagstoHoaft-Kafi true devotion and joy.

Babbl Shmuel Avidor Hacohen, the Editor of this book is a leading

figure of the contemporary religious renaissance in Israel, an

author and a noted radio and television personality.

Sadan Publishers • Tel Aviv

Price: IL120 (plus IL14.40 VAT)
Sole distributor: Bronfman’s Agency Ltd. .

Available at all better bookshops and offices of

THE JERUSALEM

or mall your order, with cheque enclosed, to:

The Jerusalem Post, F.O.B. 81, Jerusalem.

We will send your order anywhere in the world (surface mall) post free.
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TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL 8.19 English 6. 8.39

Language and Communications 3-9.

0.00 Math 7. 9.20 English 5. 9.40

Family Situation. 10.10 Science 6.

10.30 Programme for kinder-

garteners. 11.10 English 8.

11.30 Mathematics. 12.00 Biology B-

10. 12.20 Citizenship 7. 12.40

Language 7. 13.00 Literature 10-12.

13.40 Nature. 15.30 Geometry 54.

19.49 English 6. 16.00 Programme for

kindergarteners. 16.30 Science Fic-

tion series. 16.99 Faust 63. 17.10

Educational problems

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 The Double Deckers — series

about 7 children who live in a double
decker bus: The Helping Hound

18.00

Musical Chairs — works by
Debussy. Mozart and Schubert

A&ABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.32 Sports
10.27 Programme announcements
19.30 News

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Morasha: The
Rabbinical Court, its standing and
jurisdiction

20.30 The Muppet Show
21-00 Mabat newsreel „ . ,

21.30 Law of the Day — Dr. Raphaela
Bilaky and Amlram Harlap debate
the pros and cons of large families

22.49 The Sweeney: Victims'
23.33 Almost Midnight — News

JORDAN TV ( (unofficial):

17.40* Laff a Bit. 17.99 Baggy Pants.

18.00

Thunder. 18.30 French Hour.

18.49 (JTV 31 Grizzly Adams. 19.00

' News in French. 19.80 News in

Hebrew. 20.00* News in Arabic. 20.30

Life begins at Forty. 21.10 Little

Women. 22.00 News In English 22.13

'Sword of Justice

* (JTV" 6, Shows with asterisks con-

tinue on JTV 3)

CINEMAS

Please send "Hassidlc Humor and Wit" to

ADDRESS

Jerusalem 4, 7. 9
Arnoni The Spy Who Loved Me 4.

6.49. 9; Eden: Stoner: Edison: The
Ten Comandraents 4, 8; Habirah: Dirty

Heroes; Kfir: Interiors 4, 6.49. 9;

Mitchell: Foul Play 7, B. Wed. also at

4; Orgtl: Iphlgeole: Orion: Thank
God It's Friday; Orua: The Cheap
Detective; Rem: Convoy; Semadnr:
Paplllon 6.49, 9.15; Small Auditorium
Blnyenal Ha’ooma: Blume In Love 7,

9.15; Cinema One: Let It Bs 7. 9.19.

Tel Aviv 4 J6, 7.15, 9.38

Alienby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Sbdrt Eyes; Chen: Grease 4.30, 7.

9.30; Cinema One: Revenge of the
Fink Panther; Cinema Two: 1900
(Part One) 7.19, 1900 (Part Two) 4.30.

>i»- Dekelf*MMnlghtE^prassT^; 9.90

;

.9.15; Esther: The Silent Partner; ?

Gat: Dona Flpr and Her -Two ^
Husbands: Gordon: Blume In Love;
Hod: Mean Dog Blues. Limor: A
Summer Place 4JU, 7, 9.30: Maxim :

.The Pocket Lover; Mograbt: Convoy
4.30. 7.30, 9.30; Ophlr: Force 10From
Navarone 4.30, 7. 9.30: Orly: The Big'
Sleep; Paris; Sproszek; Peer:
Summer-field; Ramat Aviv: Anna
and the Wolf 7.15, 9.30. Tues. also at

4.30; Royal: The Gigolo from
Amsterdam 10. 12. 2, 4, 7.30. 9.30;

Shahaff: Interiors; Studio: The Good-
bye Girl; Tchelet: Sayonara 4.30.

9.30; Tel Aviv: Scorchy; Tel Aviv
Museum: The Lace Maker; Zafoo:

Dcrsu Uzala 4. 6.45. 9.

Haifa 4, 6.45, 9

Amphitheatre: Eyes of Laura Mara;
Armon: Coma; Atzmon: The Silent

Partner 6.45. 9. Chen: Grease; Galor:
Devil's Brigade 10, 2, 7. Hang on the
High Tree 12. 4. 9; Miron: High Class

Pleasures 10. 12, 2, 4. 7. 9; Moriah:
The Domino Principle 6.49, 9; Orahi
Straight Time; Orion: Milano, A
Violent City; Ordan: Bananas 4, 7, 9.

Orly: An Unmarried Woman 6.49, 9;
Peer: Pocket Lover; Ron: Death on
the Nile 6. 9; Shavit: Coming Home
6.30, 9.19

Bamai Gan: 7.15, 9.30
Armon: Grease 4. 7, 9.30; Hadar: The
Unglorious Bastards 4, 7.15, 9.30;

Lily; Coming Home. Oasis: Roller
Coaster 4. 7. 9.30; Ordea: Death On
the Nile 6.49, 9.30; Rama; Death
Dimension 7.19, 9.30, Mon. and Wed.
also at 4.30; Ramat Gan: An Un-
married Woman

Herzllya
David: Coming Home 4. 7,* 9.30;

Tiferet Herzllya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.19, 9.30

Holon
Mlgdal: The Other Side of Midnight 6.

9

Petal! Tlkva
Shalom: Lemon Popslcle 7.19, 9.15.

Tues. 7.18 only

Netanya
Esther: Driver 4.30. 7. 9.15

English Teacher
for Tel Aviv secondary school

(morning hours)

Part-time position

Tel. 625805, 449335

JERUSALEM POST
ARCHIVES
RETRIEVAL AND
RESEARCH FROM

THE JERUSALEM POST
ARCHIVES

Complete information
service in English
from our archives,

founded in ,1933,

and other sources.

Reprints, research,
synopses and photographs
now available on people
and events in Israel.

Middle East,

World and Jewish Affairs.

Service by individual orders
or by annual subscription

For detailed information write 10:

Jerusalem Post Archives, P.O.B. 81,

Jerusalem, Israel

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies

8.10

(Stereo): Morning Concert —
Corbeita: Suite for Baroque Guitar
and Tbeorbe; Wlkmanson: String
Quartet In B Minor; Ravel: Tombeau
de Couperin (Philip Entremont);
Mahler: Symphony No. 4 (Ely
Ameling- Haitink)
10.05 Radio story
10.19 Elementary school broadcasts
10.39 Lesson In spoken Arable
11.39 Music from Korea
12.09 iStereo): Mozart: Trio. K. 498

(Alexander Tal-Url Meir-Alexander
Tamir) : Dvorak : Sonatina tor Violin

A Piano. Op. 100 (Tal-Geza Fried);
Copland: Vitebsk, Trio (Tal-Mense-
Copland i

13.00 (Stereo): Noon Concert —
Milhaud: Saudadesdu Brasil; Grofe:
The Grand Canyon
14.10 Children's programmes
15.25 World of Science
15.59 Notes on a new book
16.05 (Stereo): Haifr. Symphony
Orchestra, Dan Vogel conducting
works by Vivaldi, Bach ft Schubert
(repeat)
17.20 Music Quiz
20.15 The Composer and the Per-
former — Mozart's Remarks on Wind
Players
21.00 Every maul's University

21.30

Speaker’s Podium
22.09 i Stereo i : Maureen Forrester,

alto; Eldad Neumark, piano; Yuval
Trio — Brahms: Vier Ernster
Gesaenge; Ravel: Trio In A Minor;
Britten: A String of Lullabies: Sergiu

Nailra: Trio In One Movement
23.23 (Stereo): “23:23" — Lukas
Foss: Dream Lesson; Earle Brown:
October. November 1992; Steve
Reich u Music for Mallet Instruments
00.10 (Stereo) : Chora] Music

Second Programme

7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat

13.09 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Musical Adventures
15.05 Sabbath songs
18 . 10 Magazine on health and
medicine
17.10 Meni Peer's talk and entertain-

ment show
18.05 Of Men and Figures — discus-

sion on current economic affairs

18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — people and events in

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Isaiah 61, 02

Z0.05 Gideon Lev-Ary's weekly
column and Interview of the Week
(repeat

i

21.05 Jazz Corner
22.05 Confrontation
23.05 Radio Information —
everything you always wanted to

know and didn't know whom to ask

Alijil '
./A. _ _

H-'. Vfr L • •

‘.6.30 ^University on the. Air
—

' Prof.

. HaySf.Lasnrjp-Yafe lectgrea on
.
the

Foundations of Islam
7.07 “707" — Alex Anski presents

selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
0.05 Israeli Winter — 3 hours of

music, skits, jokes and news flashes

with Eli Ytsraeli

12.45 19 Minutes— Political commen-
tary
13.09 Today's favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art.

cinema and theatre reviews, inter-

views and anecdotes
16.09 Friends talk about the late
singer Roman Sharon
17.05 IDF Evening Newsreel
19.09 Nqedic in a Record Stack — new
records and recordings
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.39 University an the Air (repeat)
22.09 Jazz Hour
23.09 Let's Listen — new records and
recordings with Nathan Dunevitch
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.09 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Danl Lltahi

THIRD PROGRAMME
Light music from 6.96 a.m. to It p.m.
dally, with an interruption for the
news.

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kilo Hertz:
5-6 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast
show with news, popular music and
Interviews.
11-12 p.m. _ News, analysis and
topical reports.
1-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.
791 kiloHertz:
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of news.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 (Fourth, Fifth) IS min.. Including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth, Fifth) 30 min.

18.05

i Fourth i 9 min.
20.15 I Fourth 1 13 min.
22.30 i Fifth) 25 min.

24.00

(Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40
Yiddish news at 8 .20 , 19.30 (First) 30
min.
Hungarian at 19.19 (Fifth) 13 min.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 6.15, 20.30 (FIrat)
19 min.
RuhnUui news at 6.25. 18.45 (First) 15
min. Sun-Fri.
Georgian news at 6.08. lfl.15 (First.
Fifth) 15 min.
l-adlno news at 8.30, 20.00 (First,
Fifth) 19 min.
Moghruhl news at 6.39, 20.15 (First,
Fifth I 16 min.
Burtaarlon news at 6.03 (First)
Tat n'cw« at o.ll (First)

Pen*Ian news at 6.49 (First)

•Vane 'iBi—

everything that turns

your leisure into pleasure

FASHIONSSPOrt
•CAMPInq

,

at *he
leisure pleasure

centre!
liftj(|IH|(v

'linin'

Dizengoff Centra

FLIGHTS

TMs schedule is subject to

prior notice. Senders ore odobed to cog

Ben-Gvrion Airport Flight

(03) 97US1-3-3 for for SI AI

flights only) for changes in times of

Arrivals and Departures.

Monday

Arrivals
0120 Alitalia 782 Rome
1226 El Al 010 New York
1299 El A] 004 New York
1410 SAA 286 Johannesburg, Lisbon

1430 TWA 380 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York. Athens
1449 El Al 964 Teheran
1999 Lufthansa 606 Frankfurt, Munich

1719 TWA 810 Phoqnlx. Chicago. Boston,

Paris, Rome
1729 KLM 529 Amsterdam
1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1809 Swissair 332 Zurich

AOO'EIAI 346 Geneva. Zurich

1910 Olympic 301 Athens

1940 El Al 388 Rome
’2015 El Al 338 Amsterdam
2033 El Al 334 Brussels, Vienna

2040 El Al 324 Farts

2090 British Air 978 London

2120 El Al 378 Copenhagen
2129 Air France 132 Faria, Lyon

2200 El Al 316 London

Departures

0250 Alitalia 762 Bombay, Singapore,

Sydney. Melbourne
0640 TWA 803 Paris, New York

0690 El Al 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710TWA 811-Athens, Rome. Parts, DR.
0739 El Al 381 Vienna, Brussels
0790 Olympic 302 Athens
0800 El A1029 Paris, Montreal. Newu
0820 El Al 849 Geneva, Zurich
0830 Air France 137 Paris
0850 British Air 977 London
0900 El Al 015 London, New York
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York
0820 El Al 337 Amsterdam
0940 El Al 877 Copenhagen
1020 El Al S23 Paris

j

1100 El Al 315 London
1200 El Al 389 Rome
1640 BAA 267 Lisbon, Johannesburg
1695 Lufthansa 605 Frankfurt,

1920 Alitalia 747 Rome
This flight information is supplied by n,
Ben-Gurion international Airport Dal
dination Centre. ‘

'EMERGENC^
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem: Bathsh. 10 Strauss, 222911;

Tutunjlan, Christian Qtr. 283401.

Tel Aviv: Beni. 174 Dizengoff, 222336;

Yani. 67 Yehuda Halevi, 612474. Holon:

Asauta. 4 Trumpeldor. 898197. Bat Yam:
Mazur. SO Havlva Reich. 883380. Ramat
Gan: Hadassah, 191 Katzenelson. 722271.

Bin* Brak: Refua, 62 Rabbi AMva, 782278.

Ramat Hashoron: 41 Ussishldn. 488503.

Netanya: Trufa, 2 Herzl, 28696. Rishon:
Herzl. 41 Herzl. 991747. Hadera:
Hamerkoz. 73 Weizmann, 22131.

Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada. 682289.

Beersfacba: Aviv, Shlkun Gimmel. 3S68S.

POLICE

Dial 10Q In most parts of the country. In

Tiberias dial 924444. Klryal Shmona 40444.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Blkur Hollm Ipediatrics,

E.N.T.). Hadassah (Internal, surgery,

orthopedics, ophthalmology). Mlsgav
Ladach (obstetrics).

Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics). Ichilov

(internal, surgery).

Nelanva: Laniado I obstetrics. Internal).

Haifa: Carmel (all departments).

"Erun” — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.

Jerusalem 69911, Tel Aviv 258311. Haifa

538888, Beersheba 32111.

Mlsgav Ladach: Open line from 4-6 p.m.

every Monday, answers to obstetrics,

gynaecological, sterility, and family plan-

ning problems.. Tel. 02-33356.

SUNSET-SUNRISE

9. Sunset 17.17; Sunrise tomorrow 06.33

Magen David Adorn first aid centra
i

open from 8 p.m., to 7 a.m. Emerge:
home calls by doctors at fixed rata, fi

Fund members should enquire ah
rebate.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel A*
Haifa — 10L Dan Region (Ramat Gn
Bnei Brak, Oivatayim, Klryal Du) .

781111.

Ashdod 32222

Ashkelon 23333

Bat Yam 889995

Beersheba' 78833
Eilat 2383

Hadera 22833

Holon 803183

Nahariya 923883

Nazareth U3&
Netanya 36383

Petah Tlkva BUM
Rehovot 054-ttZH

Rishon LeZIm Mo
Safed 30339

Tiberias 20111

Notices to this feature are charged at IL36 per line plus VAT; Insertion every day costa IL600 per line plus VAT. per month,

accepted' at offices of the Jerusalem Poat and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
ImilcI Museum Exhibitions: From Um^
archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials

'

not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek love poetry. Architec-
ture In the Hanukka lamp. From concept
to product: Bang and Olufsen's Design far
Sound- Development and production of
outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic figurines from-
Sha’ar Hugo Ian; Lasry-Bascbet Sound

- Structures. Workrf Waich- are "bdA afcUJp-
"

tures and musical instrument*)Childhood
drawlngM and paintings by Israeli artists

(side by side with their mature works).
Chiaroucuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the 16-I8th centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with a pencil.

Exhibit of the Month: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced in
Israel Museum laboratories.
At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hunters’ sites In
northern Sinai.
Visiting hours: Israel Museum: Sun.,
Mon.. Wed., Thurs. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Tue. 4-

iOp.m.; Fri. 10 a.m. -2 p.m.; Sat. I0a.m.-2
p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Rose Art
Garden: Sun., Mon.. Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-lO p.m.; Fri. and Sat 10

a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum: Sun. —
Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Fri.. Sat. 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,
Cohana or major Jerusalem hotels; in Tel
Aviv at Rococo. Hadran and Kastel. Free
guided tours In English, Sun., Wed., 11.00
a.m.. Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
1. Medical Centre, in Kiryat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 9, 10. 11 a.m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m.. Sund&y-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.S0

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects, 39 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416383,
Hebrew University, tours In English at 9
and 11 a.m. from Administration Building,

Glvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30

a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: Tel. 35430.

Erounoh — National Religions Women's
Organization. Tourist Centre. 26 Rehav
Ben Maimon. Tel. 02-62468. 30620, 811583.

American Mlxrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street.

Jerusalem. Tel. 232798.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hehrew University Forum. This evening:
Dangers Facing Israeli Society. Lecturer:
Prof. Chaim Adler. Hebrew University, at

8 p.m..at the United Synagogue; 2 Rehav-
Agron. •

. - *
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wpod,
Romema. Tel. 314822. 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Trl Aviv Museum, 27 Sderat Shaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Berod Efrat —
Extrapolations. Herzl In Profile— Henl's
image in the fine arts. Rudi Lehmann,
1 903-1977. Hubimah 1918-1978, Drawings.
Visiting Hours: Sun., Mon., Tue., Thur. 10
a.m.— 10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.— 2 p.m.. Sat. 7
— 11 p.m. New Museum Building open
Sat-. 10 a.m. — I p.m.. entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunoh — National Religious Women's
Organization: “Kastel,” 1M RfhOV Ibn
Gabirol. Tel. 440316. 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadassah- Wlzo Office, 116
Rehav Hayarkon. Tel. 227060. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
ORT Israel: For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv. Tel. 233231. 762291-2; ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 533141; ORT Netanya.
Tel. 33744.

American MIzrachl Women. Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 24310G.
Ptanoxr Women — Na’araat: Free tours.
See our saclo-educatlonal services. Call
for reservations, Tel Aviv, 03-296096.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadositah Tourism Office, Room 304,
Sheraton Hotel. Tel. 03-289784. *

South African Zionist Federation, Israel

invites

S. African Lawyers and Advocates who qualified in Israel

to attend a GENERAL MEETING on Tuesday, Feb. 6, 1979 at !-15
'

and
S. African Accountants to attend^ an^INAUGURAL MEETING

to establish an Accounts Committee on-

Tuesday, Feb. 1979 at 4.IS pJD.
Both Meetings will be held at the same venue— the S-A. Zionist Feans'

tlon offices, 5 Druyanov Street, 8th floor, Tel Aviv

Haifa
MUSEUMS .

Visit the Haifa museums: Andes! iat

Modern Art, 26 Rchov Sbahtal Lev^ ttL

923255-8. National Maritime. TeL SM&
Illegal Immigration, TeL MOMB: mt:
Tel. 644489. Japanese Art. TeL 835SLHni‘

Katz. TeL 83682. Dsgen Grain CoOeeSfe

Tel. 664221. Artists’ House, TeL 8208.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadoiwah Tourism Office. Youth AHjiCX--;

See. 7 Palyam St. Tel. 664876.

What’s On in Holla, dial 649846.

,
'

'

J

; fCefiovbl* «lwo. . . u. • . zitsjih'uc** -U.J

Th«^'WeixmkSSi fastitate ’o^trtf yuMn
! from 8.00 £l»no 8.30 p.’&f. TOttn tnriM

to see film on Institute's research k-'

tivities, shown regularly at 12.00 am.ad
j

3.00

p.m. Friday 12.00 a.m. only.

Toon* of the Wekmmi Home every hah

hour from 6.00 a.m. to 8.80 pun. and util
j

noon on Friday. Nominal fee faradmliita

to Weizmann House.
For Tours of the House please book:W
094-83230, 054-83828.

Heraliya
MISCELLANEOUS
Festive Concert of the Herzllya Cbunto

Orchestra, tonight at 8.30 p.m. Cundoettr

Harvey Bordovltz: Mezzo-Soprano, Eb©
Berendsen. The concert'will be heWatW

;

Yad Lebanlm. 7 Rehav WoUCoa. HenUp-
j

Tel. 981012.

TW0-IN-QNE CRBSSWQRB
CRYPTIC PUZZLE Psethesam,

ACROSS ^ p [
5 She's worth having as a ^

M

backer (8) F
- 8 Figure a sulfa remodelled tar^ .

—

pi
a saint (5)

19 Am ah upset by a boast (5) __
j

11 Head man f3) h3 I 14
12 About a girt fit for a queen ll__^
IS PmwD

|

with a special skill in
^

15 Hammer and sickle J (5)
J

"

j

18 Wood osed to^clc^s (3)
^S i tmt bats-

^
I

'

J

—MB MB
22 Elizabethan and Anglo Saxon I

‘
I

times? (4) =- 5P— IP —
28 9he mpkes Hannah breath- ® Z7 to

24 to4aJn
4
3etters (7) fr ^28 Routine lobs on a church or

nninta fg) M; |

—

29 Fiack or brown form o* tar
| | j

31 Ran hard out of the wav (&' P® I I j ^BB rail
32 It's no joke when Rosier us- ^ J^Ht JB

set bv ns 17) Wml | j

34 Going to the wall (5> I^B | |
1 I

35 Voiatfle female (3* „ . . ,
88 Copv Roman numerals i5J M A number for tale (3)
37 A race. Z fee. upstairs C5» 16 Most women get the point or
38 £barer getting a wrong not# flbelr significance (5:

ri£bt ts>
17 Inform on a thief? (5)

Dnwv 19 A Mt of a helter - skelter uo-DOWN
sets this bird (7)

1 A dash from the terminus C5) 29 One of the vessels in a bue-
2 They may be floating on air ket chain (5;

<71 81 NOn-deetrie shaver t5*
4 Always getting up to some 23 Model employers (71

revelry <4> 24 Possibly crude key to cut (6)
$ Given a bit of a slanging bv 29 A listener In good heart (3)

„
Ted <e> 27 It’s usual for a sailor to get

6 Brass, for Instance, means knocked out! <5)
everything to some boys <5? 2* Agam It's Tim's turn to pas

7 Conceal one's distaste at di*-
Curbing slime (5) 30 She names a film rst

9 To many. Jerry's tussozls.tr 32 Turn up the gas ring for thia
<3) puddln;! (4)

12 Rules broken by mere GXa (7> 33 It changes to a plant (3)

Use the nmt diagram for either the Cryptic or the Easy puzzle.

3’TT is is mr 'm easy puzzle
ACROSS

3 Large box (6}

8 Claw (9)
20 Carries off (5)

U Fresh (3)

12 Beg (5)
U Having a trade

« {7)U Approaches (5)
18 Charged

21 Relaxes C7»
22 Suspend (4)
28 Look aTter (41M Sheared (7)
26 Willows <81
29 And not (3>
*1 Main subject (5)
32 Sneak to (7)
34 Holy city (Si
39 Cultural activity

M *81
36 Flat (A)
37 Flags (51
ft Wheel protectors

IK)

DOWN
1 Armoured

vehicles (S)

2 Baying (U
'

4 Unyielding (<>

8 Bocks (8)

.« Candle (6)

7 Striped
fvthnml (5)

9 Garland <$»

ii’-RefutafioBS n*

14 Moo a)
U Helped tSi.

17 Blip <S»
. rtn

*0 Ita,'«»

aBempw*0"

%%&,&***
28 dot (9’

» KoetS lp
til

8* Make*
<$>

changes to a plant (3)

Yesterday's Easy Solution
ACROSS. — I. Chows. ‘J. Flo-

•k. 9. Ho-ratio, to. Organ, if.
Sound. 12. Might. IS. Miami.
1.1. R-O-d. 17. Oder. 18. Sy-plne,
19. Joint. 20. Detour. 22. B-AU.
24. Yah. 29. A.B.-Sal-O.M. 29.
SlgilN. 27. Hop it. 28. Lunn, 29.
Defielt. 30. Otter. SI. Tourw.
DOWN. — 2 . Hor-rtd. 3. Wh-

iilr-r. i; Sun. 5. Basil. «. Ftah
oitl. 7. Loot. 8. Caddoji, 12.
Manor. 13. (Hun) Moody. H.
Neulh. U. Rival. 16- Denim. IS.
Snob-., id. Jupiter. 21 , Eat out.

S' ,-«wr- a. Aovfl.-»- -Side (of beef),

-

2$.

Yertroday*. *2;

»

AfTtOSS. 1.

Alice. 9. .Vanilla, ifl-

Azure. 12. Bobby-
15.Hot. IT.Lane. K
Cilia. 20. Svedt^S.''
Per. 29. ACtrCM- » r^Lnid-
A*tlr.‘ 2S. Cedar. 39- w
30. Flood. 31-Steel- s

Averse. 4. -Nat, 9. C
AJwtwme. 7. J*

wuirra.si- m i

23. Eslate. -ffi- Array-

28. Cok-~:- '
.. .[1

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW



> children to a room JL

kdable choice. .

unfortunate but in some cases an
(Mike Goldberg)

IN JUNE 1970. Prazot, the
Jerusalem municipal-government
housing corporation, turned down a
request by a divorced woman with a
child to buy a flat for IL.i7fi.ooo on the
grounds that the flat was too costly.
Three months earlier the company
had granted a loan to a single woman
to buy a flat costing 1L2S0.000.
This Is one of the inequities reveal-

ed by the Sate Comptroller in his
report published today on the com-
pany. The report takes on added
significance In the light of the fact
that Prazot has been authorized to
carry out Project Renewal in
Jerusalem. This Is the prime
minister's plan to rehabilitate some
160 underprivileged neighbourhoods
throughout the country.
Prazot was set up in 1961 following

a government decision to establish In

the large cities joint municipal-
government companies to eradicate
slums. Its present activities include
allocating rental housing to those In
substandard quarters and extending
loans to expand or improve cxiating
homes or to buy new ones. Its clients
Include the underprivileged popula-
tion and young couples.
The report, covering the years 1673

through 1976, is critical of the com-
pany's “passive" attitude towards

State Comptroller finds fault with Prazot. Haim Shapiro reports.

Responding to the need
those needing housing. The company
sits back and waits for clients who
have heard one way or another about
its activities to come and ask for help
in housing.

The Comptroller, however, notes
that it is important to publish the
conditions under which one can get

help. The ability of the under-
privileged population to initiate the
process to improve their condition Is

limited, he notes.

THE COMPTROLLER also
questioned the criteria used to
evaluate worthiness for help in hous-
ing. For example, there was no
definition of the size of a room
although the number of rooms plays
an Important role. The company also
failed to re-evatuate criteria on
family income, despite changes
resulting from inflation.
The company was particularly lax

about finding housing for large

families. On the 1,100 families
registered as worthy of help in
September 1976. 157 had 10 members
or more. A decision to help some of
these families had been made years
before, but by April 1977. housing
solutions had been found for only 23.

In a study of 15 of the 157. it was
found that four families had been
waiting for four years, three had
been waiting for five years and one
for over five years. Only four
families received help within two to

four years. The request of one family
was rejected, and solving the cases
of the remaining two families had
been delayed for reasons unrelated
to Prazot.

Moreover, the company had helped
only half of the 24 largest families
with no apparent reason for choosing
these 12. And. of these families,

seven had their cases worked on
from one to three years after their
initial request. Three families were
turned down three years after they
had submitted applications.

to contractors to locate such flats.

Despite the advantage of having a
person And his own flat. Prazot's
limitations on price and the inherent
difficulty In finding such flats made
it incumbent on the company to take
the Initiative In finding suitable flats,

especially since the problem of hous-
ing large families has existed since
the company was formed.

AS A GENERAL RULE, the Comp-
troller found, the company acquired
large flats only after needy clients or
entrepreneurs had located the flats.

The company made no efforts
through advertisements or inquiries

In J972, a survey of one building of
72 flats revealed that social dif-

ficulties partly stemmed from 24 of
the flats housing families of 10 or
more. That same year the company
decided to rehouse .some of these
families and to acquire second-hand
homes for that purpose. But the
Comptroller found that by the end of
3977. only a few of these families had
been moved. The largest families
continued to live in crowded con-
ditions while other families of five,

eight or nine had been relocated.

“OVER THE COURSE of time," the

Comptroller concludes, "Prazot has
solved the housing problems of

thousands of families — amongthem
some with critical housing dif-

ficulties — by allocating rental hous-

ing. The company also gave loans on

easy terms for expansion or
purchase to those with less critical

problems.
"These activities did something to

alleviate the housing problem,
_

but

not enough to lessen to the requisite

degree, the number of residents
registered as needing housing, as
well as those not registered with the

company.
"In some administrative areas, es-

pecially with regard to registering
candidates for help, and in setting
precedents for dealing with them
and solving their problems, the com-
pany's procedures did not always
respond tfr the need."

you know the protea?

Mae*~ David

as.—trs
W

GARDENER’S CORNER/Walter Frank!

ENTLY I ASKED several peo-

pj. Including some gardeners. If

Haifa
r,u

,?
ber*: Jen. knew what a protea was. None

Br.ci am jqJVhcn I showedthem a picture of

?bim flower, some . of them
mbered that it had been dfs-

... . „ *d at the last international

Ba' v,_ rrr;. otea Is a rare and exotic flower

Beersheba Tgan but it bu Umg been well

Elli: 2533
8333

fen In Australia and SouthAfrica.
Hadera 22333 &ee more than 3,500 members of
Hole.-. >c2i33 Strotea family ( proteaceae

)

have
Nahariya

?2333a ^ discovered. Proteaceae also
In South America, tropical

, Malaysia, New Zealand and
lands In the Pacific Ocean.

» protea Is a composite flower,

pe: n-p 3lu„ ..
•composed of many small In-

? ;i*iual flowers, with a long, very
r stem an evergreen shrubs (or

). Its colour, shape and size

3aif;i Some are flame red, others
irsci ms v, white, salmon pink, mauve,
Kit ih- fiiiii and even dark brown. Muttl-
fnrfcrr. Art. 2i Rein* bred species are also known.

N.iiloiu) Matt*
Si-s.,! immismtin. id

ftea flowers do not wilt and can
v . r'lHsf r.ip*dwfjrt,jpt In a vase tor weeks. They do
.utr Tf -34?2. Diggifcsen their petals gradually as do
17 Artists

1

tat; cut flowers (roses, gladioli,

fist fLLANEOlS *
,®tc*) ** T*™10

.

: ..ih TauriwOUtaAp)? moment they.were pldtqd-

: S;
that they gradually losetheir

On m'fLHa. toitf dry out. The inner partof
loom, when dried. Is mostly

iehot or -ah brown and.resembles oJitUg-A
.v Wrtzmdum hutUttft°g that faaajwlled ti^tlntaa.^
0- - .i m to 3.30 aafiveu:iwshfin these flowura, have- r

•

,«•. rsisr. on Iiudnm up completely, . doii't throw
refiiUrtycaway. You can keep them In a

w : rr. frub; ’.l.co tswithout water for an unlimited
l'ur*’ th* W>i*n*“b,d or use them as wall

*
r"-^ w 111 N

ations.

:f: f;

z

« protea flowers-are cup-

r t f-’-T’or th# Hooh*
1** Some resemble the flowers

‘

4 ’s »333 e famous cactus selentcereus
li/lorens (queen of the night).

Ifnil' a 8 look like corals, producing

ISCELLAVEOIS rous On® bracts, with silky

•• C onerrt of if fc

y./h^s-.ra ,.?n:gttuH£ •
• •

ar-. Bordonts. Me=*NOT ONLY the pretty and un-

crc-. r TnectmcfR^on shape of this flower that

jcf
: Refu' “ates but also its unusual leaves

a' •••--• terns. Some of the leaves are
;-ahaped. Others_ resemble
of a conifer, and there are '

ones, completely -covertag

fhadas In Hebrew) and euphorbia
fitlpena (hatavluv mavrik).

Protea stems may be red, pink or
dark or light green. Most protea
shrubs flower during our winter (this

is very important In terms of ex-
port). but with good planning, we
-may soon expect to have protea
flowers in bloom year round,
because there are early and late-

blooming species, and all flower for
several months.
These strong plants, with their

leathery foliage, thrive In cold and
wind but cannot survive below-zero
temperatures or strong heat. The
numerous shapes and colours of this

flower are not the result of artificial

hybridization but the work of nature
over thousands of years. In 1735, Lin-
naeus gave the flower the name
protea after Proteus, the Greek god
who changed his shape and
appearance at will. The genus name
proteaceae was given to this plant
family by the French botanist
Jussieu.

EVERY 7Hig
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RB>ORTStt'

OBJECT

leaves and Stems resemble
other decorative plants- —

us Japonicus (pilcon Tapani
brew),, myrtus/communis

MANY PRECIOUS plants have
found their way to Israel and later

become important in exports and in-

dustry-thanks to "craxy" men who
recognized their commercial poten-
tial and believed they would adapt
well to local soil and climactic con-
ditions: These '

'crazies’’ had endless
patience aML;aBergy.,to .persist
despite many obstacles until the
beginnings at success woe achiev-
ed. They never gave up and thanks to

them Israel is profiting from ever-
growing horticultural exports.
The list of such "crazies'' who

deserved to be honoured is not short.

Israel Hebei brought the ornamental
cactus here; Sam Hamburger in-

troduced cotton; and Joseph Weitz
never rested until a sufficient
number of agava seedlings had been
smuggled out of Brazil and
"resettled" in the Negev to start a
local rope and jute industry.. Otto
Steiner of Sde Warburg brought the

first American carnation stock here
from the U.S. and the first gloriosa
lilies from Holland. There are too
many more names to mention but
you should know that Nat Hess, an
American by birth and long a friend

'

of Israel, is the "crazy" who six

years ago brought the first protea
and camellia clones (selected cut-

tfnga) to be rooted here successfully
ana cultivated for marketing.

THE VILLAGE of Saleriya. half-way
between Ramie and Rchovot, is so
off the beaten path that it is as little

known in Israel as the protea, and
perhaps also the camellia. Nat Hess
distributed his clones to live farmers
in Saterlya and to settlers at Neve
llan, a moshav in the hills west of
Jerusalem. The biggest enterprise
for growing these plants, however,
belongs to Haya Ben-Ya’acov. A
graduate of the Eile Kadoorie
Agricultural High School, she Is the
energetic wife of a university lec-

turer. she runs her protea and
camellia farm In Saterlya with help
from several assistants, but she is

the heart and soul of the operation in-

volving planting, cultivating,
weeding, feeding and watering
several hundred potted camellias
and a protea farm several dunams in

size.

Mrs. Ben-Ya’acov is busy from
sunrise to sunset and sometimes
even later, with the help of artificial

illumination. She can be proud of the
results of her hard work: several
hundred big, flowering camellia
bushes and a weekly crop of hun-
dreds of protea flowers.

GROWING CAMELLIAS is a project
that has no time limit. These
evergreen perennial bushes can be
grown op a roof or injjour garden In
big pots orjotber large- containers,-
and not uncommonly they live 20 to

30 years. iw -

They bloom in winter, spring and

.

•early summer in white, red and
shades of pink. Some flowers are
“filled" with dozens of tender petals,

like roses. Others look more like the

decorative, but single, dahlia bloom.
In Mrs. Ben-Ya'acov’a nursery

each potted camellia is linked to a
dripping hose to provide the
moisture these plants need without
wetting the "polished," dark green
foliage. La Dame aux Camellias has

& programme of Intensive daily care
for every one of her "children."

New cuttings are placed In an acid

soil medium of peat, sand, compost
and calcar (white, dry foam par-
ticles). Bigger plants get the same
soil mixture. Occasional spoonful
feedings of a general fertilizer (Mrs.

B-Y uses "20-20-20") and prophylac-
tic sprayings against pests and dis-

eases complete the nursery work
programme. Wire-covered, well air-

ed semi-hot bouses protect the

nmi
Cl iV. •••

.

|K,: ';v

In the photo at lower right are two quite different protea flowers
(banksia at left and pincushion at right) from the protea plantation'

.of Haya Ben-Ya’acov. In the left picture, in the coffee pot vase, is

another protea, optusofolla, from the moshav Neve JIan near

Jerusalem. The camellia in the photo at top right was grown by
Haya Ben-Ya’acov and here graces the living room of Nat
Hess.

(Photos by Mike Goldberg)

shrubs from wind, and most impor-
tantly, from strong direct sunlight.

FROTEA FLOWERS can be grown
from seed. My seed came from
Akkerdraai Protea Nursery.
Kwekery, Lynedoch 7603, South

Africa. Sow under glass or plastic

cover in acid soil, pH 5-5%. Germina-
tion takes 3-6 weeks with only about

20 per cent of the seeds germinating
normally— so don’t be disappointed.

A much quicker way of
propagating protea is by rooted
nursery cuttings. The six or seven
protea growers in Israel, I think, will

be prepared to sell cuttings. Don’t
plant them in a cultivated flower bed
because digging around the soil in

their immediate vicinity might kill

them. They have a very sensitive

network of fine root hairs just below
the soil surface. It's best to plant
them somewhere in the open and to

allow grass and weeds to cover the
soil and so to cool the ground. Protea
flowers in its second or third season
and needs no pruning. If you cut the
flowers, remove the completely dry
flower heads for seed collection.

Frequent watering during rainless

periods is most important and should
not be forgotten. Don’t fertilize

because this 'may change the soil

acidity. If your soil becomes too
alkaline, correct it by adding two

teaspoons of aluminum sulphate per
square metre or dust with ordinary
sulpha powder (available at
nurseries and pharmacies) before
watering.

GO AHEAD and take a chance!
Camellias and proteas can be grown
everywhere In Israel. Try to grow
them yourself as a step in beautify-

ing Israel. Tu Bi’Shval is the occa-
sion tor a planting day.

FRONTPAGE ISRAEL
For five decades. The Jerusalem Post founded as The Palestine Post has been the

pre-eminent voice of Israel, and before that of the Yishuv — the Jewish communi-

ty of Palestine.

From its beginnings in British Mandate times, through the years of World War

Two. and Israel's turbulent 30 years of war and domestic development. The

Jerusalem Post has had an international reputation for distinguished journalism.

Now, we are pleased to announce, in response to numerous requests, the publica-

tion of FRONT PAGE ISRAEL, nearly 300 front pages of The Jerusalem Post from

1932 until today.

Each front page is a revealing document of its times, expressed in its headlines. —
Herr Hitter new German Chancellor. Arabs andJews both reject British Plan.

Churchill at Helm. State of Israel is Born. Czechs to give Egypt Arms, right up

to Smiling Sadat Begin start talks.

Front Page Israel, size 14.5 inch x 10.5 inch (37cm x 27 cm), is bound in hard

covers, contains 312 pages, with reproductions of 294 Front Pages which can

all be read in detail.

IL 350 (Inc. VAT).
sole distributor

fSteimatzky’s

This is the book that will be valued by every member of the family, for all time.

By the children, looking at 'history.^ By the student, in need of facts. By the

parents saying. 'You remember that.' First edition now on sale.
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Lower air fares and
Atlantic tourism

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

With lower fares and a changing
market, tourism from North
America to Israel is a whole new ball
game, says Israel Zuriel, head of the
Israel Government Tourist Office in
New York and director of Israel’s
tourism efforts for the whole conti-
nent.

Zuriel. who paid a flying visit to
Jerusalem last week, told The
Jerusalem Post that according to
present estimates about 40 per cent
of the visitors from the U.S. were
Christians, compared to 25 per cent
only three years before. Some 100
million Americans are church-
affiliated, he said, and they are all
part of Israel's potential market.
At the same time, he discounted

complaints from Israel that the
tourism office was neglecting Jews.
Regular meetings and contacts with

Israel Zurlel

synagogues, rabbis and Jewish
groups .were a regular part of his
work, he stressed.

’A problem with the American
market, he said, was the extreme
sensitivity to security incidents of
people who have never seen war at
home. And, he added, every incident

in Israel is plastered in the press and
given full coverage on TV and radio,
partially at least because of the

strong ties between Israel and the
U.S. That the traffic to Israel con-
tinues to grow in spite of this is

evidence of Israel’s strong attrac-
tion. he said.
But the real revolution was in the

deregulation of air fares, making
them subject to competition. At first

Israel was at a disadvantage with
fares lowered to many European
destinations but not to Israel.

Then fares to Israel dropped and
the charter companies found they
were being priced out of the market.
This, combined with the fact that
charter firms have recently been
allowed to fly to some destinations
on a regular basis, took the charter
business away from Israel.

This situation changed again a
fortnight ago. he said, when EH A1 an-
nounced its fares from New York as
of April l. With the new fares star-

ting at $690 and those between June
20 and July 31 beginning at $675, the
charter people again found that they
could offer packages with air tickets
$120 to $150 lower then the scheduled
airlines. Charters to Israel are back
in business.
In Canada two leading charter

operators are scheduled to begin fly-

ing to Israel as of April. The
Canadians traditionally love
charters, Zuriel added.
Another new development, he

said, will be flights by El Alio Israel
from Chicago and Miami, with stops
In New York. National Airlines la

also planning a Miaml-Zurlch-Lod
line and TLA, a charter company, is

planning an Israel route.
This is particularly important, he

said, because every new air route
generates publicity and promotional
activity.

At the same time, he noted, the
political scene Is playing its part.
With Camp David an immense
amount of interest in the area was
generated. But, he warned, this does
not mean that more Americans are
now* coming to Israel.

On the contrary, he said, tens of
thousands of people are sitting it out.

waiting until a peace agreement is

actually signed. They want to par-
ticipate in the excitement, and also
want to visit both countries in one
trip.

Toys of unbreakable plastic designed to look like wood.

Industrial design - one of the

keys to successful exports

X\

THE NORTH AMERICAN bank,
which already has branches in

Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, plans to

open other branches soon in Haifa,
Bnei Brak and Beersheba. Ira
Guilden. of the U.S., is chairman of

the board of directors, and Nessim
Goon, of Switzerland, is chairman of
the international advisory board.

THE PRELIMINARY balance sheet
of the Ararat Insurance company
shows a 54 per cent Increase in
premium income In 1978, to IL280m.,
compared to 1977, the company an-
nounces. Life insurance premiums
grew by 93 per cent, to ILfiOm., and
elementary Insurance premiums
grew by 46 per cent, to ILi220m.

By JOSEPH MORGENSTEBN
THE BATTLE to create and develop

overseas markets for Israe li

products caused local industry to

recognise the need for Industrial

design.
The field of industrial design in

Israel la relatively new. and its prac-

titioners are generally unknown.
The Tel Aviv-based firm of Design

Associates Ltd. is an outstanding ex-

ample of high class work in this field.

Apart from its scope and volume of

design, it is unique in Israel because
it specializes in translating ideas and
systems into marketable products.

The company’s design projects

range from gas ovens to razor blade

dispensers, electronic equipment
and educational games. It also
designs packaging for tobacco and
food.
Design Associates was formed

about 18 years ago by British born
Arieh Solomon, the company’s pre-

sent directorand chief designer. The
offices, in northTel Aviv, consist of a
conference room surrounded by a
variety of products, an executive

suite and a large design office which
serves as the workshop for the staff

of seven.
Prominently displayed is a model

of a Sonol service station. The com-
pany is undertaking a major project
for Sonol Israel Ltd., which includes
redesigning the company's packag-
ing and creating a corporate identi-

ty.

"Corporate communication con-
cerns the flow of information, facts

and symbols to its audience," says
Solomon.

*

the games are to be successful, they
must be designed to impart
knowledge, visualize concepts, for-

mulate thinking processes, develop
initiative and promote group par-
ticipation.

The design of games for establish-
ed companies, as well as for prospec-
tive investors, has been one of Design
Associates' specialities. The com-
pany has designed more than 50
games over the years. Its entry Into

this field was in conjunctlon-with Or-
Da Ltd., a producer of toys.

The relationship began when Or-
Da was experiencing a difficult
period. Solomon, in a relatively short
time, developed an international cor-
porate identity and, In the process,
began to develop design Ideas for
toys and games.
Design Associates has also

successfully produced packages for

Mllousan (Kibbutz Farms of the
Galilee) for their shipments of food
products abroad.
Another industrial design success

involved the expansion ofa furniture

business at Moshav Timorim into the
toy field. The moshav plant,
specializing in metal and.wood fur-

niture. designed a chair with a

Arieh Solomon

plastic back. The moshav liked the

idea of working with plastic and ask-

ed Solomon for help in breaking Into

the plastic toy field.

The result was TomToys, a line of

plastic toys designed to look like

wooden toys but actually made of un-

breakable, non-toxic plastic.

AT 41. SOLOMON has an Impressive
list of achievements to his credit. He
has developed corporate identity and
packaging line projects for such
firms as Sunfrost, Elite and Sonol
Israel Ltd. He has also carried out
product design projects for Tadiran,
the Israel Defence Forces, El A1 and
Elta Electronics.
In addition, he holds some 35

patents in his own name, which
cover such diverse fields as printing
processes, packaging equipment,
children's games and mechanical in-

struments. He serves as a member
of the board of directors of the Is-

rael Design Centre and the Israel

Packaging Institute.

“Design Associates has received
28 national and international design
awards, ’’ says Solomon.

Statistics mislead; some tourists are

merely visitors Eilat councillor says

EDUCATIONAL GAMES are once
again internationally popular. They
are created by educators, psy-
chologists and designers to meet the
growing, demand for educational
games for the entire family, but if

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The planes may be full, but the
hotels stay empty, says Shmuel
i”Muki'’) Meltzer, head of Eilat's
Ya’alat tour company.

Meltzer, who is also a member of

the Eilat town council, said that this

year the charter flights from
England were solidly booked up. But

he adds that the passengers were,
for the main part, tourists for pur-
poses of statistics alone.
Among those coming to the coun-

try were people who stayed with
their relatives, volunteers who went
to kibbutzim, young people who slept
on the beach at Nueiba and former
Israelis visiting their families. There
is nothing wrong with these people
coming, he said, but they should be
described as “visitors" rather than
“tourists.”

.ym
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The countries of Europe also have
such visitors, he added, but they do
not fill up the air routes because
there are alternative forms of
transport. The Turkish and Italian
workers from Germany jam the
trains at holiday time, but the air-

lines are left open for holiday-
makers.
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Meltzer also accused El A1 of
creating a bottleneck by demanding
half at all the traffic from any coun-
try which has air ties with Israel.

This was not true of the national air-

lines of other countries, he said. For
example, the Rumanian national air-
line flies nationals of that country to
Greece even though the Greek Olym-
pic line has no flights to Rumania.

According to Meltzer, “tourists”
spent 22 million nights in Israel, but
the hotels recorded only seven
million bed nights.

For a start, he says, divide the
tourists from the visitors statistical-
ly. True, he adds, we will have far
less than a million tourists a year,
but at least we will know whom we
are attracting.
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You know

the price.

Do you know
the value?
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Each advertisement in Haluah Hakaful appears in a record 375,000
copies of Israel's most important, most widely-read newspapers —
Yediot Aharonot, ffa’uretz, and the weekend Jerusalem Post. *

Only in Haluah Hakaful can you
zoom in with your pithy message —
and receive some really
worthwhile responses. That’s it —
your way to bring off the deal —
one ad in Haluah Hakaful.

Remember:. number of words and
discounts butter no parsnips. The
quality of the advertising feature —
therein lies the nitty gritty! Get
with it — the one with the largest
circulation — the one that’s most
widely read — the one with the
readership you need to reach:
Haluah Hakaful!
* If BubmiUcd by Wednesday.
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Subject to change without notice

Business

appointments
iwnsMK SGHNHZEB has been re-

elected for a second two-year term

as president of the Israel Diamond
Exchange- His deputies are Simha
Lnstie, Ben-ZIon Fouzailoff and

Yosef Neumark (the latter will also

double as honorary treasurer): and

Mordechal Friedman and Moshe
Bosenblat have been elected

honorary secretaries, a post they

will hold in rotation, at the Ex-

change.
AVRAHAM BACHBI has been ap-

pointed director-general of Rav-
Bariah (the lock firm), replacing

Moshe Dolev. The two men are equal

partners in the firm, and serve alter-

natively as director-general.

EZRA GABBAY. former head of the

automation unit in the Ministry of

Education, has been appointed

director-general of Data Automa-
tion. of Tel Aviv.

PHILLIP ZUCKERMAN has been
appointed board chairman of the

Ararat Insurance company, replac-

ing the late Tibi Han. Zuckerman
will also serve as the chief director

of Ararat. Avraham HInot, director-

general of the company, and Sar-

Shalom Shiran, who represents the

Reichman brothers of Canada, and
Yosef Upinski, who represents the

group of investors in which the late

Tibi Dan was active, have been opted

to the board of directors.

DAVID MOHAR has been appointed

senior manager. Zobar Ayalon
manager, and GJora Plonsker, assis-

tant manager of the Israel Rein-

surance company.
DR. GIDEON KABIV has joined the

Tel Aviv law firm of Rafael and
Efrat.
MENAHEM FLUK has been ap-

pointed to head the machines depart-

ment at IBM, replacing Yoei Varod,

who is being settt to Belgium as an
Instructor. Ariel Cohen has been ap-

pointed as bead of IBM’s data
processing section and Ya’aeov
Rlvtin head of the marketing branch
in Jerusalem.

Industrial marriage broker
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — During her first year
as “industrial marriage broker” for

the Manufacturers Association,
Miriam Eisenberg has succeeded in

facilitating setting up a dozen joint

ventures and establishing one new
factory.

Mrs. Elsenberg, whose official ti-

tle is head of the research and
development department at the
Manufacturers Association, settled

here four years ago. Her husband.
Dr. Juda Eisenberg, is a full

professor in the physics department
of Tel Aviv University.

“My work consists of finding
suitable partners.” she told The
Jerusalem ~post[ *T try to ’Interflrce'

between local companies and local

and foreign RAD processes, and
local and foreign investors. The
same holds true for foreign com-

panies and investors je
partners in Israel.”

She works closely With the oft

sities. the government resgsn*

stitutes. the Israel Institute fin

novation, the Centre for TWaari

and Scientific Information. &»d

government's “Market
organization. V -

Often the technological

mercial information they

'

are willing to provide; is

to local industrialists. '!

this Information is availably

couched in forms which'mft
modified to be usefuL '.;-:

'

She also works directorial

Israeli Investment AutbiT
North America, finding^
contact often steps up toe

‘-finding suitable partners!

tocludes interviewing
vectors or technologists

by the American or toe]

the Investment Authority-

to.
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Unemployment rises in EEC countries

BRUSSELS (AP). — The number of
unemployed in the European Com-
mon Market was 5.958,000 last year,
a 3.9 per cent increase over 1977. the
Common Market’s statistical office

reported this week.
It pointed out that the unemploy-

ment growth had slowed from toe 9.4
per cent increase between 1976 to
1977.

The 1978 jobless total represented
5.6 per cent of the working popula-
tion.

Nearly 43 per cent of-»2
employed were woznem
women represented60perccM
unemployed, in France 53 pert

and In Germany 51 percent; :

The number of imempfoyed
sharply last year. In:

and Denmark (15.5 per centj.h

ly (9.9 per cent) r in France
cent) and Belgium.; (3.4 perf

Unemployment dropped to

by 7.5 per cent andiGi
per cent. - v.
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was unchanged.
Insurance issues were strong.

Aiyeh was ahead by almost five per
cent while Hasaneh gained 14 points,

to 4M. Phoaoix1L5jumped by 8.6 per
cent, to 450. Sahar was the
beneficiary of a 12-polst gain. Delek
(R) gained BJ points. Israel Cold
Storage' ILlO rose by 14, to 473.

Lighterage was In good demand and
advanced by S3 points, reflecting a

- 4.3 per cent gain.
- Trading ta land development and
real estate shares was mere uneven
than that In other sector*. On
balance, the trend was higher but

' without any major moves in either
direction. OU Exploration of Pas
gained three in moderately active
jaradlng-

Industrials were fairly strong and
'. a number of shares scored advances
in excess of five per cent. Argaman

Pref. (ft) were more than six per
cent higher. Atn "B” scored a gain of

more than nine per cent, to 219.9.

Teva (R) scored a five per cent gain,

to 652. Elron IL2 rebounded by 20, to
379. Nechuahtan, both bearer and
registered, was established as
"buyers only" and waa fixed five per
cent higher.

Investment company stocks
generally followed the path of in-

dustrials. Hassuta however, gained
almost 5.9 per cent. The Clal group of

shares reflected buying strength.

Clal Real Estate rose by more than
six per cent while Clal Industries

rose bv five uer cent. Clal
investments jumped by almost eight

per cent. Landeco was actively trad-

ed and rose by 14 points, to 242.

Flryon gained nine, to 299.

Today's and tomorrow's market
action should set the direction for

prices over the near term. Though
yesterday's market results Indicated

a favourable atmosphere, the
relatively low trading turnovers

reflected a limited market participa-
tion.

Most active shares
XJDJ3. -914 n.C. IL4

.

280.000

BanbLeumi 397 +S Ua.im.000
Mizrahi (R) 289 +7 1^2,837.000

Shares traded: JX£9.4m.

Convert! bln: ZLil.3m.

Bonds: ILASm.

Share Index, up 1.S2%, to 109-96.

f1—*~Tf Volume Ottafc

jetre ILIW

'•
480 250,0 +15
im

.

B-B +13
-3340 0.0 an.
ftl 428A n.c.

'* M6 US a.Q.
•• 334-

:

MU O.C.

441 102.7 n.c.

237 603 an.
330 31243 + 1

- 480 204.4 + 8
407 283 +10

- 303 1073 + 6
145 133.9 * 6
sn ni - ax.
USA 164J n.c.

906 7.7 D.C.

774 16.1 XLC.

Z82 200.9 an.
285. 28873 + 7

~
289 3033 + 3

502 . 263 +10
' 306" 41.7 +12
XBL5 2383 + 83
407 13.0 + 8

IBS Ul ; n.c.

138 1623 no.
337.5 1603 + 4

—
.

578 3.7 ae.
•- 553 530.7 .+ 1

594 - 186.8 + 1
."648 303 + 1

980
'

• — n-c.

- TBX 173 + l
482 113 + 1m 703 — I

823 + 03
«M - S3 + 1

; 080 - 743 -nx.
185 368.7 aic,

. 306 1143 +'5

tu 2M.7' -+ 3m 4M4.6 + 8
M*»to
-480 • -243*7. h-c-

181 MLT + 2

-338 •
" 773 n.c.

242 52.1 n-c.

309 XL9 nx._
‘MS ' 2B9.B- h.c."
327 1903 an..

FJ.B.I
Mortgage Banka
General Mortg- r

General Mortg. b
General Mortg. 90% dlv. 78

General Mortg. opL in
General Mortg. opt 117

General Mortg. 18% deb. HO
Carmel
Carmel
Carmel + opt. "A"
Carmel 18% deb. 10

Mortg. it Inv.

Dev. A Mortg- r
Dev. A Mortg. b
Dev. A Mortg. opt. 88

Dev. A Mortg- opt. B9

Dev. A Mortg. 15% deb. 08

Dev. A Mortg. 16% deb. 87

Dev. A Mortg. 18% deb. M
Housing Mortg. r
Housing'Mortg. b
Housing Mortg. 90% dlv. 78
Housing Mortg. opt. 1

Housing Mortg. opt. 2

Tefahot pref. r

Tefahot pref. b
Tefahot r
Tefahot b.

Mer&v
Merav opt. 1
Specialized Financial Institutions

Shilton r
Shilton b
Shilton opt. “A”
Otzar La'taaslya r

Otx&r Lataasiya b
Ampal
Agriculture "A"
Ind. Dev. pref.

Insurance Companies
Aryeb
Aryeh opt.

Hasaneh r

Hasaneh b

Clcnlng Velisiaf Change

prior II.I.0M

358.9 180.2 n.c.

Hasaneh opt.

Phoerixi
Phoenix 5
Yardenia.1
Yerdenla 5

Sahar r
Sahar b
Sahar opt;

" bnc
nr ^

.ucf

08.4

16.7

130.8

118.3

.'iiIM.5

ti. .24JS
• 17.3

80.9

28.0

11A
14.1

182-0

Sflhar 18'.; conv. bond
A conv. opl.

SccurltAS
Securitas 30'., dlv. 78
SccurlULi opt.

SSur r

Zur b
Cnmnit-rrlal Rfrvlcn &
Motor House
Delek r

Delek b

Delek opl 1

Delek 20% deb. 2

Cold Storage l

Cold Storage 10

Cold Slorngo opt. "A**
Culd Storage 20', di-b. l

Israel Electric

Lighterage
ftnpnc 1

Rapac 5

Lund, Building.

Develnjiniffit St Citrus
Azortm
Azorlm no div. 78
Azorim opt. “A“
Azorlm so'., deb. 2
Africa- Israel 1

Africa- Israel 10

I.L.D.C. r

I.L.D.C. b
I.L.D.C. opl. 2
I.L.D.C. opl. "B"
I.L.D.C. 10% deb. I

I.L.D.C. 10% deb. 2
I.LD.C. 20% deb. 3

I.L.D.C. 20% deb. 4
Solel Boneh
Property & Bldg.
Property & Bldg. op:. “A"
Property A Bldg. 15-

; deb. 4
Property A Bldg. IV ; deb. 9
Bayslde )

Baysldc 9

Ispro
Isras
Mchadrln ex.b.

I.C.P.

Neol Aviv
Pri Or
Roosco prof.

Rassco
Oil Ezploration
Oil Expln. Paz
InduHtriul
Elbit 1

El bit 9

Alliance
Elco l

Elco 2.5 r
Elco 2.5 b
Elco opt. “A"
Elco 20% deb. J

Electro. 1 ex.b. ex.d.
Elcctrn 5 ex.b. ex.d.
Electro upl. 2
Elccura 16', deb.
Elcclra 18% deb. 2

Elron 1

Elron 2

Elron opl. "A"
Argnmon pref. r

Argaman pref. b
Argaman r

Argaman b
Ata "B"
Ata “C"
Ata opt. "A"
Ata opt 3

Ata 20% deb. 2

Dubck r

Dubek b
Fertilizers

Cables r
Cables b
Haifa Chem.
Haifa Chem. opt. 2
Haifa Chem. 20% deb. l

Teva r
Teva b
Lodzla l

Lodzia 4
Molett
Moller
Phoenicia 1

Dead Sea
Am.-Isr. Paper
Am-Isr. opL “A"
Am.-Isr. 20% deb. 1

Assis ex.d. ex.b.
Assls 50% div. 78 ex.d. ex.b.
Assis 20% deb. 1

priiT |l. 1.000 prier ft.I.HO

104.5 193 I + 1 Pcirochcm. 140 48.6 + 3
PetrochcRi. opL *‘A‘* 99.5 304.6 + 7.5

125 39.2 + 15 Pcirachcn 20% deb. 1 87.5 162.2 + 4.9

SM 41.5 n.c. Nechuahtan r 1029 b.o. +49
210 34.0 + 6 Nechuahtan b 1029 b.o. +49
327.5 12.0 + 6 Elite 373 12.8 n.c.
555 G.O + 10 Elite opt. 2 144.9 33.0 + 4

Elite 20'., conv, sub. 2 108 53.S ILC,
315 15.7 + 6 Arad 337 13.0 — 5
278 190.2 + 6.5 Polgat 619 B.G +20
330 9.3 +11 Polygon 181 100.0 n.c.
SO) 4.8 n.c. Rim 1 568 1.2 — 9
225 53.8 n.c. P.im 4 411.5 1S.4 + 9
155*) — n.c.' Shemen b 338 B.O +10
473 82.0 + 14 Thai r 350.5 22.7 n.c.
254 37.9 + 5 Tani b 397 . 25.3 + 4
154.5 216.2 + 6.5 Frularoni 113 416.7 + 9.9
353 23.3 + 7 Investment & Holding Companies
795 44.6 +33 Elgai r 399 16.8 - 1

390 21.6 - 5 Elgnr b 409.5 5.9- — 0.5

3fS 62.7 n.c. El1cm r 740 5.0 n.c.
Ellem b 740 2.0 n.c.

Amissar 450 130.3 +14
962 93.0 n.c. Amlssar warr. 440 107.0 + 12

555 29.2 n.e. Central Trade 1085 20.0 D.C.
309 260.7 n.c. Inv.- of Paz 287.9 86.0 n.c.

143 407.1 + 7 Inv. of Paz 289 35.9 - 6.5

3000 — n.c. Wolfson 1 509 4.0 n.c.

1108 IRA -12 Wo Ifson id r 268 16.4 + 8
241 441.6 + 4 Wolfson id b 280 20.4 + 1

251 106.6 + 6 Ampa 245 54.3 + 5.5

435 29.0 + 10 Discount Inv. r 430 248.9 +10
228 267.1 + 9 Discount Inv. b 442 80.0 +10
168 33.0 n.c. Discount Inv. opt. “A‘* 439 112 +10
163 9S.3 + 7 Discount Inv. opL "B" 160 74.4 + 3
U# 103.5 + 7 Discount Inv. 10',; deb. 59 410 n.c.

190 62.0 +EN8 Discount Inv. iq% deb. 72 303 n.c.
744 4.A — 9 Discount Inv. 18% deb. 130 229 72.4 +11
450 220.1 + 8 Discount Inv. 18% deb. 139 121.9 129.9 + 2
450 13.9 + 10 Hapoailzn Inv. r 440 9.0 n.c.
32S — n.c. Hapoalim Inv. b 418 S.O + 8
252 10S.6 + G Hapoallm Inv. 10% deb. 1 360 n.c.
316 17.8 + 9 Leumi Inv. 470 94.8 + 4
316 12.0 + 6 Jordan Explo. 498 130.2 +18
310 96.9 n.c. Jordan Explo. opt. 1850 2.8 +60
CCS 01.2 n.c. Jordan Explo. opt. 2 291 21.2 + 10.9
1235 6.0 + 19 Jordan Explo. opt. 3 > 207 50.0 + 1
1453 0.4 + 15 Mizrahi Inv. r 466 8.7 n.c.

637 26.1 n.c. Mizrahi Inv. b 466 6.9 n.c.
925 1.0 + 8 Mizrahi 16% deb. 48 273 41.0 + 3
253 59.3 —10 Hassuta 582 65.6 +30
Hill 125.6 — 13 Hassuta opt. “A" 312 110.7 n.c.

Hassuta 20', deb. 1 136.9 377.9 n.e.
165.3 415.1 n.e. Export Inv. r fill 20.0 +18

Export Inv. b 810 93.0 +15
354 15.9 — 8 Koor Ind. 780 5.6 n.c.
940 26.5 — 15 Hapoallm Inv. opL 1 240 79.1 + 9
1420 0.9 + 15 Hapoalim Inv. 1'3 dlv. 419 88.5 + 4_
594 2.0 +10 Clal Real Esi. 286 360.6 + lf
263 25.1 + 4 Clal Real Est. opl. “A" 364 226.5 + 36
261 22.6 + 4 Clal Real Est. 20% deb. 1 202 74.1 + 7
113 92.0 n.e. Clal 422 170.0 +31
96.3 143.4 + 4.5 Clal Ind. 517 472.4 + 15
47C 1.1 + 3 Cla! Ind. opt. 551 42.7 +28
300 91.3 + 6 Clal Ind. opt. cert. 285 243.7 n.c.
234 39.5 + 9 Clal Ind. 10'; deb. 4 236 112.3 n.c.
244 78.6 + 12 Cla! Ind. 20', deb. 5 218 293.0 n.c.
142 14.5 + 3 Landeco 242 999.4 +14
763 67.1 +30 Oz Inv. 160.5 351.2 + 8.5
379 70.0 +20 Oz Inv. 10% deb. 146 16.0 n.c.
154.5 79.3 + 10 Pam a Inv. 289.5 78.9 +14.9
355 32.0 +20 Piryon Inv. 299 571.8 9
362 41.5 +17 Piryon Inv. opL 2 143 272.1 — 3
349 47.7 + 9 Share* Traded In Foreign Currency
.350 51.0 +10 Adanim 593 1.0 +68
219.3 104.3 + 19 Agricultural pref. “C" 413.9 +10
142.5 539.2 + 3 Ind. Dev. pref. “B" 979 + 2
79.9 1295.8 + 4 Ind. Dev. pref. "C" 837 0.6 n.c.
100 265.0 n.c. Ind. Dev. "CC" 553 5.0 —10
92.5 96.7 + 1 Ind. Dev. "CCl"/ 549 5.0 + 1

833 1.8 n.c. Ind. Dev. "D’* 539 n.c.

8G» 8.5 +25 Gazlt 118 0.5 n.c.
273 121.8 + 7 Tourist Ind. 435 n.c.
162 37.0 + S Unico “A" r 338 32.0 - 7
178 64.7 n.c. Unico "A” b 338 19.0 —14
160 68 2 +12 Fuel
98 168.5 + 4.5 Naphtha 700 9.2 —27
83.5 167.4 + 2 Lapidot r 879 2.9 + 1

662 177.5 +31 Lapidot b 3499 * + 6

Abbreviation*:
S.O. —
b.o. —
ex.d. —
«c.e. —
ec.b.. —
n.c —
r —
b -
pref. —
opt- —
conv. _
sub.cap. —

sellers only
buyers only
without dividend
without coupon
without bonus
no change
registered
bearer
preferred
option
convertible
subordinated capital notes
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.. rppresenali; By KAOABEE DEAN several years, cost the Eurodollar

..V.V^'rj.j- ed in J«™»atoin Fo«t Reporter rate (now about 1L» per cent) plus

aRi'ir:Gsrra«r*.C AVIV. — Busluess firms ob- - ^otb^ l.Zjier cent to twv per cent,

t-v. - number ot tflng loans from the large banks fQr
f

between almost 12.5 per

^lrr!v !aa: year t paying a basic interest rata:of 9®“ 10 P®- ccnt -

tr-erimark i*WP P«r cent plus three per cent ser- Insurance companies, which also

cent*, aft costa, it is leazned. 'But 'if .tIiey lend out money in pounds, charge a
v

-.Vg 3?igin*t 8n overdraft; they are fined an
.

much higher interest. They genteral-
dr^tional 3&per cent, bringing- total ly take 40 per cent deducted im-

v.V cent ani^rast up to 64-5 per cent. mediately from the loan, i.e., a firm
• *

* * owever, sizteethehanks are hard negotlaiiiig a loan of XLl.0,000, only
per c<- .*

to find funds to lend at 81.5 per receives IL6 .000 . This makes the In-

t, even for their hest- customers , terest rate much higher than 40 per
> prefer to gtee ktans in dollars. cent. Moreover, they have to provide
short-term loaA In dollars costs [the insurance campsjiles with hank
«r cent interest But since under guarantees, which also cost about

£5^ *a|> -ernment regulations, the . three to five per cent in interest
Sag B rower must' keep 20 per cent of On personal checking accounts the

tLhrs g ss * foreign curirmicy- loan in the Jmnks charge about 25 per cent in-

s n/f‘
lcavIng him the use of only 80 tereatan overdrafts up to IL1.000; 28

"ft
/|

ru cent, the real interest rate Is
1

per cent up to IL8.000; 29 per cent up
_fV« i %er. to XL5.000; and 37^ per cent over

74 pages ong^-tei-m loanaihdollara.ofup to IL5.000.
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Britain is back on the edge

of the inflation precipice

in is«* exn Htlton source of kashrut manual
|
Cf Jerusalem Fast Reporter -

. waHmai for all its hotels,

till' ie Jerusalem HUtonHctel, which The manual contains explanations

g been operating for several of the historical background of

^ A £thswith(^ a kaslwut certificate : kashrut, practical trules for

OS? Jerusalem chief rabbinate, providing kosher food and ex-

n3#Vfurniahed the material for the - planations of the special needs for^ licatlon of a 57-page
,
kosher such functions as weddings and bar

ring manual by mtiw Biter-, mitzva celebrations.

BSR's new model ADC 1700DD Quarts direct drive turntable.

Making 250,000 record players - a week
Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Thq British firm BSR
is the world’s largest manufacturer
of record players and record chang-

WEHAVE
MOVED
The Egged Tours terminal will be

located at its new home on Kikar

Atarim, T.A. 165 Rehov Hayarkon,
from Thursday, February 1, 1979, Tel.

283191/2/3.

We will be pleased to serve you at our

new offices on Kikar Atarim.

ing equipment. It produces no less
than 250,000 record players a week,
the year round.
BSR's export manager David

Sedgley, on a recent visit here, ex-
plained why his firm prefers to do
business with Israel rather than
others in the area. "The trend in
stereo equipment is one of up-
grading. We have found a ready
market In Israel, while this is not
true of the surrounding countries."
BSR is represented here by Super-

sonic (Israel) Ltd. Nathan Lasinger.
Supersonic's managing director, es-
timated that there are some 150,000
BSR record players in use in Israel
today.
His company represents a group of

manufacturers who produce the
various components which make up
a stereo unit. According to Lasinger
the Israeli buyer tends to buy high
quality. "A professional set of
stereo components may cost as
much as IL75,000„ however, much
less expensive units will give
satisfactory results," he said.
Supersonic gives a one-year

warranty for its products. According
to Lasinger the rate of returns dur-
ing the warranty period is less than
One quarter of a per cent. BSR
record players retail from about
IL3.000 to EL13.600.

LONDON. — After winning plaudits

world-wide for the success of its anti-

inflation policies in the past two
years. Britain is once more ex-
periencing a potentially severe out-

break of Inflation.

As damaging strikes put the
credibility of the Labour
Government’s special relationship

with the unions at risk. Chancellor
Denis Healey has recalled the dark
days of near hyper-inflation In 1975,

which ended in prolonged
negotiations with the International
Monetary Fund. "We are," says
Healey, "back on the edge of the
precipice."

In 1975. the annual British Inflation

rate reached 25 per cent plus.

But that level of Inflation followed

a period when nearly ail the in-

struments of economic policy had
been used In an inflationary way: ex-

pansive monetary policy, expansive
fiscal policy, incomes policy for a
time, but countered by fiscal and
monetary policy. This was followed

by another bout of the Monopoly
game between unions and bosses
laughingly known as free collective

bargaining.

The current acceleration in wage
inflation is different The Callaghan

Government has been attempting to

co-ordinate fiscal, monetary and in-

comes policy in a grand counter-

inflationary strategy. Favourite
financial indicators — such as

domestic credit expansion, money
supply, the public sector borrowing
requirement — have all been
reasonably restrictive.

What Britain is experiencing is a
seminal test of the inflation debate.
While adhering formally -to cash
limits In the public sector, the
government is dally ’ making
decisions which mean that, in effect,
cash limits are not functioning as the

incomes policy discipline which
some of their advocates would like.

The government is now giving
way to the inflationary push arising

from the quite phenomenal
strength of organised labour.
For many years, econonic policy

was conducted on the assumption
that there was some sort of "trade-
off* lor choice) between inflation

and unemployment. .Governments
could reduce unemployment and
stimulate economic growth at the
cost of some acceleration of infla-

tion.

More recently, that concept has
been stood on its head. Inflation, es-

pecially acceleration, Is seen to be
inimical to growth, and hence to

employment.
The date of the return to a double-

digit rate of inflation is difficult to

predict, but the pressures are un-
doubtedly there.
The choice for the nation is

whether it comes to grips with the
colossal imbalance of power in the
implementation of wage-bargaining,
or whether it waits for the next twist
of the cycle. In that twist organised
labour might be rendered temporari-
ly impotent by a collapse of the

pound, governmental resort to sup-
port from the International
Monetary Fund and all that that in-

volves.(OFNS)

Old cars disfigure countryside while

steel plant has to import scrap iron

By Ya’acov Frledler

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Acre Steel City

Works are forced to import scrap

metal, while the country's roadsides

are littered with the rusting
skeletons of abandoned cars. “They
are legally untouchable and anyone
taking them, even if only to clear the

environment la liable to prosecution

both for trespassing and theft." the

iff

Very important international organization

is looking for an

Assistant Manager— Secretary

(female)

Fluent English-Hcbrew required

Telephone for an appointment: (I3-2IW3IH/.VIS/7 .

Steel Works director, Uri Bar-
Ratzon, told The Jerusalem Post
recently.

In the past the plant relied ex-

clusively on local scrap. But since it

raised its output from 50,000 to 90.000

tons annually last year, it was forced

to buy abroad. For the first time in

four years the plant brought In a
shipment of 11.000 tons of processed

scrap from the U.S. last month.

Unless scrap collection increases

here, more will have to be imported,

since our production will be further

raised to 110,000 tons this year, he

said.

The company is pressing the
Transport Ministry to enact legisla-

tion enabling scrap dealers to collect

junked enrs and sell them to the

Steel Works. He estimated that they
would yield between 2,000 and 3.000

tons of scrap a year.

In the U.S. and some European
(-minincs ear owners who wish to

dispose of their vehicles sell them to

licensed scrap dealers or bring them
to an official “graveyard" and
return registration plates to the
lireusing department.

Representative

bond prices

4% Giivrrnmrnl
d*-vrlopmrnl loan

Price Chaojte

3001 611.9 -1.5
3005 580.1 —1.4
3009 972.4 —1.4
4% Government linked bonds

(90% r.0.1.1
3101 290.4 +0.5
3100 245.1 +1.5
3126 222.1 +1.9

4% (in v rrumen t linked bonds

(88% e.O.l.l

3201 184.0 + 1.3

3206 178.0 +0.4
3211 171.2 +0.9

7% Government linked bonds
180% C-O.L)

3521 142.9 +1.1
3526 134.6 +0.9
3531 124.8 +0.9
3936 114.4 +0.5
3541 108.8 +0.9
6JS% -Stair Defencr
Loan— 1969

75

61

91

212
•Wl
247
Govrrnmrni doable-option
linked bond*

2001 132.3 n.c.

2011 121.5 +1.1

2021 111.1 +0.1

Defense Loan 1969

41 959.0 n.c.

Absorption Sc Compulsory
Savings Loan

IMS Index. 116.7

1967 Index 11S.9 1645.0 n.c.

Bonds 108% linked lo

foreign currency
6% Israel Electric Corp. "B." 610.0 —2.0
9% Dead Sea Works 1825.0 +10.0

Dollar denominated bonds
Hollis 15 104 J! +1.0

Hollis 20 104.1 +0.1

Hollis 25 89.8 —1.2
S. Fr. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38 113.6 +1.0

5.5% Mi in unim 5 114.0 +0.2

5% McnivS 115.7 +0.2

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange

rates — Feb. 2
Currrnc v
U.S. dollars
Sterling

DM
French Fr.
Dutch FI.

Swiss Fr.
Swedish Kr.
Nor.Kr.
Danish Kr.
Fiim-M
Can. dollar
Aust. Dollar
Rand
Bel. Fr.(10»
Aust. Sch. (101

It. Lire (1.000)

YcnilOOi
Dinars
Lebanon Lira

Seminar for

J’lem Arab workers
A group of 45 Arabs from East

Jerusalem — members of works
committees or union activists at
their places of employment — last

week participated in a seminar at
Ohalo, on the banks of Lake
Klnneret. They were guests of
Jerusalem Labour Council.
Shiomo Shosh&ni, director of the

council's East Jerusalem depart-
ment. said interest among Arab
workers was so intense that another
seminar, this time for 100 labour ac-
tivists. was being planned for the
near future.

Haifa port collision

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The German freighter

m.s. Beckumersand sustained light

damage to her superstructure In a
collision with a tanker outside Haifa

Fort on Saturday. The tanker was
being directed by a port pilot, accor-

ding to the port spokesman.

Labour Council
members

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Jamal Hamda, of East Jerusalem,
and Yona Neker, of West Jerusalem,
yesterday joined the secretariat of

the Jerusalem Labour Council,
replacing two other members who
have completed their terms.

nrm Omur T<pnnr< pn
lAMERICAN ISRAEL BANK LTD.

FOREIGN CURRENCY
2.3.79

Friday’s foreign exchange
rates against the Israel pound,

for Vi. dollar transactions under S3S00,

and transactions In other currencies
under the equivalent of $1000 .

Selling Buying
U.S.S 19.4650 19.3300

DM 10.3317 10.2600

Swiss Fr. 11.4063 11.3272

Sterling 38.5358 38.2689

French Fr. 4.5032 4.4719

Dutch FI. 9.5781 9.0116

Austrian Sch. L4J08 1.4009

Swedish Kr. 4.4155 4.3849

Dftnlsb Kr. 3.7398 3.7139

Norwegian Kr. 3.7712 3.7450

Finnish M. 4.8626 4.8288

Canadians 16.2133 16.1009

Rond 22.3672 22.2121

Australian S 21.9818 21.8293

Belgian Fr. (101 6.5721 - 6.5269

Yen t 1001 9.6247 9.5979

Italian Lire {1000 1 32.9906 22.7919

INTERBANK LONDON
SPOT RATES:

U.S.S 1.9795 W per X
Swiss Fr. 1.7060 70 perl
Belgium Fr. 29.6100 $250 per 5

Swedish Kr. 4.4078 IW perl

French Fr. 4.3215 35 port
Danish Kr. 5.2035 60 perl
Dulrh FI. 2.0315 30 perl
DM 1.8X35 45 perl
Italian Lire W7.75 50

,
porl

Norwegian Ivr. 5.1610 20 per|
Yen 202.20 30 perl
Unlit Price: J2.HI..H0 231..in

FORWARD KATES:
1 mini. 3 II1US. Gnius.

r t t n:45 ;&i i !»u:. i'imi
1 flitea (HuPM * 1 STW. Tar,

1 S.VJ5 515 \ 523A MO
Sw.Fr f t.ilttM 9

M
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Mr. Ehrlich tries again
THE PACKAGE of economic proposals adopted by the Cabinet
yesterday under the heading of its economic policy for the com-
ing fiscal year, includes some good ideas, and some, that are less
impressive given the government’s inconstant record of im-
plementation.
When judged as an inflation-fighting tool the most charitable

assessment that can be offered of the package is that it could
possibly prove to be effective if the problem were to reduce in-

flation from, say, 12 to 8 per cent.
But that is not Israel’s problem. We are entering the fifth year

of an inflation that has raged between 35 and 50 per cent annual-
ly. In this circumstance, Mr. Ehrlich's new policy is more in the
nature of a pop-gun.

In introducing his proposals, Mr. Ehrlich expressed the hope
that they would prove instrumental in reducing the inflation
rate by about 10 per cent from this year’s high of close to 50 per
cent. If memory serves, 37 per cent was the inflation rate
predicted by the Finance Minister and his Treasury pundits last
year at this time. Mr. Ehrlich, and Israel, will be fortunate if he
succeeds in preventing the inflation rate from breaking through
the psychological barrier of 50 per cent this year.
. Which brings up again the unavoidable question of the
credibility of governmental policy declarations and their im-
plementation. The academic economists who met with Prime
Minister Begin, Mr. Ehrlich and other government leaders over
the weekend chose to emphasize the crucial need to reduce
government spending.
. They were only partly right. Mr. Ehrlich himself was equally
right when he declared, with admirable political courage,
several weeks ago that a good part of the problem was that the
public had too much money. It is part of the conventional
wisdom that inflation is an evil that hits at all of society. But the
truth of the matter is that large parts of the public also have a
vested interest in continued inflation, or In the economic
behaviour that continues to fuel it.

But the public, even if it wanted to, cannot fight inflation by
itself, Messrs. Buma Shavit and Yeruham Meshel notwithstan-
ding. That is one of the purposes for which societies have
governments.
Mr. Ehrlich is limited in trying to fight inflation by the

political and budgetary constraints placed in his way. He has
been informed by Mr. Begin that neither the defence nor the
welfare budgets may be touched. When the huge debt-servicing
element that eats up one third of the budget is added, little scope
for any serious budgetary paring is left.

Within these limitations Mr. Ehrlich has come up with a
number of good proposals. The elimination of close to IL2 billion

In supplementary financing is long overdue. Increasing proper-
ty taxes and setting interest rates on government mortgages at

real economic levels are also welcome steps, especially if this

will lead to similar treatment for government loans to industry
in the future.

As welcome as these steps may be, the overall impression of
the policy unveiled yesterday is one of extreme caution entirely

out of proportion to the severity of the real problems of the

economy.
Bringing inflation down to tolerable levels and increasing

production and productivity are problems that stymied the

Alignment governments for the better part of this decade. They
will not respond to the hesitant steps that characterize Mr.
Ehrlich’s second budget.
Nearly all Israeli politicians live with the trauma of the in-

duced recession of 1966-67 from which Israel recovered and
from which the Eshkol-Sapir government was saved only by the

economic effects of the Six-Day War.
But it is simply not true that a democratic government cannot

adopt and implement the difficult policies that alone can lift an
entire economy out of a morass into which it has sunk. Such
policies can be adopted at the beginningof a government's term
of office, on condition that it knows what it is about and is

reasonably certain that it can turn the situation around in time
for the next election.

The most worrisome aspect of the government’s latest

economic measures is that the evidence that it knows what it

wants and how to go about getting it is far from convincing.

POSTSCRIPTS

IT'S HAPPENED before: dog bites

man, man bites dog. AP reports now
a new twist. The man came back
with a rifle and ended up in jail.

Prosecutor David Hope recently
told Edinburgh high court that
.television repairman Robert Martin,

30. callc-d to fix the set at the Dundee
home ol Peter Lochhe&d and tried to

play with the family dog.
The dog bit Martin’s nose, and

-Martin promptly bit the dog's ear. So
the dog bit back into Martin's face.

Martin want off, fetched a rifle,

'and said he was going to kill the dog,
the prosecutor said. He held
Lochhea,! at gunpoint until a

policeman was called and disarmed
him.
The police took a poor view of it all

and brought six charges against
Martin. He pleaded guilty to three
contraventions of the firearms act,

assaulting Lochhead with a loaded
rifle, detaining him against his will

and presenting the rifle against a
police officer to resist arrest. He was

jailed for three years.

A HEW PAPERBACK
THE BATTLE

FOR JERUSALEM
By Lt. Gen.

Mordechiti Gur — i

>le distributor

KSfeimatzky’s

CRITICS of Israeli medical practice
have frequently pointed out what
they call a near-indiscriminate dis-

semination of anti-biotics in our pill-

hungry society. Now Gemini News
Service reports that epidemic dis-

eases forlherly responsive to anti-

biotic drug treatment are now break-
ing out in many countries.

The reason? Uncontrolled and un-
necessary prescription of anti-
biotics by the medical profession.
Dr. E. S. Anderson, past president

of the Enteric Reference Laboratory
in London, recently warned a
meeting of the World Health
Organization in Milan that the
spread of drug-resistant bacteria
which causes the epidemics is
"probably past the point of no
return."

It has long been known that
prolonged exposure of a bacteria to
the same anti-biotic would produce
an altered strain of bacteria resis-
tant to the antl-blotic. But over the
past 20 years scientists have learned
that the anti-biotics change the
genetic structure of the bacteria in
such a way as to hasten the process
of drug-resistance, and to allow the
drug resistance factor to spread
from one type of bacteria to another
through contact.
The implications of this discovery,

first made in Japan in 1959, are
ominous: harmless bacteria which
have become resistant to numerous
anti-biotics in the human intestine
can, in sewage, transfer the multiple
resistance to disease-producing
bacteria which will eventually find
their way back into a human being.
That disease Is then resistant to

numerous anti-biotic treatments,
and a deadly epidemic may result.
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Justice and limitations
DAVID GELLER examines the pressures working for and
against continuing prosecution of Nazi crimes in a

background report prepared for the American Jewish

Committee.

EXISTING West German legislation

under which Nazi war criminals are
prosecuted is due to expire at the end
of 1979.

The original West German law for

prosecution of Nazi war criminals
envisaged a halt to such prosecution
in 1965. 20 years after the end of

World War II. Protests then resulted

In a Bonn decision to start the 20-

year count not from 1945. but 1949,

when the Federal Republic was es-

tablished, making 1969 the new cut-

off date.
In 1963, the UN General Assembly

adopted a Convention on the Non-
Applicability of Statutory
Limitations to War Crimes and
Crimes Against Humanity. The wor-
ding, however, was unacceptable to

West Germany and to most Euro-
pean and American countries. In

1969, further meetings with Jewish
leadership, as well as world
pressure, resulted in an additional

10-year extension of the Statute of

Limitations, making the deadline
December 31, 1979.

At the same time, as a trade-off to

internal pressure opposing the ex-
tension, a new amendment to the

German Penal Code was adopted. In

effect. It categorized the so-called

"desk murderers" i.e., those who
had signed death certificates or
brought about murder without ac-

EVERY MORNING, as I glance at

the newspaper headlines, I thank
God that 2 am not the prime minister

of Israel. As I repeat my dally verbal

ritual I usually add — to whoever's
listening — that I cannot Imagine
why anyone should ever want to be
prime minister of Israel. But if, God
forbid. I were the prime minister. I

would write a letter to President
Carter in the following vein.

Thank you, Mr. President, for your
strenuous and sincere efforts to br-

ing about a peace treaty between my
country and Egypt. I can assure you
that I and niy people appreciate your
good intentions and that there is

nothing we desire more than to ter-

minate the perpetual state of near-
war In which we live our daily lives.

I hope you will understand,
therefore, that it is not out of dis-
respect for your labours or in-

READERS' LETTERS

tually committing murder Itself, as
accessories only. This meant that
only Nazis charged with
premeditated murder, who com-
prised about 5 per cent of the known
war criminals, would be subject to
prosecution.

THERE IS considerable sympathy
among West German government
and church leaders for an extension
of the Statute of Limitations. They
feel that Germany can never close

the boobs on the terrible crimes com-
mitted during the Nazi period. There
is also concern that East European
countries may. be withholding
evidence with the aim of releasing it

after the 1979 cut-off date for
propaganda purposes.
On the other band, there are those

today in Germany who have serious
reservations about extending the
Statute of Limitations for a variety
of reasons including:
• An unwillingness to change an old
German legal tradition and an un-
willingness to continue what .they

feel is self-flagellation imposed by
foreign pressure. The chief
spokesman for this point of view is

Franz-Josef Strauss, a leader of the
ultra-conservative Bavarian Chris-

tian Socialist Union, who, in effect,

has called for a general amnesty.
• The conviction rate has dropped

and will continue to drop drastically

because, after 35 years, it is ex-

tremely difficult to prove that a
crime was committed beyond a
shadow of a doubt.

• Wherever some judicial action
has been taken on an individual case,
the prosecution of that case will con-
tinue in any event after December
31. 1979. At the present time, about
4,700 West Germans are either
awaiting sentencing or are under in-

vestigation for war crimes.

OFFICIAL West German sources
have released the following statistics
for the Investigation and prosecution
of genocldal crimes in the Federal
Republic (excluding Allied ad-
judications) for the period May,
1945. to January 1. 1978:

Investigations: 82,667.

Trials ending in sentences: 6,425.

Fending Investigations: ap-
proximately 600.

A further analysis indicates that
from 1945 to 1964, 9.9 per cent of all

alleged Nazi criminals were found
guilty. From 2965 to 2976, the figure
was only 1.5 per cent.

In an effort to resolve the political

and legal questions being raised,
Herbert Wehner, the leader of the
Social Democratic caucus in the
German Parliament, has suggested
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that the basic German law be chang-
ed to abolish the statute of
limitations on all murder. This
would make German law consistent

with that of the U.S. and most West

The Post's DORIS LANKIN feels she’d spend some time
on domestic problems, and suspend the peace negotiations

temporarily...

If I were prime minister
gratitude for your Interest that I

have decided to give myself some
respite from the peace negotiations
in order to turn my attention to

urgent problems at home.
After all you, too, have been

devoting your time and thoughts
lately to your own serious problems
of state, to the exclusion of the
problems of the Middle East. And
although our trials and tribulations

may be infinitesimal compared to

ACCIDENT PREVENTION
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Poet

Sr, — Dr. Philip Singer writes in The
Post, of January 17 about "Carnage
of the roads." After four months
here. Dr.. Singer, an anthropologist,
is frightened and appalled by
"hostile, passively manipulative
Israelis” who become homicidal and
suicidal when behind the wheel of a
car. He characterizes the Israeli

driver as "mean and stupid." The
meanness is expressed by lack of

consideration of other drivers and of

pedestrians. He cites Drs. Wortreich
and Montag's studies on drivers with
frequent accidents as having certain
personality traits. He ends with the
astounding conclusion that a
historical parallel exists with the
destruction of the Temple, which has
been attributed to "unbrotherly
hatred of Jew for Jew."
Just one week ago, at a conference .

at the Ben Gurion University of the
Negev, over 60 scientists, govern-
ment and police officials, and
representatives of the insurance in-

dustry and voluntary groups par-
ticipated in a review of options for
the prevention of injuries and deaths
due to motor vehicle crashes. The
principal speaker, Dr. William Had-
don. pioneered a regulatory ap-
proach as the first director of the
U.S. National Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration, and now directsa large

'

research programme supported by
the insurance industry. The
programmes initiated under his
direction have been credited with
saving 28,000 lives up to now. He urg-

ed us. and I urge your readers, not to

be distracted by arguments about
the driver's personality traits which
may affect the occurrence of crashes,
when it is possible to prevent injuries
and deaths by safer cars and

PRAISE AND
CENSURE

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Congratulations on a
masterpiece of journalism, "Stony
way to Ramot," by Abraham
Rabinovich i January 19) : he gives a
full, sophisticated, fair and balanced
account of the passionate controver-
sy over the new road.
My enthusiasm with The Post

turned to shock when I read Ian
Black's long adulatory article on
Raymonda Tawll (January 211

:

anyone who writes with unrestrained
enthusiasm of the "heroic deed" of
the Palestinian nurse who threw a
grenade into the Zion Cinema, in-

different to innocent human suffer-
ing, isn’t worthy of respectful atten-
tion. despite her poetic and feminist
accomplishments. We needn't share
Black’s joy just because one bitter
Arab woman has decided that she
regretfully will not be able to destroy
Israel how and has to temporarily
settle for a separate Palestinian
state.

YAKOV FOGELMAN
Jerusalem.

roadways. For one reason, the vast
majority of serious injuries involve
drivers with no previous crash
record. The second reason is that it

can be shown by well designed
studies that warning letters and
license suspensions do reduce the
subsequent crash involvement of

high risk drivers.

We fully agree with Dr. Singer and
his colleagues that the fact that
alcoholism is relatively uncommon
in Israel does not preclude the use of
alcohol having a very significant

contribution to serious crashes, and
we support his plea for a systematic
study of the matter.
The major concern we must have

is to prevent injury and death of

drivers, passengers and pedestrians.
There are many approaches which
do not require alterations in the
driver’s personality, and we must
seek them out, evaluate them and
apply them. Even If all those un-
flattering things Dr. Singer alleges
about Israeli drivers are true in part
(my own impressions are that
Israeli drivers resemble California
drivers) we do not have to wait on
methods to preselect the risk-prone,
or the way to alter personality: we
can have safer cars, safer roads,
and better methods to detect unsafe
driving, and thereby, save lives.

This is the approach of preventive
medicine to one of the most serious
plagues of this century. In doing so,

we follow Deuteronomy 22:8 "When
you build a new House, you shall
make a parapet for the roof, lest you
bring blood on your house If a man
shall fall from It."

JOHN R. GOLDSMITH M.D.,
Visiting Professor

Beersheba.

NEW YEAR’S EVE
To the Editorof The Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I refer to Joan Silver's letter
and Philip Gillon's reply in your
issue of January 22. Both of them are
right.

Until 1582, the "international"
calendar was the Julian one. It was
then replaced by the Gregorian
calendar which left the dates the
same, but made them several days
early— I believe 12 days. This meant
that January 13 became January 1.

In Israel, we follow the Gregorian
calendar and the Hebrew calendar.
The Moslem calendar is also follow-
ed and certain Christian sects adhere
to the Julian calendar. This means
that, in Israel, we can celebrate four
New Year's Eves.

As a matter of Interest, there is a
small town in Wales where they
never changed to the Gregorian
calendar, but still adhere to the
Julian one. They celebrate their New
Year's Eve 12 days after the rest of
the United Kingdom.

M. A. GIBB
Kibbutz Neve. Ur.

yours, they are nevertheless, all-

important for us, and failure to

tackle them may spell the downfall
of the State of Israel — something
that our combined enemies were un-

able to achieve in five terrible wars
of aggression against us.

I propose, therefore, Mr. Presi-

dent. that I, personally, withdraw
temporarily from the peace
negotiations, leaving current con-

tacts in the hands of lower echelons

VISUAL ART
CENTRE

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Two years ago, the
Municipality of Beersheba restarted
its Visual Art Centre after previous
unsuccessful attempts to do so. We
began with only a handful of
students, little space, but with much
enthusiasm, ambition and hope. It

paid dividends. Today, nearly 400
students are registered in more than
30 different courses. Some of these
courses are unique in this country,
particularly in the fields of ceramics
and paper making. The Centre is

also the venue for regular ex-
hibitions, public lectures and a film
society, and provides open studios
for artists.

The problem of accommodation
has been acute for a long time, so
much so now that the students. In a
desperate measure to make their
plight become known, recently broke
into an unoccupied building adjacent
to the Old Turkish Train Station
which houses the Art Centre. Their
detention by the police was reported
on the radio the following morning.
While not condoning the action of

the students or of the police, I do feel
that the public, the education
authorities and the Municipality of
Beersheba should be made aware of
the contribution to visual education
that this centre has made in the
south of the country and hopefully
will continue to make if given the
facilities and conditions to continue.

MAURICE KAHN
Beersheba.

ACCESSORY TO
MURDER

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I was shocked and outraged
to read on January 24 that the'
Minister of Defence had decided to
deliberately attack Arab civilian

targets in retaliation against
terrorist attacks. Are we to follow in

the footsteps of the perpetrators of
Guernica, Rotterdam, and Coven-
try? Are we to abandon the prin-

ciples of tohar haneshek (moral
conduct in war) of the Hagana,
I.Z.L. and I.D.F.? Are we to abandon
our standard that no one shall be
punished for the guilt of another?
The fact that the PLO are bar-
barians does not entitle us to sink to

their level.

I have been a serving soldier In

five wars over 32 years, and never to

this day have I doubted the justice of

our cause, nor the way in which It

was defended. If now. a government
for which I voted is to order the
deliberate bombing of women and
children. I will be morally an
accessory to murder and that
thought is unbearable.

E.J.M. MAYER
Givatayim

of the government, In order to

preserve the momentum. I Intend,

instead, to devote ray fime to trying

to solve the economic and social ills

of my country, because they,, at the

moment, constitute the most serious

threat to our security and well-being.

IT MIGHT BE superfluous to have to

convince you of the dangers inherent

in allowing one’s country and people
to feel that the treatment of such ills

is being neglected, in view of your
knowledge and experience of similar

ills which beset your country. But I

must, at least, stress that your
troubles have less apocalyptic poten-

tial than ours.

If we are to have peace with our
neighbours lt is essential that we
negotiate from strength, and
"strength" does not only mean
military might. It means also a well-

fed. well-clothed, well-housed, well-

European countries. When
Parliament will take up the Stai
of Limitations issue, Wehner
proposition will be an important efe
ment of the debate.

educated, and, in short, happy u
contented people..

I feel It. therefore, to be my prim
duty, as much for the sake of Mao
as for the domestic well-being 4
Israel, to devote.ail my effort* (a

the next few months to seeking
remove the sources of discord, dl

content and deprivation among nn
own people.

If I should be successful in r~"‘

in motion the effective mac!
for achieving this goal, then I

return to active and direct partidp

tioh In the peace negotiations. If

should fail to achieve this abject]

then I fear that any sueij

negotiations might prove abortive

U

any case, as the chances of a seend

term of office for the present gorml
ment might turn out to h
problematic, if not slim. And win

guarantee would you have On

another government would puta

the same tine of policy?
Forgive me, therefore, Mr. Prej

dent, if I take temporary leave t

absence from the peace negotiate

to deal with my domestic tnrebb

while assuring you of my am
hopes and aspirations that pease ri

eventually come— with your aidin

that of other well-meaning wd
leaders — to a people who haves

fered enough from the direct and I

direct tragedies of war.
j

AVOCADOS TO ZUCCHINI
Israeli Cooking on a Budget by Sybil Zimmerman,

The Jerusalem Post Cooking Columnist, is anew

book revealing all the secrets of the Israeli

;kitchen, with a special emphasis on economical,

cooking.

Hundreds of recipes presented in over 300 pages.

28 contributors including Sabras and new im-

migrants make this a “must" for both residents

and visitors.

Planning to give someone a present? This could

be it.
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Available from The Jerusalem Post offices

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, or Haifa or whBwy9r^f|^V^
Jerusalem Post is sold. Sole Distributor. Adas
Co, Tel Aviv.
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